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Excursion has a petroleum and coal seam focus, while the
Lachlan Fold Belt Excursion will appeal to the minerals
fraternity. For students, a sensational program on Tuesday
will inform and entice earth science students to consider a
career in our profession. The Student Day will be preceded
by a reception for Tertiary students on Monday evening.

Corporate and Government bodies active in our industry
are providing strong support by participating in a range of
events and sponsorship opportunities. In addition,
exhibitors offering the latest technical innovations and
services to the resource and environmental industries will
be demonstrating their capabilities during the three-day
Exhibition.

To capitalise on Sydney's fabulous natural beauty, the Ice
Breaker, Conference Dinner and Farewell Cocktails are
being held in Darling Harbour. Be sure to book your table
for the dinner when you register. Golf Day registration
forms are available for the Ambrose team event on Friday
20 August, so join with us at the Moore Park Golf Club,
located near the heart of the city. For out of town
attendees, be sure to allow a few extra days around the
time of the Conference to take a trip to the scenic Blue
Mountains, the Hunter Valley wine area or perhaps a
walking tour of Sydney's Rocks district.

The co-chairmen wish to thank the Organising Committee,
which has worked tirelessly and efficiently to assemble an
event that the co-hosting societies can be proud. We also
thank the companies that employ the Committee members,
for without their blessing it would not be possible to
devote the time necessary to make the Conference a
success. An integral part of our committee is Conference
Action, professional conference organisers. Conference
Action has carried out secretarial and logistics duties with
aplomb and has operated the registration area as well as
coordinated production of the actual event. The Geological
Survey of NSW is thanked for providing the venue for our
committee meetings. The Committee is in turn indebted to
many people who have helped in sub committees and we
extend our gratitude to them for volunteering their
support. Finally, the co-chairs wish to thank Jenny Bauer
and Kim Frankcombe of the Conference Advisory
Committee, who provided counsel and guidance
throughout the lead up to the Conference.

The location, technical program and social activities
promise an outstanding event and we're thrilled that so
many have chosen to join us in Sydney.

Co-chairs, Organising Committee 

ASEG's 17th Conference and Exhibition, co-hosted PESA (NSW),

Sydney, Australia 

The Sydney 2004 Conference Organising Committee
welcomes you to the Australian Society of Exploration
Geophysicists 17th Geophysical Conference and Exhibition,
co-hosted by the Petroleum Exploration Society of
Australia (NSW). A special welcome is extended to
attending presidents and representatives of ASEG, PESA,
SEG (USA), EAGE (Europe), SEGJ (Japan), KSEG (Korea) and
SAGA (South Africa).

During the Conference a number of executive meetings will
be taking place and the Committee is pleased to be able to
facilitate meetings of the SEG and ASEG executives in
Sydney. A list of meetings, venue and times will be posted
in the registration area.

The Conference is being held at the award-winning Sydney
Convention and Exhibition Centre in spectacular Darling
Harbour. It promises to be a most exciting and inspirational
four days. Current high prices for oil and base metals will
certainly add a motivating backdrop to this event.

Our conference theme is most appropriately titled
"Integrated Exploration in a Changing World". This theme
brings together the application of state-of-the-art
technologies to all phases of resource exploration and
development at a time when our profession is influenced
by changing economic and political conditions throughout
the world. These changes offer enhancing opportunities to
those with spirit, adaptability and technical excellence. This
final characteristic of technical excellence in particular is
an aim of the Conference.

The first class technical program includes 235 papers. These
cover exploration case histories, technical innovations,
environmental and near surface applications, business
aspects of exploration, and research to suit all interests
across our profession. Keynote addresses on challenging
and inspirational topics will be presented by eminent
industry leaders. Keynote presenters include; Amos Nur,
Tom Whiting, Phil Harman, Ted Tyne, Paolo Dell'Aversana
(EAGE DLP), Heloise Lynn, Prame Chopra, Michael Lee,
Keiran Wulff and Bob Whiteley. Specialised Petroleum
Forums, with debate by panellists and featuring audience
participation, will involve: Mike Bahorich, Peter Duncan
(SEG President), Nader Dutta and Brian Russell.

Technical sessions will occupy the first three days of the
conference, with additional technical material on display in
the poster section of the Exhibition area. On Thursday you
can attend one of two topical symposia or a workshop on
deepwater exploration, all of which are included in your
registration fee. The symposium on Inversion in Mineral
Exploration is chaired by Doug Oldenburg and Greg Street
is the chairman of the Salinity Studies symposium. Paul
Weimer, the 2004 SEG DISC, will present a workshop on
Petroleum Systems of Deepwater Settings, which is
particularly relevant today.

The Sydney Committee has also organised a number of
workshops and two field excursions; the Sydney Basin

Foreword
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Welcome from the Conference Organising Committee

Barry Smith

Tim Pippett

Barry Smith Timothy Pippett



ASEG
Let's be perfectly honest. Looking over the myriad of
conference themes for various organisations over the years,
it's easy to be bemused, or amused, or even to simply nod
off. But rarely does a theme ring with resonance like the
theme of the 2004 17th ASEG International Conference
and Exhibition: Integrated Exploration in a Changing
World. Unless anyone has been off the planet for the past
few years, it should be clear to us all that the world is
indeed changing.

The inexorable shift toward internationalism is probably
the single biggest change that we see every day in the
newspapers and in our lives. This means more Australian
lamb on American tables, more Coalition forces on the
streets of Baghdad, more asylum seekers in detention or at
the local supermarket, more university students studying
English as a second language, more delays at already
crowded international airports, and innumerable other
examples of borders seeming more and more transparent
all the time.

Another separate but related change in the world is the
need to make decisions at many levels with a seemingly
endless supply of information from which to choose.
Integrating data and making sense of it is critical for
making all kinds of decisions. How many types of
information should we integrate and verify to make a
decision on where to drill a hole? How many to make a
decision to mine? Indeed, how many to make a decision to
start a family or move jobs or pre-emptively invade a
country?

At the end of the day, those involved in Exploration are
master decision makers and, in the changing environment
in which we work, integration of many and disparate data
is one of the challenges that will increase in complexity and
importance. 

In light of the exquisite level of relevance of this year's
conference theme, it gives me particular pleasure to
welcome a particularly international group of delegates to
Sydney. I look forward to seeing members of ASEG and
PESA exchanging ideas with colleagues from SEG, EAGE,
SEGJ, KSEG, HAGI and SAGA, as well as visitors whom we
would like to count among our membership in future. 

The technical sessions, keynote addresses and exhibitions
promise to offer a great deal to assist all the delegates in
becoming even more effective decision makers as we
attempt to succeed in the rapidly changing world
integrating vast quantities of data.

Howard Golden
President, 
Australian Society of Exploration Geophysicists

SEG
It is with great personal pleasure that I bring to you
greetings and best wishes from the Society of Exploration
Geophysicists on the occasion of the ASEG-PESA Sydney
2004 Conference and Exhibition.

SEG exists to promote excellence in the science and
practice of applied geophysics. While journals, magazines,
textbooks and lectures are one way we pursue that goal, an
equally important vehicle is through gatherings such as
this. At conventions of this sort we can share advances in
our science face-to-face, we can build that common sense
of community and communication that is so important to
the open sharing of new ideas, and we can make life long
friends with others who share our love of the earth
sciences. 

SEG, as a global geophysical community, now has over
22,000 members in more than 130 countries worldwide. It
is a growing community with over 2000 new members last
year. There are 121 student sections and 40 Associated
Societies around the world. More than half the membership
now resides outside the USA. 

Australia, with more than 600 SEG members and 5 active
student sections, is our 6th largest member community and
clearly one of our most active. It is your participation that
helps us make the claim of being "THE global society of
applied geophysics".

I look forward to the events of this week as I make only my
second trip to your beautiful country and I look forward to
the continuing contributions Australia will make to our
science and our community in the future. I hope I will get
to meet as many of you as possible at the convention. Drop
by the SEG booth to say "Hello".

Peter M. Duncan 
President, 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists

Presidents’ Addresses
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Howard Golden
ASEG

Peter Duncan
SEG



SEGJ
It is a great honour for the Society of Exploration
Geophysicists of Japan (SEGJ) to participate in the ASEG's
17th Conference and Exhibition. Taking this opportunity, I
would like to introduce some recent activities of the SEGJ.

SEGJ was founded in 1948, and we have 1506 members as
of May 2004. Its strength is the application of geophysics
to civil engineering and natural resource exploration. SEGJ
publishes a journal "Butsuri-Tansa" or Geophysical
Exploration six times a year. We hold two regular
conferences every year and publish the proceedings for
each of them. Since 1990, we have hosted an International
Symposium every second year. Each symposium is
dedicated to a special theme, such as Geotomography and
Fracture Imaging. Proceedings of these symposiums are
issued as special publications of SEGJ.

In November 2004, we will hold the 7th International
Symposium at Sendai, in association with four overseas
societies. It is a great pleasure to receive assistance from
the ASEG for the symposium and we hope to hold a
meeting that will be worthwhile for all geophysicists to
attend.

The economic recession in Japan has adversely affected the
geophysical activities in the last few years. As a
consequence, in December 2001, the SEGJ adopted a new
incorporated structure, authorised by the Ministry of
Education and Science, to encourage growth in the Society.
The main aim of the incorporation is to strengthen our
activities. The middle to long-term objectives of the new
society are to: 

1. Expand the journal to respond to members' needs;

2. Enhance conferences and lectures to disseminate
geophysical exploration technology;

3. Establish guidelines for geophysical practice responding
to the community demand; and

4. Establish the close relationship with foreign Geophysical
Societies.

We now have the following activities and projects relating
to the geophysical and geo-technical fields in Japan:

1. Exploration and development of methane hydrate;

2. Earthquake prediction;

3. Geo-sequestration;

4. High level radioactive disposal;

5. Public utilisation of shallow subsurface zones in urban
areas;

6. Evaluation of landslide hazards; and

7. Studies of the continental shelf.

We organised the consortiums in order to solve the
problems relating to these topics.

We address not only domestic issues but also international
activities. We have established close relationships with the
ASEG, SEG, EAGE, KSEG of Korea and SEG Beijing. There are
many geophysicists in Asia, but unfortunately we have not
yet developed good communication channels with them.
However, we have started discussions with the Vietnamese

Presidents’ Addresses
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EAGE
The 17th ASEG/PESA meeting is clearly going to be a major
international event, and on behalf of the European Association
of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE), I would like to wish good
luck to ASEG and PESA. Though our roots may be in Europe, our
membership is truly global, and we have many members
residing in Australia. We are therefore very proud to lend our
support to this important conference.

The theme of this year's ASEG/PESA meeting is "Integrated
Exploration in a Changing World". This is of particular
interest to EAGE. A primary focus for us is the integration of
all relevant disciplines, and this integration must happen at
every stage of geosciences activity, from exploration through
to development and production. In exploration, with the
progress of techniques such as pre-stack depth migration, we
see more and more that the result of a PSDM exercise
depends not only on the quality of the PSDM algorithm, but
also on the validity of the initial geological model. It is vital
that all interpretations and model-building are the result of
combining the input from the various relevant disciplines.

This does not mean that every single geoscientist should be
an expert in all disciplines. Geoscientists, whether geologists
or geophysicists, must first be strong in their own basic
disciplines. But too often, by focusing on their own
disciplines in the interpretation workflow, geoscientists tend
to be preoccupied with their own issues and ignore the
uncertainties attached to models generated by other
disciplines. To avoid this common bias, individuals must have
an open attitude, companies should encourage the
organisation of multidisciplinary teams, and cross-
disciplinary training must be a priority. 

This brings us to another very important topic of this
conference, learning through pre-conference workshops. At the
EAGE annual conferences, we always organise pre-conference
workshops, where we favour the presentation and discussion of
multi-disciplinary topics. The idea of organising a
comprehensive Student Day program is to be commended. The
oil and gas industry, with its ageing population, must bring a
whole new generation up to speed. 

EAGE has recently been reorganised into two divisions, one
for Near-Surface Geosciences and one for the Oil and Gas.
We believe there are many interactions possible between
these two divisions, and we welcome the fact that ASEG
and PESA are adopting a similar approach by including a
significant contribution on mining in the conference
program.

On a personal note, I discovered Sydney last year, and I will
never forget this fantastic feeling when I saw Sydney
Harbour and the Opera House for the first time. Organisers
of a conference in such a magical environment can hardly
go wrong! I would like to close by thanking you for the
opportunity to contribute, and to wish all attendees a most
worthwhile and successful ASEG/PESA Conference and
Exhibition.

Olivier Dubrule
President, 
European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers

Oliver Dubrulle
EAGE

Yuzuru Ashida
SEGJ



society and we hope to extend cooperation with it in the
very near future.

With the help of ASEG, we are on the way to publish a
translation of "Guidelines of Geophysical Application for
Civil Engineering, 2000", which was originally written in
Japanese, and very well received among the civil
engineering industry, as the book is very handy and
comprehensive. Hence, there is a great demand from
engineers of other countries, especially from Asia. The book
has already been translated into Korean and published by
the KSEG. 

Responding to this demand, we decided to publish it in
English. The contribution from the ASEG in refining the
English of our translation has been great. We would like to
express our gratitude to the Society, and the English
version will be published very soon. In addition to
Guidelines of Geophysical Application for Civil Engineering,
we will publish the encyclopaedic dictionary of geophysical
exploration in Japanese at the end of this year.

ASEG, SEGJ and KSEG discussed the joint publication of a
journal on several occasions, with a focus on the Western

Pacific region, incorporating practical applications of
geophysics to all areas of resource exploration and
engineering. Consequently, in January 2004, we published
a joint issue of three journals. We appreciate the effort and
support of managing editor, Lindsay Thomas. We hope that
this new unique publication starts new friendships and
extends new fields of application. We will discuss the
continuation of this venture during this Conference.

As Australia and Japan are located in the same Western
Pacific region, there are many issues we can cooperate on.
We would like to collaborate with ASEG on the geophysical
issues in our region at all times.

Yuzuru Ashida
President of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists of
Japan

Presidents’ Addresses
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BOOTH NO(S) ORGANISATION PAGE NO.

59,60 Alpha Geo Instruments
108 Archimedes
92 ASEG
54,75 Auslog
2 Australian Seismic Brokers
110 Baigent Geosciences
111 Bell Geospace
39 Ceanet Pty Ltd
41, 42 CGG Australia + VS Fusion
17 Condor Consulting – Geotech ltd
107 CRC LEME
98,99 CSIRO
48 Curtin University of Technology
26 Daishsat Geodetic Surveyors
104 Dept of Industry & Resources, WA
69 Dept. of Natural Resources, Qld
118 EAGE
49,32 Earth Resource Mapping
44 Electromagnetic Imaging Technology
57,72 Encom Technology Pty Ltd
6 ESRI
101 Fractal Technologies
63,64,65,66 Fugro Airborne Surveys Pty Ltd
45,46 Fugro Instruments
1 Geo - X Systems, Inc.
81 Geophysical Software Solutions
40 GeoPro GMBH
70,71 Geoscience Australia
84,85 Geoscience Victoria
74 Geosoft Australia Pty Ltd
82 GNS, NZ
89,94,95 GPX Systems
3 Grant Geophysical
78 G-Tek Australia Pty Ltd
15 Intrepid Geophysics
56 Kelman Technologies Inc.
7,8 Landmark
79,80 Minerals & Energy, SA
62 Mineral Resources, NSW
73 Mira Geoscience
50,51 Mitcham Industries
61,68 Multiwave Geophysical Company
83 Northern Territory Geological Survey
16 Outer-Rim Exploration Services Pty Ltd
93 PESA
111,112,123,124 Schlumberger Oilfield  Services
55 Software Advanced Logic Technology
86,87 Petroysys Pty Ltd
37,38 PGS Australia Pty Ltd
58 Professional Investment Services Pty Ltd
20 RackSaver
43 Rock Solid Images
88 SDI
91 SEG 
90 SEGJapan / Korean SEG
24 SERCEL Australia
114 Supersonic Geophysical LLC
67 Tenix-LADs Corp
120 Total Depth
35,36 UTS Geophysics
20 Verari Systems
34,47 Velseis Pty Ltd
12,13,14,21,22,23 Veritas DGC 
10,11,19 WesternGeco
4,5 Zonge Engineering & Research Organisation

Exhibitors
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PLATINUM
WESTERNGECO STANDS 10,11,19 
Level 5, 256 St Georges Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 
Tel:  08 9420 4622 
Fax:  08 9420 4600 
Email:  mgiles@perth.westerngeco.slb.com
Contact person:  Mike Giles 

WesternGeco provides comprehensive worldwide reservoir imaging,
monitoring, and development services. We operate the most extensive
range of seismic crews and data processing centers in the industry, as well
as holding the largest multiclient seismic library. Our unsurpassed array
and distribution of resources is ready to meet any geophysical challenge.
Our Reservoir Services group is moving advanced seismic technologies
into the reservoir - to serve not only explorationists, but also reservoir and
petroleum engineers, appraisal and production teams.

GOLD SPONSORS
VERITAS DGC STANDS 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 23 
PO Box 1802 
WEST PERTH WA 6005 
Tel:  08 8214 6228 
Fax:  08 9214 6222 
Email:  wendy.mobley@veritasdgc.com
Contact person:  Wendy Mobley 

At Veritas, our mission is to acquire, process and sell seismic data to the oil
and gas industry. We offer a comprehensive suite of integrated geophysical
services designed to enhance drilling and production success. These include
seismic survey planning and design, seismic data acquisition in all
environments, data processing, data visualisation and an explorationist's
toolbox of interpretive and reservoir characterisation services. Veritas also
has one of the largest seismic data libraries in the industry today.  Veritas
employees are one of the most experienced teams of energy explorationists
in the industry. All of whom are committed to the principles of 'geophysical
integrity', which means we strive to deliver value and consistent, accurate
results to our customers on every project we undertake. 

EXHIBITORS
ALPHA GEO INSTRUMENTS STANDS 59, 60 
Suite 1, 23 Gray Street 
SUTHERLAND NSW 2232 
Tel:  02 9542 5266
Fax:  02 9542 5263 
Email:  tpippett@alpha-geo.com
Contact person:  Timothy Pippett 

Alpha Geoinstruments, a division of Alpha GeoScience Pty. Ltd. distributes
a wide range of geophysical instruments into the Australian and New
Zealand markets. The following manufacturers are represented by Alpha
Geoinstruments :

• Mala Geoscience (Sweden) – Ground Penetrating Radar systems with 
frequencies from 25 to 1000 MHz. 

• ABEM Instruments (Sweden) – a range of Resistivity Instruments and 
Seismograph recorders. 

• GEM Systems (Canada) – total field Magnetometers, proton precession, 
overhauser and potassium vapour sensors. 

• Geovista – Borehole Logging Systems 
• Dualem – Electro-magnetic System 

A range of software programs for geophysical application. Alpha
Geoinstruments also have a range of geophysical instruments for rental;
see us at stand 59 & 60 for details. 



of Borehole Geophysical systems based in Brisbane. Our sister company
Australian Logging Services provides borehole Services Australia wide.
New advancement in data transmission and tool development is providing
a bright future in years to come. Whatever the borehole requirement,
Auslog can help. Scintrex, L&R and Micro G are the worlds leading
suppliers of land Gravity instrumentation with continuous efforts in
development and new products. Gravity, Magnetics, resistivity and
integrated airborne systems provide the basis of manufacturing while also
supplying a wide range of geophysical tools. 

AUSTRALIAN SEISMIC BROKERS STAND 2 
U5, 171-175 Abernethy Road
BELMONT WA 6104 
Tel:  08 9479 5900 
Fax:  08 9479 5911 570
Email:  s.jeffrey@asb.com.au
Contact person:  Steve Jeffrey 

Australian Seismic Brokers market non-exclusive data throughout South
East Asia. The available data base has currently available over 3 million
kms of seismic data for sale. within Australia we are also able to supply
Well Completion Reports and composite logs. The seismic data base
comprises new speculative shoots,reprocessed data both pre stack and
post stack, scanned data and original open file segY or hardcopy data. We
can also undertake data searches on the clients behalf to find legacy data
sets or scan client hardcopy data to segY for further processing or
workstation loading. 

BAIGENT GEOSCIENCES STAND 110 
PO Box 1384 
SOUTH PERTH WA 6951 
Tel:  08 9457 2813 
Email:  mark@bgs.net.au
Contact person:  Mark Baigent 

Baigent Geosciences specialises in the processing of airborne geophysical
data. The company is devoted to high quality results and services in the
processing of magnetic, radiometric, dtm and helicopter EM data sets. The
company has an extensive knowledge base in the processing of fixed and
helicopter acquired data. The company has he ability to incorporate the
horizontal gradients in the magnetic total field to enhance structural
resolution. In house software development keeps abreast of industry
innovation to make sure that only the best processing solutions are used
to maximise the usefulness and interpretability of the data. With over
twenty years involved in the exploration arena Baigent Geosciences
ensures the highest quality and rapid turn around of geophysical data

BELL GEOSPACE LIMITED STAND 111 
Aberdeen SCOTLAND 
Tel:  +44 1224 227704 
Fax:  +44 1224 227702 
Email:  cmurphy@bellgeo.com
Contact person:  Colm Murphy 

Bell Geospace is the sole commercial provider of the Full Tensor
Gradiometry technology, acquiring all components of the gravity gradient
field on both marine and airborne platforms. The company offers high
precision gravity solutions to the mining and oil & gas industries and
government sectors worldwide. BGL, the wholly owned subsidiary of Bell
Geospace Inc, were formed in 1998 and based in Aberdeen, UK. Marine
3D-FTG has been operational in the Gulf of Mexico and offshore Europe
since 1998 and the Air-FTG™ system since late 2002. Over 60,000 line km
of Air-FTG™ data has been acquired in the Africa, Canada and the USA to
date. 

Exhibitors
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ARCHIMEDES STAND 108  
PO Box 423 
GLENSIDE SA 5065 
Tel:  08 8234 0511 
Fax:  08 8234 2637 
Email:  ikivior@archimedes-consulting.com.au
Contact person:  Tereska Kropinski

Archimedes Consulting is an Australian based company that specialises in
advanced processing and analysis of aeromagnetic and gravity data over
onshore and offshore sedimentary basins. The company provides cutting
edge technology for petroleum exploration detecting uniquely: faults and
fracture patterns in sediments, litho-stratigraphic boundaries,
hydrocarbon alteration zones, palaeochannels, igneous bodies, basement
configuration and deep crustal structures. Archimedes conducts extensive
research work on the application of potential field data to hydrocarbon
exploration. The company has developed proprietary software for special
processing and interpretation of magnetic data, which has been applied
over Australian Basins, as well as basins in PNG, New Zealand and the
Middle East. 

ASEG STAND 92 
PO Box 8463
PERTH BUSINESS CENTRE WA 6849
Tel:  08 9427 0800
Fax:  08 9427 0801
Contact person:  Louise Middleton 

The ASEG is a not-for-profit company founded in 1970. Its aims are;

• to promote the science of geophysics, and specifically exploration 
geophysics, throughout Australia 

• to foster fellowship and co-operation between geophysicists 

• to encourage closer understanding and co-operation with other earth 
scientists 

• to assist in the design and teaching of courses in geophysics and to
sponsor student sections where appropriate. 

The Federal Executive assists in the formation of local branches of the
society throughout Australia and will publish any material considered
desirable for the promotion of its objectives. Activities The ASEG's main
activities are publication of the technical journal Exploration Geophysics
and the bi-monthly magazine Preview and occasional Special
Publications. The ASEG organises a Geophysical Conference and Exhibition
every 18 months. The ASEG also conducts continuing education courses
and supports research in exploration geophysics.  Membership The ASEG's
current Membership is over 1400 and increasing at a rate of 10 percent a
year.  Research Foundation The ASEG has a Research Foundation which
helps fund specific research projects at Australian tertiary institutions. Up
to $5,000 can be made available to help pay research costs incurred by
each project.  Technical Standards Committee The ASEG's Technical
Standards Committee is responsible for implementing industry wide
standards to aid in data transfer and data quality. Current chairman is Paul
Wilkes and members include most Chief Geophysicists of state geological
surveys. 

AUSLOG STAND 54, 75 
Unit 9/29 Collinsvale Street 
ROCKLEA QLD 4106 
Tel:  07 3277 4671 
Fax:  07 3277 4672 
Email:  medmonds@auslog.com.au
Contact person:  Matt Edmonds

Auslog, Scintrex, Lacoste and Romberg and Micro G operate under the
L&R-Scintrex Inc group of companies. Auslog is a world leading supplier



CEANET PTY LTD STAND 39 
PO Box 1579 
MILTON QLD 4064 
Tel:  07 3369 4499 
Fax:  07 3369 4469 
Email:  peta.morphett@ceanet.com.au
Contact person:  Peta Morphett 

Ceanet is a leading supplier and developer of innovative software
solutions and services for research and development in all industries
including the Geophysical Sciences. MathWorks products, MATLAB and
Simulink, play a fundamental role in the research, design, and product
development for geologic and oceanographic research including data
analysis, algorithm development, modeling, and simulation. With offices
in Sydney and Brisbane we offer the following services:

• Software sales and customisation; 

• Application development; 

• Training and support; 

• System installation and integration; 

• Modelling and other specialised consulting services; 

• Project Management. 

For information about our software products and technical support
contact our representatives 1800 628 320 or email your enquiry on
info@ceanet.com.au 

CGG AUSTRALIA AND VS FUSION STAND 41, 42 
PO Box 371 
WEST PERTH WA 6005 
Tel:  08 9226 2233 
Fax:  08 9226 2234
Email:  dgoldspink@cgg.com
Contact person:  Debbie Goldspink

Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (CGG) is a leading supplier of
geophysical products and services to the worldwide oil and gas industry,
mainly in geophysical equipment, seismic acquisition and processing and
reservoir geophysics. CGG Australia offers state-of-the-art seismic
processing in time and depth, land and marine domains. The Perth centre
is connected to the Kuala Lumpur processing hub through Linux PC
clusters using the latest release of CGG's Geocluster seismic data
processing package. The hub follows the same model used in the CGG
Group's London and Houston regional hubs which include huge Linux PC
clusters and fast links to the data processing centres. This move is
intended to boost the group's regional computing power and shorten
processing turnaround time through the enhanced speed of specific
applications and ultimately provide a better structural image. VSFusion
offers borehole seismic application design, data processing and
interpretation services. By using calibration information and parameters
derived from borehole seismic measurements to enhance surface seismic
imaging and attribute processing, reduced uncertainty is achieved in
surface seismic interpretation. VSFusion serves as a bridge between well
log information, surface-seismic and reservoir geophysics, and offers a
specialization in complex and special processes such as 3-D VSP, AVO,
fracture monitoring and delineation and time-lapse VSP. 

CONDOR CONSULTING, INC - GEOTECH LTD STAND 17 
Suite 150. 2201 Kipling Street
LAKEWOOD CO 80215
Email:  ken@condorconsult.com
Contact person:   Ken Witherly 

The VTEM Heli-Time Domain EM system is a state-of-the-art airborne EM
prospecting system designed for application to a wide range of nature
resource problems. The VTEM technology was introduced commercially in
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late 2002 and quickly became top of it's class in terms of dipole power and
overall system versatility, with the Mk III "TRex" class operating at over
0.5M dipole moment and the "Raptor" class single turn, light weight
system designed for high resolution mapping applications. VTEM is built
and operated by Geotech Ltd., Toronto Canada with global marketing,
processing and interpretation supported by Condor Consulting, Inc.

CRC LEME STAND 107 
PO Box 1130 
BENTLEY WA 6102 
Tel:  08 6436 8695 
Fax:  08 6436 8560 
Email:  susan.game@csiro.au
Contact person:  Susan Game

Cooperative Research Centre for Landscape Environments and Mineral
Exploration.  CRC LEME is in its second seven-year term. It applies regolith
science to the Australia's problems in mineral and natural resource
management. It is strongly committed to addressing the challenges of
mineral exploration in areas of transported regolith. It is undertaking and
developing a wide range of integrated projects that use multi-disciplinary
approaches to look at three-dimensional architecture of the regolith. The
projects focus on the time-dependent physical, chemical, biological and
hydrological processes that control geochemical dispersion of the minerals
in the regolith. We refer you to our website: http://crcleme.org.au for
information of LEME research activities, news, publications and regolith
landform maps. LEME is an unincorporated joint venture between its eight
participants: Australian National University, CSIRO Divisions of
Exploration & Mining and Land & Water, Curtin University of Technology,
Geoscience Australia, Minerals Council of Australia, NSW Dept Mineral
Resources, Primary Industries and Resources SA, University of Adelaide,
established and supported by the Australian Government's Cooperative
Research Centres program. 

CSIRO STANDS 98, 99  
PO Box 218 
LINDFIELD NSW 2070
Tel:  02 9413 7413 
Fax:  02 9413 7202 
Email:  cathy.foley@csiro.au
Contact person:  Cathy Foley  

With 368 research and scientific staff in Perth, Melbourne and Sydney,
CSIRO through its Divisions of Petroleum Resources, Exploration and
Mining and Industrial Physics, provides strategic, world class R&D - plus
related technology services and solutions - to address the changing needs
of the mining, mineral exploration, oil and gas industries in Australia and
around the world. CSIRO has a reputation for world-class, creative and
industry-focused research, based on experience, project management
capability, diversity of scientific disciplines and comprehensive, leading-
edge facilities. These considerable attributes enable scientists to help
industry resolve complex, multi-faceted issues and problems within
commercially acceptable time frames. CSIRO is the largest supplier of
strategic R&D to the Australian exploration and mining industry. Focusing
on research aimed at increasing the competitive advantage of the
industry, CSIRO has established an enviable track record in the delivery of
innovative science and engineering. 

CURTIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY STAND 48 
GPO Box U1987
PERTH WA 6845
Tel:  08 9266 3565 
Fax:  08 9266 3407 
Email:  nicole.judge@geophy.curtin.edu.au
Contact person:  Nicole Judge



assisting in land access negotiations. The department collates an extensive
range of geological data gathered by government and the private sector
and makes it available. It administers the management of, and dealings in,
all Queensland exploration and production tenure, ensuring compliance
with petroleum and Native title legislation. NRM&E manages petroleum
and gas safety and health standards and practices. The department
develops legislation and policy to ensure a sustainable industry. The
Department is also responsible for natural resource management
including salinity management.

EAGE STAND 118 
Contact person: Arno Smits

EAGE (European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers) is the leading
European based international organisation of geoscientists and engineers.
The objectives of the Association are to promote the application of
geosciences and related engineering subjects and to foster the
communication, fellowship and co-operation between those working in,
studying or being otherwise interested in these fields. The Association
achieves its objectives through publications, conferences, workshops,
education programmes and exhibitions.  Today EAGE has 2 divisions, the
Oil & Gas Geoscience Division and the Near Surface Geoscience Division.
In addition to the annual EAGE Conference and Exhibition in Madrid (13-
16 June 2005), the 2nd North African/Mediterranean Petroleum &
Geosciences Conference and Exhibition will be held in Algiers from 10-13
April 2005.  Information regarding all EAGE organised conferences and
workshops is available at www.eage.org 

EARTH RESOURCE MAPPING STANDS 32, 49 
Level 2 87 Colin Street  
WEST PERTH WA 6005
Tel:  08 9388 2900 
Fax:  08 9389 2901 
Email:  darren@ermapper.com.au
Contact person:  Darren Mottolini

Earth Resource Mapping is proud to be the leading image processing and
Internet distribution software developer. Earth Resource Mapping produce
a suite of imaging solutions for the processing, display and serving of
digital raster imagery. The flagship product ER Mapper has gained
considerable usage amongst the remote sensing community of the world.
It features the innovative dynamic algorithm compiler allowing the easy
handling of very large image datasets. Research into wavelet compression
methods has lead to the development of the ECW (enhanced compressed
wavelet) format and associated Image Web Server product. This enables the
delivery of large processed datasets over the Internet or secure intranets. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC IMAGING TECHNOLOGY STAND 44 
680 Jarrah Road 
MUNDARING WA 6073 
Tel:  08 9295 1456
Fax:  08 9295 1429 
Email:  aduncan@emit.iinet.net.au
Contact person:  Andrew Duncan

ElectroMagnetic Imaging Technology (EMIT) develops instrumentation
and software for electrical geophysics. The EMIT SMARTem receiver system
is now in widespread use, especially in surveys where low noise
measurements are required in the presence of electrical interference.
SMARTem is a PC-based 8-channel system for any type of electrical
geophysics including EM and IP, with full time-series recording and
Windows graphic interface. EMIT's Maxwell is software for the
visualisation, processing, modelling and plotting of EM data of any type -
time or frequency domain, airborne, ground, borehole. EMIT's Atlantis 3-
component borehole magnetometer system is perfectly matched with the
SMARTem system for borehole B-field TEM surveys.
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The DEPARTMENT OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS specialises in education
and research in Minerals, Groundwater and Petroleum Geophysics. In 2004
the Department has 13 Staff and 82 Students. Since the inception of a
geophysics program at Curtin, over 550 persons have been awarded
degrees at all levels. The Department is currently a member of two CRC
programs, CO2CRC and CRCLEME and has been a State nominated Centre
of Excellence for Exploration and Production Geophysics. The petroleum
arm of the research program is the Curtin Reservoir Geophysics
Consortium which has been awarded the SEG's Distinguished
Achievement Award for 2004. The annual operating budget of the
Department is approx. $2 million, most of which is received via research
grants.

DAISHSAT GEODETIC SURVEYORS STAND 26 
PO Box 766 
MURRAY BRIDGE SA 5253 
Tel:  08 8531 0349 
Fax:  08 8531 0684 
Email:  david.daish@daishsat.com
Contact person:  David Daish 

Daishsat is the leading provider of GPS positioned gravity surveys in
Australia, surveying in excess of 500,000 gravity stations in Australia and
around the world over the last 12 years. Having recently taken delivery of
the latest in gravity acquisition equipment, the Scintrex CG5 gravity meter
and Leica GPS1200 RTK units, we are the only operators of this new
equipment in Australia. Utilising the latest equipment and employing the
most experienced staff, our clients can expect production, accuracy and
reliability gains over previous surveys and all competition. Contact David
Daish or Leon Mathews for your next high quality gravity survey !

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY & RESOURCES WA STAND 104 
100 Plain Street 
EAST PERTH WA 6004 
Tel:  08 9222 3635 
Fax:  08 9222 3496
Email:  arthur.hoffman@doir.wa.gov.au
Contact person:  Arthur Hoffman

The Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (NRM&E) is
responsible for supporting, promoting and monitoring the State's mining
and energy industries. NRM&E promotes the State's potential by
encouraging investment, attracting explorers and developers, and
assisting in land access negotiations. The department collates an extensive
range of geological data gathered by government and the private sector
and makes it available. It administers the management of, and dealings in,
all Queensland exploration and production tenure, ensuring compliance
with petroleum and Native title legislation. NRM&E manages petroleum
and gas safety and health standards and practices. The department
develops legislation and policy to ensure a sustainable industry. The
Department is also responsible for natural resource management
including salinity management.

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, QLD STAND 69
Block A, 80 Meiers Road 
INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068
Tel:  07 3362 9340 
Fax:  07 3362 9343 
Email:  john.draper@nrm.qld.gov.au
Contact person:  John Draper

The Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (NRM&E) is
responsible for supporting, promoting and monitoring the State's mining
and energy industries. NRM&E promotes the State's potential by
encouraging investment, attracting explorers and developers, and



ENCOM TECHNOLOGY PTY LTD STANDS 57, 72 
PO Box 422 
MILSONS POINT NSW 2061
Tel:  02 9957 4117 
Fax:  02 9922 6141 
Email:  david.pratt@encom.com.au; jacqueline.macey@encom.com.au
Contact person:  David Pratt

Encom Technology is celebrating its 20th year as a supplier of advanced
geoscience software and services and is proud to be a Silver Sponsor of
the ASEG-PESA 2004 Conference and Exhibition. Encom has offices in
Sydney and Melbourne and works with an international support network
of resellers for its geophysical products and services. Encom develops
integrated geoscience software applications, and provides advanced
interpretation, research and software engineering services to exploration
and engineering geophysical organisations. Popular Encom products
include Discover for MapInfo Professional, Discover 3D, Discover Mobile,
Profile Analyst, ModelVision, AutoMag and QuickMag. Encom also
develops products under licence including EM Flow, EM Vision and NODDY.
It is also a distributes and value adds to ER Mapper, Image Web Server and
the UBC products MAG3D, GRAV3D, EM1DFEM, DCIP2D and DCIP3D.
Encom's Advanced Technology Services Division provides training,
innovative interpretation services, R&D facilities, and software
engineering for customization of client R&D or workflow optimization.
Encom uses state of the art 3D software technology for interactive
interpretation applications that are designed to integrate GIS, geological,
geochemical, geophysical interpretation and processing needs in a single
1D, 2D and 3D environment. Encom Petroleum Information provides the
definitive petroleum permit information service GPINFO for petroleum
explorers, services companies and government organizations and
incorporates spatial information on permits, wells, pipelines and a wide
array of related spatial data. Each year, Encom produces an industry
sponsored GPinfo Petroleum Permits Map of Australasia for the annual
APPEA conference. 

ESRI STAND 6 
PO Box 7616 
MELBOURNE NSW 3004 
Tel:  03 9867 0447 
Email:  choward@esriaustralia.com.au
Contact person:  Cassandra Howard 

ESRI Australia has been operating since 1979, and is the leading provider
of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) solutions in Australia. ESRI
Australia markets and supports ESRI GIS software and imaging GIS
software from Leica Geosystems. ESRI Australia offers GIS solutions that
scale from small, single-user projects to departmental and corporate-wide
systems where data and processing are shared over local area, wide area
and Internet/intranet networks.  By combining experienced staff with a
passion for GIS and the world's leading GIS software, ESRI Australia
delivers quality geospatial solutions… every day. 

FRACTAL TECHNOLOGIES STAND 101 
57 Havelock Street 
WEST PERTH WA 6005 
Tel:  08 9211 6000 
Fax:  08 9226 1299 
Email:  tamara@fractaltechnologies.com
Contact person:  Tamara Ziere 

Fractal Technologies develop 3-dimensional data management and
visualisation software for the geosciences. Their mission is to provide the
resource industry with 3D spatial information management and
interrogation products. By partnering with other software vendors and
system integrators, they deliver Best of Breed solutions that enhance
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business processes, thereby adding value to the industry_s data assets.
Their products include: 

• FracSIS Visualisation _ a data integration suite that stores different 
forms of geological, geophysical, geochemical and drilling data in a 
single spatial database and allows that data to be presented in a 
unified 3D visualisation environment. 

• FracSIS Spatial Data Manager _ a comprehensive data management
and collaboration application that provides data translation, audit 
trail, security, version control and publication services for exploration 
and mining data. It is a vendor-independent storage and management 
solution allowing everyone in an organisation to access data in 
whichever format they require in a controlled, managed environment.

• The group also provides services in the areas of custom software 
development, training, database creation, and data validation. Future 
directions for the group include increasing its global deployment of 

software and products, the development of a 3D GIS software package, 
and the fast tracking of the world_s first truly 4-dimensional spatial 
information system.

FUGRO AIRBORNE SURVEYS PTY LTD STANDS 63, 64, 65, 66 
65 Brockway Road 
FLOREAT WA 6014 
Tel:  08 9273 6400 
Fax:  08 9273 6466 
Email:  wmartin@fugroairborne.com.au
Contact person:  Wendy Martin 

Fugro Airborne Surveys is a multi-disciplinary geoscience service company.
Its core business of airborne geophysical data acquisition, processing and
interpretation services includes applications for mineral and petroleum
exploration, geological mapping, environmental and engineering solutions
for both government and private sectors in the Asia-Pacific region and
around the world. FAS also has a successful record in developing new
exploration technologies through joint venture R&D programs. A
comprehensive range of the latest geophysical survey technologies is
available including: – Fixed wing time domain and helicopter frequency
domain electromagnetics – Fixed wing and helicopter high-resolution
magnetics and radiometrics – Fixed wing gradient magnetics – Airborne
gravity and airborne gravity gradiometry (Falcon).  FAS has an extensive
fleet of aircraft, enabling surveys to be undertaken safely and cost
effectively in a wide variety of terrains in almost any location on any
continent. The company is certified to AS/NZ ISO9001:2000 and is a
founding member of IAGSA. 

FUGRO INSTRUMENTS STANDS 45, 46 
21 Mellor Street 
WEST RYDE NSW 2114 
Tel:  02 8878 9003 
Fax:  02 8878 9012 
Email:  simon.stewart@fugroinstruments.com
Contact person:  Simon Stewart 

The successor to Geo Instruments, FUGRO INSTRUMENTS is a leading
supplier of high-quality geophysical instrumentation and software to the
exploration, geotechnical, engineering, environmental and agricultural
sectors. We promote Australian-made instruments internationally, and
represent the major North American (AGI, Bartington, Exploranium,
Geometrics, Geonics, Geostuff, Interpex, Iris, PetRos Eikon, Phoenix, RMS,
and Sensors & Software), and European (DMT & Robertson Geologging)
suppliers in the Australasia-Pacific region. Our competitive advantage
comes from a strong customer focus offering leading-edge and innovative
solutions, backed by reliability in our products and outstanding after-sales
technical support. With an established background and knowledge of all
types of geophysical technologies, FUGRO INSTRUMENTS has the expertise
and dedication to be preferred choice for geophysical instrumentation



and processing. Its head office and processing centre is located in
Hamburg, Germany, and a subsidiary office has been established in Perth.
GeoPro's key service is marine surveys using ocean bottom seismometers
(OBS). OBS acquire high quality compressional and shear wave data either
in conjunction with a standard marine reflection survey to acquire near-
vertical compressional and shear data for PP or PS reflection processing,
or for a wide aperture survey using WARRP techniques.  The benefits of
using OBS technology include the quieter ambient seafloor environment,
and the ability to record both P and S wave energy using 3-component
seismometers. 

GEOSCIENCE AUSTRALIA STANDS 70, 71 
GPO Box 378 CANBERRA ACT 2601 
Tel:  02 6249 9263 
Fax:  02 6249 9926 
Email:  steve.ross@ga.gov.au
Contact person:  Stephen Ross 

Geoscience Australia is Australia's national geoscience research and spatial
information agency. Geoscience Australia provides independent
geoscientific information and knowledge to enable the government and
the community it serves to make informed decisions about exploring for
and developing resources, the management of the environment and the
safety and wellbeing of Australians. Our range of products includes:

• geological and geophysical maps and field and processed data 

(including minerals databases); 

• petroleum prospectivity studies and marine data; 

• digital elevation data; 

• topographic and thematic maps; 

• geohazards reports; 

• geodetic datasets; and

• remotely sensed data. 

Most of our products are now available free online or for the cost of
transfer. 

GEOSCIENCE VICTORIA STANDS 84, 85 
PO Box 500 
EAST MELBOURNEVIC 3002 
Tel:  03 9412 5077 
Fax:  03 9412 5155 
Email:  paul.a.mcdonald@dpi.vic.gov.au
Contact person:  Paul McDonald 

Victoria's Minerals and Petroleum Division (MPD) is responsible for
promoting and regulating the Victorian oil and gas, extractive and mineral
exploration and mining industries. Statewide pre-competitive
geoscientific products are provided from a program that combines new
geological data with maintained corporate data. These high quality
products aim to generate wealth through the sustainable development of
earth resources by attracting hydrocarbon and mineral explorers to
Victoria. The geoscientific information include geological maps and
accompanying reports, airborne geophysical surveys and GIS data
packages covering mineral occurrences and production, geochemistry,
geology and geophysical data and interpretation. 

GEOSOFT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD STAND 74 
8th Floor, 85 Richmond Street 
TORONTO M5H 2C9 
Email:  maracmicki@cs.com
Contact person:  Micki Allen

Established in 1986, Geosoft stands for integrity and best practice in earth
science mapping and exploration technology. Today, Geosoft software is
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sales, rentals and repairs for land, marine and airborne applications.
FUGRO GROUND GEOPHYSICS, provide high quality ground geophysical
data acquisition, processing and interpretation services for clients
throughout the world, from offices in Perth, Sydney and Lima, Peru. We
are a member of the Fugro worldwide group: Utilising this extensive
network allows us to work efficiently and competitively across the globe.
FGG are experts in a full suite of geophysical techniques including;

• TEM - high powered, high resolution, full time series - dB/dt and B-
Field - surface and downhole

• DGPS gravity - ground, vehicle, and helicopter supported - sea floor 
gravity

• Induced Polarisation - high powered 3300V transmitters - standard or 
3D arrays

• DGPS magnetics - 10Hz sampling, decimetre positioning and FEM, 
NMR, Radiometrics, MIP/MMR, Resistivity, CSAMT

GEO-X SYSTEMS, INC STAND 1 
2929 Briarpark Drive #312 
HOUSTON TX 77042 
Tel:  + 713 780 7171 
Fax:  + 713 780 2545 
Email:  ktreece@ge-o-tek.com
Contact person:  Kenny Treece 

Geo-X Systems Ltd., with ARAM ARIES seismic recording systems provides
the latest in seismic acquisition technology. Our field proven UNI-RAM
acquisition module creates a universal solution for seismic crews working
in Mountains, Deserts, Jungles and Transition Zones with water depths up
to 50 meters. The ARAM Lithium Ion battery technology provides high
efficient, light weight, power for more than 120 hours of crew operation
without recharging. In areas where cables are difficult to deploy ARAM
ARIES Net-Link is a highly portable wireless data transmission system.
ARAM also developed the SPM-Lite portable CRU recorder, for use in
difficult terrain.

GEOPHYSICAL SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS STAND 81 
PO Box 31 GUNGAHLIN ACT 2912 
Tel:  02 6241 2407 
Fax:  02 6241 2420 
Email:  ralmond@geoss.com.au
Contact person:   Richard Almond 

Geophysical Software Solutions (GSS) specializes in geoscientific software
development, particularly in the area of potential fields; and in the
modeling and interpretation of gravity and magnetic data acquired in the
course of mineral exploration surveys. GSS is particularly experienced in
the simultaneous modeling of multi-component down-hole magnetic
data with ground or airborne TMI data.  GSS has developed a number of
software products to assist in exploration. Potent provides a highly
interactive framework for 3-D modelling of magnetic and gravity data, in
both minerals and petroleum exploration contexts. PotentQ is a
streamlined version of Potent that provides rapid semi-automatic
modelling of a single magnetic and/or gravity anomaly. EM-Q uses an
interface similar to PotentQ to model EM moment data. 

GEOPRO GMBH STAND 40 
PO Box 250 
MOUNT LAWLEY WA 6050 
Tel:  08 9228 1564 
Email:  jleven@bigpond.net.au
Contact person:  Jim Leven 

GeoPro GmbH is an international exploration service company offering a
range of seismic services for both onshore and offshore data acquisition



helping to simplify geospatial data access and analysis for improved
understanding, knowledge development and business decision-making in
industries such as mineral exploration, oil and gas, government, and in
environmental investigations and UXO (Unexploded Ordnance) detection.
The company is headquartered in Toronto, Canada, with offices in South
America, Europe, South Africa and Australia. Geosoft's partner network
provides additional coverage throughout the United States and across the
globe, in Russia, India and China. 

GNS - NEW ZEALAND STAND  82
Gracefield Research Centre 
41 Bell Road South 
LOWER HUTT
Tel:  + 64 4 570 4753
Fax:  +64 4 570 4603 
Email:  c.mckeown@gns.cri.nz
Contact person:  Chris McKeown

GNS is New Zealand's primary geological organisation, with 300 staff.  Our
hydrocarbon exploration consulting group combines an established
reputation in research with industry standard software and highly
experienced professionals. Our multi-disciplinary teams are experts in
seismic processing, seismic interpretation, sedimentology, biostratigraphy,
organic geochemistry and basin modelling.  We provide innovative
solutions for exploration and development problems throughout the Asia
Pacific. Visit our booth to find out how we can help you with your seismic
imaging.  Our geophysicists can discuss how we can solve your processing
problems and demonstrate our seismic processing software, Globe Claritas.  

GPX SYSTEMS STANDS 89, 94, 95 
Locked Bag 3 
APPLECROSS WA 6153 
Tel:  08 9316 8111 373
Contact person:  Ron Creagh 

GPX Airborne Pty Ltd

GPX Airborne Pty Ltd provides airborne services to the mineral,
groundwater and environmental geophysical industries. GPX Airborne was
formed as a subsidiary of GPX Services Pty Ltd in 2001 in order to
commercialize Newmont Mining Corporation's helicopter-borne Time-
Domain Electromagnetic system (HoistEM). As a natural growth GPX
Airborne now also operates fixed wing and helicopter borne magnetic and
radiometric systems worldwide. The Directors of GPX Airborne Pty Ltd are
Mr Pat Cunneen, Managing Director, Mr Greg Reudavey, Chairman and Mr
Ron Creagh, Director Operations. Each Board Member has more than 25
years experience at a senior level in the airborne geophysical industry.

GPX Services Pty Ltd

GPX Services Pty Ltd provides ground geophysical services to the mineral,
groundwater and environmental geophysical industries. GPX's main area
of expertise is in electrical geophysical surveys for mineral exploration,
groundwater exploration and environmental applications. Core personnel
comprise Lindsay Greenham, Francis Thomson, Ron Creagh and Gerard
McNeill who together have a combined total of 75 years experience in the
Geophysical contracting industry. GPX has extensive Australian and
international experience.
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GRANT GEOPHYSICAL STAND 3 
16850 Park Row Houston 
TEXAS 77084
Tel:  + 281 848 6831 
Fax:  + 281 398 9996 
Email:  louise.cooper@grantgeo.com
Contact person:  Louise Cooper 

Grant Geophysical is an international geophysical contractor providing
specialized land, transition zone and shallow water (OBC) seismic data
acquisition and processing services to petroleum and mining industries
around the world. Grant actively researches and implements emerging
technologies with conventional 2D, 3D and in reservoir monitoring
applications, repeatable 4D surveys. Grant acquires data utilizing single
component, dual sensor, 3C or 4C multi-component technologies with
fixed axis or fully gimbled sensors. Grant has experience operating in
North America, Canada, South America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East,
Far East and Asia with projects in some of the world's most challenging
environments (mountains, plains, desert, heavy forest, jungle, marsh,
swamp, rivers and coast) using the latest technology available in the
marketplace for all terrain, man-portable and heli-portable operations.
Grant will acquire consistently superior seismic, with faster mobilization
(customized proprietary vessels) and survey completion together with
exceptional operational safety so that seismic exploration is managed
with care in order to leave a minimal environmental footprint. 

G-TEK AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED STAND 78 
Unit 3, No. 10 Hudson Road
ALBION QLD 4010 
Tel:  07 3862 2588 
Fax:  07 3862 3418 
Email:  hmostert@g-tek.biz
Contact person:  Harry Mostert 

G-tek is recognized around the world as leaders and pioneers of advanced
Geophysical Technologies for sub-surface mapping and detection of
metallic or non-metallic objects on or below the earth surface. Core
markets include Mineral Exploration, Environmental Services and
Engineering Services. Mineral Exploration Sector, G-tek provides high
definition geophysics, using G-tek's patented technology Sub Audio
Magnetics (SAM), this permits the simultaneous measurement of high
definition magnetic, electromagnetic, electrical resistivity and induced
polarization data. Key Benefits include; simultaneous multi dimensional
data, high resolution, reduced interpretation time, increased confidence
levels and the main key benefit is being able to reduce drilling
expenditures.  Environmental Services the core activity is the detection
and mapping of sub-surface chemicals and metals, both military and
industrial. G-tek is highly regarded internationally as world leader in its
technology and provision of service in this specialty.  Engineering Service
market, we assist engineers with planning and costing of their projects.
Projects that require our services include mine development, highway
construction and other tasks that involve the knowledge of geological
structure, geological hazard, and ground competency. 

INTREPID GEOPHYSICS STAND 15 
Unit 2, 1 Male Street
BRIGHTON VIC 3186 
Tel:  03 9593 1077
Fax: 03 9592 4142 
Email:  info@dfa.com.au
Contact person:  Philip McInerney 

Intrepid Geophysics has 20 years experience in providing specialist services
to the resource exploration and production industry, including consulting,
software development and support services. Intrepid's premier products
are: Intrepid (v3.7) - comprehensive suite of geophysical data processing



The division is focused on increasing the prosperity of South Australians
by ensuring responsible development of South Australia's mineral and
petroleum resources within a sustainable framework. It provides
geoscientific and specialist services as part of a process to acquire and
update geological, geophysical and engineering data. The group is also
responsible for industry regulation, legislative development and review,
policy development and provision of advice.  South Australia was recently
ranked No.1 in the world (Fraser Report) in the Geoscientific databases
category, with all explorers considering that our data encourages
exploration investment. Many of these databases including geophysical
data can be accessed and downloaded through the South Australian
Resources Information Geoserver(SARIG) a world leader in online
geoscientific data availability. No third party software is required, simply
access SARIG through the website www.minerals.pir.sa.gov.au/sarig or visit
the Minerals and Energy Division, PIRSA booth for a live demonstration.

MINERAL RESOURCES, NSW STAND 62 
(formerly the NSW Department of Mineral Resources)

PO Box 536 
ST LEONARDS NSW 1590 
Tel:  02 9901 8342 
Fax:  02 9901 8256 
Email:  robsond@minerals.nsw.gov.au
Contact person:  David Robson 

Key Outcomes of the Geological Survey of New South Wales are a
competitive position for New South Wales in attracting mineral and
petroleum exploration and the creation of opportunities for investment to
advance regional and State development; improved knowledge of the
geology and mineral resources of the State; geoscience and resources
information meets the Government and industry's needs for resource
planning, development and utilization; increased petroleum exploration
leading to the supply of competitively priced clean energy; informed and
improved land-use decisions, leading to the protection of mineral
resources; and, clients are satisfied with availability, quality, timeliness and
delivery of geoscience and resource assessment information.

MIRA GEOSCIENCE LTD STAND 73 
310 Victoria Avenue Suite 309 
Westmount QUEBEC
Tel:  + 514 489 1890 
Fax:  + 514 489 5536 
Email:  gervaisp@mirageoscience.com
Contact person:  Gervais Perron 

Mira Geoscience offers software products and consulting services in 3D
earth modelling. Our work is focused on applications of the Gocad 3D-GIS
software suite, available to the global mining industry exclusively through
Mira Geoscience. Gocad offers the most advanced modelling technology
available today in the domains of 3D surface and volume modelling, 3D
visualisation, geophysical forward modelling and inversion, geostatistics
and resource estimation, risk modelling and uncertainty analysis, and
multi-disciplinary decision support. Mira offers Gocad software sales,
support, and training, the development and sale of Gocad modular plug-
ins for mining applications, as well as interpretational consulting services
from its offices in Canada and Australia. 

MITCHAM INDUSTRIES STANDS 50, 51 
912 Lake Twintree Cres SE Calgary 
ALBERTA T2J 2WE
Email:  judi@macdonaldcole.com
Contact person:  Judi MacDonald 

Mitcham Industries, Inc., a geophysical equipment supplier, offers for lease
or sale, new and "experienced" seismic equipment to the oil and gas
industry, seismic contractors, environmental agencies, government
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and interpretation software - specialising in magnetics, gravity,
radiometrics and bathymetry data. Now with new gradient enhanced
gridding! JetStream - powerful web-data-delivery, without data-loss! Full
user control to select and download a subset, with re-projection, and
delivery in standard file formats. Geological Modelling(3D-WEG) - Intrepid
is collaborating with the BRGM to integrate geophysical processing
solutions with the BRGM's innovative 3D geological modelling and
potential field inversion software, 3D-WEG. 

KELMAN TECHNOLOGIES INC. STAND 56 
600, 540 - 5 Avenue SW CALGARY
ALBERTA T2P OM2 
Tel:  +403 294 5270 
Fax:  +403 261 5699 
Email:  francois@kelman.com
Contact person:   Francois Aubin 

Kelman Technologies Inc. (KTI) offers a full suite of seismic data processing
and data management services through four offices: In Canada: Calgary,
Alberta - Head Office, In the U.S.A.: Houston (Texas), Oklahoma City
(Oklahoma) and Denver (Colorado). Seismic Processing Division: land and
marine 2D and 3D seismic processing, OBC technology, applications R&D,
depth / time / high-resolution imaging, Stretch-Free Stacking (SFS),
anisotropy, Kirchhoff and Wave-Equation prestack depth migration. Data
Management and Archives Division: 24-hour on-line data storage and
retrieval services, data and database management, reconciliation and
work flow management, data analysis and reformatting, workstation
rentals, and mapping and graphic services. KT International Division:
business services include: wholly owned KT International offices, Joint
Ventures with other geophysical service providers, dedicated centres for
National Oil Companies, R&D co-development projects, technology
transfer and applications skills training. 

LANDMARK STAND 78 
Level 2, 256 St Georges Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 
Tel:  08 6424 4801 
Fax:  08 9481 1580 
Email:  hgriffiths@lgc.com
Contact person:  Hugh Griffiths 

Leveraging on a standard E&P platform, Landmark designs, develops and
deploys innovative and integrated technology systems that provide for all
aspects of the upstream oil and gas industry while improving efficiency.
From Rapid Prospect Generation to Production Optimization, Landmark's
offerings are focused on key decision points in the oil and gas lifecycle,
facilitating greater teamwork and enabling companies around the world
to lower their finding, lifting and production costs, significantly reducing
cycle times and boosting productivity and profitability.  Landmark
Graphics is division of Halliburton Energy Services, which provides
products, services and integrated solutions for oil and gas exploration,
development and production. Their capabilities range from initial
evaluation of producing formations to drilling, completion, production
enhancement and well maintenance.

MINERALS & ENERGY SA STANDS 79, 80 
PO Box 1671 
ADELAIDE SA 5001
Tel:  08 8463 3051 
Fax:  08 8463 3048 
Email:  calandro.domenic@saugov.sa.gov.au
Contact person:  Don Calandro 

The Minerals & Energy Division, Primary Industries & Resources South
Australia facilitates mineral and petroleum exploration and development.



agencies and universities. Headquartered in Texas, with sales and services
offices in Calgary, Canada, Brisbane, Australia and associates throughout
Europe, South America and Asia, Mitcham conducts operations on a global
scale and is the largest independent exploration equipment lessor in the
industry.  SAP (Seismic Asia Pacific Ltd - a wholly owned subsidiary),
headquartered in Brisbane, Australia, sells equipment, consumables,
systems integration, engineering hardware and software maintenance
support services to the seismic, hydrographic, oceanographic,
environmental and defense industries throughout South East Asia and
Australia. SAP is a manufacturers representative for an array of equipment
lines. SAP also supplies and services hydrographic, and radio and satellite
positioning equipment for government and private entities. 

MULTIWAVE GEOPHYSICAL COMPANY STANDS 61, 68 
#31-07 The Concourse
300 Beach Road 199555
SINGAPORE
Email:  david.lamb@mgc.no
Contact person:  David Lamb 

Multiwave is a global, specialized and client focused upstream service
company. Located with its Headquarter in Bergen, Norway. Multiwave
Geophysical Company was set up in 1998 to develop and provide 4-
component marine seismic data together with towed streamer techniques
focusing on specific products to the marine E&P world. Today Multiwave
is in operations world wide with a range of services, but still keeping focus
on the main product; Multi-component Seabed Seismic. With our unique
near seabed deployment system we are tackling the three main limiting
factors normally associated with marine 4C acquisition; cost, depth
capability and data quality. Our technology also provides the client with
the possibility to perform 4D4C surveys at both deep and shallow water
fields. Further our 4C technology also offers services for permanent
installation of seabed sensor for reservoir monitoring. Since 2002 the
company also took on the challenge to bring the unique new exploration
tool, EM SBL, a new marine electromagnetic surveying technology
proprietary owned by the Norwegian company EMGS AS. The company's
aim is to provide risk reducing tools for exploration and reservoir
monitoring, and to make the "electronic oilfield" concept an accessible
reality world-wide. Multiwave is today established world wide with
regional offices in London, Singapore and Houston.

NORTHERN TERRITORY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY STAND 83 
PO Box 8760
ALICE SPRINGS NT 0871
Tel:  08 8951 5663
Fax:  08 8952 7762 
Email:  andrew.johnstone@nt.gov.au
Contact person:  Andrew Johnstone 

The Northern Territory Geological Survey (NTGS) collects, interprets,
synthesises and disseminates geoscientific data to attract and render more
effective mineral and onshore petroleum exploration. NTGS undertakes
regional geoscience programs, mineral resource assessments, metalliferous
deposit studies, petroleum system studies, exploration reviews and
extensive airborne geophysical surveys. This year the NTGS unveils its web
mapping system, STRIKE 

OUTER-RIM EXPLORATION SERVICES PTY LTD STAND 16 
PO Box 1754 
AITKENVALE QLD 4814 
Tel:  07 4725 3544 
Fax:  07 4725 4805 
Email:  mail@outer-rim.com.au
Contact person:  David Lemcke 
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Outer-Rim Exploration Services has been servicing the EM needs of the
exploration and mining industry in Australia and overseas for more than
ten years. Our reputation is based on providing reliable, consistent and
repeatable EM surveys, both surface and downhole, using the Crone PEM
system. Over the years, ORE has concentrated on improving the equipment
and service to the highest standard, leading the market in safety and data
quality.  Recently, Outer-Rim Development secured a licence agreement
with the CSIRO to manufacture and market the exciting, state of the art,
LANDTEM receiver. Using high temperature (HT) superconducting
magnetic sensors (rF SQUIDs - Superconducting Quantum Interference
Devices), it accurately measures magnetic (B) fields which are one hundred
millionth smaller than the earth's magnetic field. 

PESA STAND 93 
PO Box 721
WEST PERTH WA6872
Tel: 08 9276 3258
Fax:  08 9375 7636
Contact person:  Rowley Butters

The Petroleum Exploration Society of Australia (PESA) is a national
organisation representing the interests of all professionals and
practitioners in the upstream petroleum industry. Details of the Federal
and Branch Committee members are located on the Committees Page. The
purpose and objectives of the Society are as follows:-

• to promote professional and technical excellence in the upstream 
petroleum industry throughout Australia. This is fostered by providing 
forums to communicate technical innovations and lessons learnt to 
individuals on a national basis;

• to present views and facilitate discussion of technical and professional 
matters pertinent to the upstream petroleum industry; 

• to foster and provide continuing education for the benefit of PESA 
members and students progressing towards a career choice; 

• to nurture the spirit of research on matters pertinent to PESA members 
and their upstream petroleum industry colleagues; and

• to maintain a high standard of professional conduct on the part of its 
members. 

The emphasis of the Society is primarily geoscientific although most
aspects of the upstream industry are catered for. 

The Society is governed by a Federal Executive with local Branches in
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria/Tasmania, the ACT, South Australia
and Western Australia responsible for much of the organisation of
technical and social events.

Activities 

PESA’s main activities are:

• Publication of the PESA News (a bi-monthly newsletter) and topical 
research in the PESA Journal (annual).

• Convening the most focused technical symposiums and conferences 
for petroleum E&P in Australia. 

• Proceedings of PESA Basin Symposiums represent essential references 
for petroleum exploration and development in Australia. 

Key upcoming events are:-

• EABS II - Sept. 19th-22nd, 2004

• Continuing education courses - to deliver cost-effective, world-class 
training to PESA members in all branches. A number are held every 
year on a wide range of geoscientific topics.

• Branch monthly luncheons and less frequent evening seminars with 
notable and topical speakers. These are commonly run in collaboration 
with key universities and cognate professional societies (such as SPE, 
SEG and AAPG).

• Annual report on significant activities and breakthroughs in Australian 
exploration which is presented at each APPEA Conference (PESA 
Industry Review) and published both by PESA and APPEA.



• Debt management 

• Do-it-yourself superannuation 

• Corporate superannuation 

• Mortgage broking & finance 

• Personal insurances 

• Tax planning strategies 

• Securities & Derivatives 

ROCK SOLID IMAGES STAND 43 
2600 S Gessner Std 650
HOUSTON, TX 77063 
Tel:  + 71 3 783 5593 
Fax:  + 71 3 783 5594 
Email:  j.tinder@rocksolidimages.com
Contact person:  Jason Tinder 

Rock Solid Images is the industry leader in the application of rock-physics
for integrating and calibrating seismic and borehole data to provide
geologic insight and reservoir understanding at all stages of the oilfield
lifecycle. Simply put, we help our customers drill better wells.  Rock Solid
Images is based in Houston, Texas and Oslo, Norway. We provide a broad
range of integrated service products spanning detailed petrophysical and
seismic model analysis on individual wells (MOSS), attribute-driven data-
mining of large 3D seismic volumes (LITHANN) and detailed reservoir
characterization using tightly integrated seismic and well data-sets.  In
addition to providing turn-key seismic reservoir studies, Rock Solid Images
develops software for rock-physics modeling and seismic attribute
calculation and classification via industry funded consortia. 

SCHLUMBERGER OILFIELD SERVICES STANDS 111, 112,
123, 124 

Level 5, 256 St Georges Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 
Tel:  08 9420 4622 
Fax:  08 9420 4600 
Contact person:   Dionne Alexander

Schlumberger Limited (NYSE:SLB) is the leading oilfield services company
supplying technology, project management and information solutions
that optimize performance for customers working in the international oil
and gas industry. The company comprises two primary business segments
- Schlumberger Oilfield Services and WesternGeco.  Reflecting our belief
that diversity spurs creativity, collaboration, and understanding of
customers' needs, we employ over 50,000 people of more than 140
nationalities working in 100 countries. Our principal offices are in New
York, Paris and The Hague. Revenue in 2003 was $11.5 billion. We are
committed to excellence in technical innovation, teamwork and creating
value for our customers, our shareholders and our employees. At the
wellsite, in our global connectivity centers and in our R&E facilities, we are
working to optimize customer performance in a safe and environmentally
sound manner. 

SOFTWARE ADVANCED LOGIC TECHNOLOGY STAND 55 
Batiment A, Route De REDANGE SUR L - 8506 
Tel:  +352 23 649 289
Fax:  +352 23 649 364 
Email:  annick.henriette@alt.lu
Contact person:  Annick Henriette 

Advanced Logic Technology develops and delivers software and hardware
products to the Geoscience industry since 1993. The company is known for
its leading edge imaging probes and data logging system. WellCAD
software combines excellent display, editing and analysis capabilities for
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• Major annual farmout seminar covering acreage in Australasia/NZ at 
which companies can advertise, promote and gather information on 
farmouts.

• Local social functions for members and their guests including 
participation sports events and annual galas. 

Support for the Future of Petroleum Exploration

• Education: PESA provides both scholarships and financial awards for 
deserving university geoscience students. 

• PESA is the regional affiliate of the American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists (AAPG) - the peak international profession association for 
petroleum geoscience. 

• PESA frequently collaborates with AAPG, APPEA, SPE, ASEG, 
universities and high school science teachers associations to deliver 
education to its members and future members.

PETROSYS PTY LTD STANDS 86, 87 
1st Floor 69 Fullarton Road
KENT TOWN SA 5067
Tel:  08 8431 8022 
Fax:  08 8431 8010 
Email:  andrea@petrosys.com.au
Contact person:  Andrea Vanzetta 

Petrosys provides software that focuses on the creation of maps and the
underlying management and analysis of geotechnical information. The
software is widely applied in the petroleum exploration and production
industry. Maps are the main way in which geoscientists and engineers
synthesise knowledge from a variety of disciplines. Petrosys automates
this process by providing powerful and user friendly links to a very wide
range of more specialised third party systems and running in an open
environment. Specific functions of the systems include presentation
quality mapping, gridding and contouring, volumetrics, data
management, analysis of interpreted seismic, and digitizing.

PGS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD STANDS 37, 38 
Level 4 WEST PERTH WA 6005
1060 Hay Street
Tel:  08 9320 9000 
Fax:  08 9320 9040 
Email:  kerri-anne.jones@pgs.com
Contact person:  Kerri-Anne Jones 

Petroleum Geo-Services is a technologically focused oilfield service
company covering the complete value chain from exploration, via field
development to production. Our two primary business units are PGS
Production Group and PGS Geophysical Group. In addition, PGS Reservoir
Consultants provides reservoir expertise and exploits synergies across the
product lines. The company employs approximately 5500 people and has
offices and operations in more than 20 countries worldwide. Our revenues
for 2001 were approximately 1 billion USD. 

PROFESSIONAL INVESTMENT SERVICES PTY LTD STAND 58
8 Stringybark Drive 
ASPLEY QLD 4034 
Tel:  07 3263 3568 
Email:  nmoriart@bigpond.net.au
Contact person:  Noll Moriarty 

Professional Investment Services Pty Ltd is one of Australia's largest
Financial Planning organisations. It is a privately owned Australian
company, holding Australian Financial Services Licence Number 234951.
Specialist Expertise areas include:

• Wealth creation planning 



well log data. A number of add-on modules can be activated to meet user
specific requirements. We continually invest in the development of new
applications. At ASEG, we feature the ABI85 (acoustic televiewer for
geothermal industry), the ABI40 casing inspection mode, a WellCAD
module specialized for core description and well site geology. 

SDI STAND 88 
#100, 10500 Westoffice Drive 
HOUSTON TX 77042
Tel:  +1 713 26 5667 
Fax:  +1 713 974 4911 
Email:  ndaly@sdicgm.com
Contact person:  Noel Daly 

SDI develops graphics software products for GEO & CAD applications.
Products include:- SDI Montage, SDI PrintMaster, CGM Editor, CGM Office,
SDI Convert, SDI Print To File, CGM_LibV4, CGM Parse, SDI_DGN. Formats
handled include:- CGM/CGM+/CGM*PIP, PostScript, PDF, HPGL, EMF,
DXF/DWG, DGN, TIFF, JPEG & PNG.  Platforms supported: Windows: NT,
2000, XP; Unix: SOLARIS, AIX, HP-UX, IRIX; LINUX: 7.x, 8.x, 9.x, Enterprise
2.x, 3.x.  Headquartered in Houston, Texas with regional sales/support
offices in London & Beijing, SDI has been specializing in Computer Graphics
Metafile technology since 1988. As a technology driven company, SDI
focuses its development efforts on utilities for graphic print processing,
format conversion, publishing tools, and graphic development kits.

SEG STAND 91 
Contact person:  Stephen Emery 

SEG JAPAN/KOREAN SEG STAND 90 
Email:  yasu-okubo@aist.go.jp
Contact person:  Yasukuni Okubo 

The Society of Exploration Geophysicists of Japan (SEGJ) was established
in 1948 with the objectives to promote the science and technology of
geophysical and geochemical exploration as well as to encourage mutual
communication among the members.  SEGJ publishes the official journal,
holds the meetings, and leads other geophysical activities in Japan.
Butsuri-Tansa (Geophysical Exploration) which is the official journal
published bi-monthly contains original papers, lectures, reviews, news and
announcements of the Society. In 2004, SEGJ, ASEG and Korean SEG
(KESG) were jointly published their journals entitled "Geophysics in the
Western Pacific Environment". The issue carries sixteen papers from three
societies, and highly evaluated by the members of each societies.  SEGJ
holds domestic technical meetings twice a year in spring and fall. A
meeting consists of approximately 80-100 oral presentations together
with invited lectures and/or symposium. We also have international
symposium every two years, and we will have the 7th international
symposium at Sendai City in this November. More than one hundred
presenter will come from twenty countries 

SERCEL AUSTRALIA STAND 24 
274 Victoria Road 
RYDALMERE NSW 2116 
Tel:  02 8832 5502 
Fax:  02 8832 5555
Email:  andrew.gallagher@sercel.com.au
Contact person:  Andrew Gallagher 

Sercel designs and manufactures advanced electronic systems and
components for acquisition and positioning of geophysical 3-D surveys
for the worldwide petroleum industry. Sercel Australia specialises in the
design and manufacture of marine solid streamers and nodal based 4C
systems. 
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SUPERSONIC GEOPHYSICAL LLC STAND 114 
906 Crestwood Terrace 
LOS ANGELES CA 90042 
Tel:  + 1 323 982 9209 
Fax:  + 1 323 2544 286 
Email:  jeff.williams@acousticpulse.com
Contact person:  Jeff Williams 

SuperSonic Geophysical processes all commercially available full wave
acoustic logs; both wireline and LWD. Endorsed by practitioners and
theoreticians worldwide, SuperSonic Geophysical provides high quality
physics based processing in all of the world's major petroleum provinces
on many of the world's most significant appraisal and discovery wells. A
superior and independent alternative to service company processing,
SuperSonic Geophysical provides the best quality sonic log processing
available on the market at prices below service company prices.
Turnaround is also superior to that of the service companies. 

TENIX-LADS CORP STAND 67 
Technology Park Second Avenue 
MAWSON LAKES SA 5095
Te:  08 8300 4631 
Fax:  08 8349 7518 
Email:  rhys.barker@tenix.com
Contact person:  Rhys Barker 

Tenix LADS Corporation is the world leader in the provision of lidar
hydrographic services. This emerging technology is ideally suited for
collecting hydrographic data in areas where traditional acoustic methods
are either inefficient or impossible. Shallow and complex areas can
potentially be surveyed to a maximum depth of 70 meters.  Tenix LADS
Corporation produces digital survey data to clients using it's LADS MKII
survey system. The Laser Airborne Depths Sounder (LADS) system uses
state of the art laser technology mounted in a De Havilland Dash-8
aircraft to provide a worldwide contract survey service. 

TOTAL DEPTH PTY LTD STAND 120 
21 Churchill Avenue 
SUBIACO WA 6008 
Tel:  08 9382 4307 
Fax:  08 9382 4308 
Email:  jim@td.iinet.net.au
Contact person:  Jim Dirstein 

Total Depth is a Geophysical Consultancy, which has provided services
within Australia and overseas since 1993. Our clientele include companies
from the Petroleum and Minerals sector as well as those involved with
R&D and software development. Our objective is to help address specific
technical challenges using hybrid workflows created from existing and
newly developed technology. The aim is to use these workflows to
independently validate existing models and to help address elements of
non-uniqueness. Our services typically involve aspects of attribute
processing, analysis, interpretation and integration with geological data in
time, depth or frequency domains. 



VERARI SYSTEMS STAND 20 
9449 Carroll Park Dr. 
SAN DIEGO CA 92121 
Tel:  858 874 3800 
Fax:  858 874 3838 
Contact person:  Robert Hartley

Verari Systems, previously RackSaver Inc., is the premier developer of
powerful, flexible, and scalable platform-independent systems that are
defining a new era in high performance utility computing. Enterprises
such as Boeing, ConocoPhillips, Industrial Light and Magic, Lockheed
Martin, Microsoft, Motorola, NASA, NVIDIA, Northrop Grumman, Novartis,
Pixar, and Shell, as well as top universities and research institutions
worldwide, are among the 4000+ customers who have chosen Verari
Systems' line of high-density blade server clusters, rack-optimized servers
and high-performance technical workstations. 

ZONGE ENGINEERING & STANDS 4, 5 
RESEARCH ORGANISATION
98 Frederick Street 
WELLAND SA 5007 
Tel:  08 8340 4308 
Fax:  08 8340 4309 
Email:  kjkeates@zonge.com.au
Contact person:  Kelly Keates 

Zonge Engineering and Research Organization specialise in manufacturing
and providing field services for all aspects of electrical and
electromagnetic geophysics. Applications include:

• Minerals exploration 

• Subsurface structural mapping 

• Environmental studies 

• Engineering surveys 

• Salinity mapping 

• Groundwater mapping 

For these we offer a comprehensive service including: 

• survey design 

• data collection 

• processing 

• consulting 

• interpretation 

All Zonge manufactured equipment is available for sale or rent, and can
be used for 

• IP techniques 

• CSAMT 

• TEM 

• NanoTEM 

• Downhole MMR, TEM and IP. 
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UTS GEOPHYSICS STANDS 35, 36 
Fauntleroy Avenue
PERTH AIRPORT WA 6105 
Tel:  08 9479 4232 
Fax:  08 9479 7361 
Email:  david_abbott@uts.com.au
Contact person:  David Abbott 

UTS Geophysics is a 100% Australian owned airborne geophysical survey
company. UTS Geophysics has been successful in the development of
many new airborne geophysical techniques and has acquired and
processed more than 3.0 million line kilometres of ultra-high resolution
airborne geophysical data in Australia and around the world since
founding in 1991.  UTS Geophysics currently offers the following services:

• fixed wing magnetics and radiometrics and fixed-wing gravity using 
specialised low level aircraft; 

• helicopter magnetics and radiometrics and frequency domain 

electromagnetics; and 

• high quality data processing, enhancement, mapping, imaging and 

presentation. 

Currently UTS Geophysics acquire and process more than 500,000 line-
kms of airborne geophysical data, with surveys ranging from regional
(400m line spacing, 80m height) to ultra-detailed surveys pioneered by
UTS Geophysics (from 10m line spacing and 10m height). UTS Geophysics
survey experience encompasses a range of geographic terrain from flat
desert country, to rugged mountainous and inaccessible regions. 

VELSEIS PTY LTD STANDS 34, 47 
83 Jijaws Street SUMNER PARK QLD 4074 
Tel:  07 3376 5544 
Fax:  07 3376 6939 
Email:  mreveleigh@velseis.com.au
Contact person:  Mike Reveleigh 

Velseis Pty Ltd has built a reputation as the leading Australian seismic
contractor, providing integrated expertise in survey design, drilling,
acquisition, processing and interpretation. Velseis provides dynamite,
Mini-SOSIE, Vibroseis and airgun sources, conventional 3D and 2D crews,
as well as portable, helicopter, shallow marine, and multi-component
recording. In 2001 Velseis established Seisdrill to ensure efficient
scheduling of shothole drilling for dynamite surveys. Velseis provides
extensive experience in processing and interpretation of high-resolution
seismic data, and has a growing oil and gas processing division. Velseis
maintains its competitiveness with a proactive commitment to research
and development. The extensive experience of Velseis' key personnel
ensures reliable and technically-innovative solutions tailored to meet the
needs of individual clients. 





therefore behoves us, as practising geophysicists, to use our
skills and knowledge to tackle these issues, and more
importantly to make sure that the key decision makers are
aware that these capabilities are available. 

It is crucial that the light is not hidden under the bushel,
particularly to our political masters. Politicians are usually
on the look-out for new ideas and attractive policies, so we
have much to offer and we should put a little time into
trying to make a difference. We may feel that the outcomes
from the Minerals Exploration Action Agenda are
disappointing but we shouldn't give up. We now have
access to government and we should 'maintain the rage'.

We also have an obligation to enhance the importance of
the geosciences so that the teaching facilities at schools
and tertiary institutions are appropriately developed.
Without good teachers and curricula in the schools, the
source of quality geoscientists will dry up and the
effectiveness of our industries and our profession will be
threatened. 

The conference organisers have recognized this issue, and
as part of the broader promotion of geophysics the now-
traditional Student Day is being complemented by an
evening reception for all postgraduate students attending
the Conference. These events will offer opportunities to
promote our exciting profession; we must all aim to
participate.

This issue of Preview focuses on the Conference and
Exhibition. During the few days we will be in Sydney, I will
be searching the exhibition and the lecture rooms for
future contributors who can provide articles of general
interest to our members, particularly case histories or
review papers. If anyone can contribute, or can identify
someone else who can, please let me know.

Enjoy Sydney, and make your visit worthwhile.

David Denham

Editor’s Desk
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ASEG's 17th International Conference and
Exhibition

Welcome to ASEG's 17th International
Conference and Exhibition, particularly our
overseas visitors. This meeting makes a
major contribution to Australia's resource
industries by providing a showcase for the
latest geophysical techniques that are
now available to achieve more effective
exploration. 

The impact of geophysics on mineral and
petroleum exploration, as well as on land
management and land degradation
issues is continuing to increase. The
mineral and petroleum industries are the
main export earners for Australia;
minerals and energy underpin our

wealth. In 2002/2003 for example we earned $55 billion,
comparable to the combined exports from the farming and
the manufacturing sectors. 

Exploration is the lifeblood of the resource industries;
without exploration they cannot be sustained.
Furthermore, as the easier-to-find ore bodies and
petroleum reservoirs are developed, we need more
sophisticated methods to find the prizes hidden within the
earth, either beneath the land or the sea. The search is
getting harder and as exploration geophysicists we have to
meet the challenges.

In recent years exploration geophysics techniques have also
been applied to environmental problems such as land
degradation, dry land salinity and groundwater resources.
In fact this area of the geosciences has been a growth
sector in the last few years and there are five sessions
covering these topics at this meeting to reflect this
situation. There are also sessions on engineering geophysics
and hazard assessment programs, which are also using the
techniques developed to find new resources. 

We are fortunate that geophysics can be applied to many
of the socioeconomic problems facing humankind today. It

• Geophysical Winches from 100 to 3000m
• Portable Logging Systems
• Logging Vehicle Rentals
• Logging Services Australia Wide
• Scintrex Surface Geophysical Tools
• All Systems for Sale or Rent

9/29 Collinsvale Street
Rocklea, Qld, 4106
Australia
www.auslog.com.au

Ph +61 7 3277 4671
Fax +61 7 3277 4672
Mobile 0411 883 145
billsmith@auslog.com.au
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Preview is published by the Australian Society of
Exploration Geophysicists. It contains news of topical
advances in geophysical techniques, news and comments
on the exploration industry, easy-to-read reviews and case
histories of interest to our members, opinions of members,
book reviews, and matters of general interest.
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RESolutions, for information to assist in meeting these
requirements.

References

References should follow the author (date) system. When
reference is made in the text to a work by three or more
authors, the first name followed by et al. should be used on
all occasions. References should be listed in alphabetical
order at the end of the paper in the standard form:

Blackburn, G. J., 1981, Seismic static corrections in irregular
or steeply dipping water-bottom environments: Explor.
Geophys., 12, 93–100.

Abbreviations and units

SI units are preferred. Statistics and measurements should
always be given in figures e.g. 10 mm, except where the
number begins a sentence. When the number does not
refer to a unit of measurement, it is spelt out, except where
the number is greater than nine. Confusing mathematical
notation, and particularly subscripts and superscripts,
should be avoided; negative exponents or the use of a
solidus (i.e. a sloping line separating bracketed numerator
and denominator) are acceptable as long as they are used
consistently. The words 'Figure' and 'Table' should be
capitalised (first letter) and spelt in full, when referred to in
the text.

Deadlines

Preview is published bi-monthly, February, April, June,
August, October and December. The deadline for
submission of all material to the Editor is usually the 15th
of the month prior to issue date. 

Advertisers

Please contact Con Giannas (con@resolutions
group.com.au) at RESolutions Resource and Energy
Services,  for advertising rates and information. The ASEG
reserves the right to reject advertising, which is not in
keeping with its publication standards.

Advertising copy deadline is the 22nd of the month prior to
issue date. Therefore, the advertising copy deadline for the
October 2004 issue will be 15 September 2004. A
summary of the deadlines is shown below:

Preview Issue Text & articles Advertisements
112 Oct 2004 15 Sep 2004 22 Sep 2004
113 Dec 2004 15 Nov 2004 22 Nov 2004
114 Feb 2005 15 Jan 2005 22 Jan 2005
115 Apr 2005 15 Mar 2005 22 Mar 2005
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in Australia. This publication
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New Members

The ASEG welcomes the following new members to the
Society. Their membership was approved at the Federal
Executive Meetings on 26 May and 30 June 2004.

Name Organisation State
Bradley T. Bailey Macquarie University NSW
Karl Heinz Bauer BHP Petroleum WA
Matthew Cain Gray Geoscience Australia ACT
Daniel Peter Howes Curtin University WA
David Lacey University of Sydney NSW
Mark Allan McLean Melbourne University Vic
Richard T Osmond Anglo American Canada
Claire Robertson Geoscience Australia ACT
Malcolm Sambridge ANU ACT
Patrick A. Tyrrell University of NSW NSW
Brian S. Williams Anglo American Exploration UK



2004

September 19-22 
PESA Eastern Australasian Basins Symposium
Venue: Adelaide Convention Centre, Adelaide
Website: www.eabs.info
and
Pacrim 2004
Theme: Hi Tech and World Competitive – Mineral 

Success Stories Around the Pacific Rim
Venue: Adelaide Convention Centre, Adelaide 
Website: www.ausimm.com/pacrim2004
Note, both the above events will take place at the same
time at the same venue.

September 27 - October 1
SEG 2004
Theme: Predictive Mineral Discovery under Cover
Sponsored by: Society of Economic Geologists, Society of 

Geology Applied to Mineral Deposits and 
Geoconferences (WA) Inc.

Venue: Perth, WA
Website: http://www.cgm.uwa.edu.au/

geoconferences/seg2004/index.asp

October 10-15
SEG International Exposition & 74th Annual Meeting
Venue: Denver, Colorado, USA
Website: www.seg.org

November 22-23
Theme: Orebody Modelling and Strategic Mine 

Planning Uncertainty and Risk Management
Sponsored by: AusIMM
Venue: Hyatt Regency, Perth, WA
Website: http://www.ausimm.com/ommp2004/

home.html
Email: conference@ausimm.com.au

24-26 November
7th SEGJ International Symposium - Imaging Technology
Theme: Interdisciplinary integration of the 

geosciences for better understanding and 
Modelling

Venue: Sendai, Japan
Sponsors: SEG Japan, SEG, Australian SEG, EAGE, 

Korean SEG, EEGS
Website: http://www.segj.org/is7/

13-17 December 
2004 AGU Fall Meeting 
Venue: San Francisco, California, USA
Website: www.agu.org/meetings

2005

January 31 - February 4
The 16th Biennial Congress of the Australian 
Institute of Physics
Theme: Physics for the Nation
Venue: The Australian National University, 

Canberra ACT, Australia
Website: http://aipcongress2005.anu.edu.au/

2005

April 4-7
SAGEEP
Atlanta Airport Hilton Hotel, Atlanta, USA

April 10-13 
2005 APPEA Conference & Exhibition 
Venue: Perth, WA (at the new Convention Centre 

facility)
Contact: Julie Hood
Email: jhood@appea.com.au

May 23-27
2005 AGU Joint Assembly
Venue: New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
Website: www.agu.org

June 13-16 
67th EAGE Conference & Exhibition
Venue: Madrid, Spain
Website: http://www.eage.nl/conferences/

August 16-17
Central Australian Basins Symposium (CABS) 2005
Theme: Minerals and petroleum potential
Venue: Alice Springs (details TBA)
Contact: Greg Ambrose, 

Northern Territory Geological Survey 
Email: greg.ambrose@nt.gov.au

September 19-23 
22nd International Geochemical Exploration Symposium
Sponsors: The Association of Exploration Geochemists
Theme: From Tropics to Tundra
Venue: Sheraton Hotel, Perth, WA
Website: www.promaco.com.au/conference/2005/iges

November 6-11 
SEG International Exposition & 75th Annual 
Meeting
Venue: Houston, Texas, USA
Website: www.seg.org

December 5-9 
2005 AGU Fall Meeting 
Venue: San Francisco, California, USA
Website: www.agu.org/meetings

2006

July 2-7 
• The Australian Earth Sciences Convention 2006
• ASEG, in collaboration with GSA
• ASEG's 18th International Conference and Exhibition, 
and
• GSA's 18th Australian Geological Convention
Venue: Melbourne, Vic.
Website: www.earth2006.org

Calendar of Events
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Melbourne 2006

In 2006 the 18th ASEG
International Conference
and Exhibition will be
held in conjunction with
the Geological Society of
Australia's 18th
Australian Geological
Convention. The joint
event is named: 

The Australian Earth
Sciences Convention
2006

(AESC2006) and will held
in Melbourne on July 2-7
2006 at the Melbourne
Convention Centre.

The AESC2006 will
combine the major
elements from GSA and
ASEG conferences
including scientific and
technical sessions, trade
exhibition, workshops
and excursions, and
social events.

For more information
and to register your
interest in the AESC2006
please visit the website:
www.earth2006.org

or contact the
Conference Office:

The Meeting Planners
91-97 Islington St
Collingwood, Vic., 3066
Tel +61 3 9417 0888
Fax +61 3 9417 0899
Email  earth2006@
meetingplanners.com.au

See you in Melbourne!

Suzanne Haydon 
and Peter Pritchard

AESC2006 Co-Chairs
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Secretary: Roger Clifton
Tel: (08) 8999 3853
Email: roger.clifton@nt.gov.au

Queensland
President: Nigel Fisher
Tel: (07) 3378 0642, 
Email: kenmore_geophysics@bigpond.com

Secretary: Natasha Hui
Tel: (07) 3228 6813
Email: natasha.hui@santos.com.au

South Australia
President: Graham Heinson
Tel: (08) 8303 5377
Email: graham.heinson@adelaide.edu.au

Secretary: Tania Dhu
Tel: (08) 8344 4518
Email: tania.dhu@student.adelaide.edu.au

Tasmania
President: Michael Roach
Tel: (03) 6226 2474
Email: michael.roach@utas.edu.au

Secretary: James Reid
Tel: (03) 6226 2477
Email: james.reid@utas.edu.au.

Victoria
President: James Cull
Tel: (03) 9905 4898
Email: jcull@earth.monash.edu.au

Secretary: Ashley Grant
Tel: (03) 9558 8333
Email: ashley_grant@ghd.com.au

Western Australia
President: Donald Sherlock
Tel: (08) 6436 8729
Email: don.sherlock@csiro.au

Secretary: Kirsty Beckett 
Tel: 0402 436 663
Email: kirsty.beckett@geophy.curtin.edu.au

1 Members and chairpeople of ASEG’s 
Standing and ad hoc Committees can be 
found on the ASEG website: 
www.aseg.org.au

Published for ASEG by:

PUBLISHER: Brian Wickins
RESolutions Resource & Energy 
Services Pty Ltd
Tel: (08) 9446 3039
Fax: (08) 9244 3714
Email: brian@resolutions-group.com.au

EDITOR: David Denham
7 Landsborough Street, Griffith ACT 2603
Tel: (02) 6295 3014
Email: denham@webone.com.au

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:
Petroleum: Mick Micenko
Email: micenko@bigpond.com

Petrophysics: Don Emerson
Email: systems@lisp.com.au

Minerals: Peter Fullagar
Email: p.fullagar@mailbox.uq.edu.au

Engineering, Environmental &
Groundwater: Geoff Pettifer
Email: geoff_pettifer@ghd.com.au

Book Reviews: David Robinson
Email: david.robinson@ga.gov.au

Web Waves: Margarita Norvill
Email: margarita@geophy.curtin.edu.au

ASEG HEAD OFFICE & SECRETARIAT: 
Ron Adams
Centre for Association Management
PO Box 8463, Perth Business Centre
WA 6849
Tel: (08) 9427 0838
Fax: (08) 9427 0839
Email: secretary@aseg.org.au
Web site: http://www.aseg.org.au

FEDERAL EXECUTIVE 20041

PRESIDENT: Howard Golden
Tel: (08) 9479 0576
Email: howard.golden@wmc.com

PRESIDENT ELECT AND PUBLICATIONS:
Terry Crabb
Tel: (08) 9385 9626
Email: tncrabb@bigpond.com

1ST VICE PRESIDENT: Jenny Bauer
Tel: (07) 3858 0601
Email: jenny.bauer@upstream.
originenergy.com.au

HONORARY TREASURER: John Watt
Tel: (08) 9222 3154
Email: john.watt@mpr.wa.gov.au

HONORARY SECRETARY: Lisa Vella
Tel: (08) 9479 8476
Email: lisa.vella@wmc.com

PAST PRESIDENT AND INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS:
Kevin Dodds
Tel: (08) 6436 8727
Email: kevin.dodds@csiro.au

ASEG RESEARCH FOUNDATION:
Phil Harman
Tel: (03) 9909 7699
Email: phil.harman@mineraldeposits.com.au

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE:
Koya Suto
Tel: (07) 3876 3848
Email: koyasuto@optusnet.com.au

COMMITTEE

Helen Anderson
Tel: (08) 9273 6400
Email: handerson@fugroairborne.com.au

David Howard
Tel: (08) 9222 3331
Email: david.howard@doir.wa.gov.au

Barry Smith
Tel: (02) 9247 9324
Email: bsmith@mosaicoil.com

ASEG BRANCHES

ACT
President: Ben Bell
Tel: (02) 6249 9828
Email: ben.bell@ga.gov.au

Secretary: Jacques Sayers
Tel: (02) 6249 9609
Email: jacques.sayers@ga.gov.au

New South Wales
President: Michael Moore
Tel: (02) 9901 8398
Email: michael.moore@dipnr.nsw.gov.au

Secretary: Naomi Osman
Tel: (02) 9460 0165
Email nosman@awexp.com.au

Northern Territory
President: Gary Humphreys
Tel (08) 8999 3618
Email: gary.humphreys@nt.gov.au



ASEG - SEGJ - KSEG Joint
Publication

By now, many of you will have had the opportunity to
peruse the recent volume of Exploration Geophysics (Vol.
35, no. 1), which represents our first joint publication with
the geophysical societies of Japan and Korea, the SEGJ and
the KSEG, respectively. Accompanying this joint publication
was a questionnaire, seeking the opinions of the
membership, regarding the publication and whether or not
we should participate in joint issues in the future (see
below). This was organised by Koya Suto (ASEG), Toshiyuki
Yokota (SEGJ) & Yoonho Song (KSEG) and all the responses
and comments in full are posted in the ASEG website:

http : / /www.aseg .o rg .au/ forms/ Jo int-Journa l_
Questionnaire_ Result.pdf

Almost unanimously, people felt that the joint publication
was a good idea and that our societies and members
benefit from such joint activities. Members were asked to
consider if some of the benefits were, for example, related
to improving the status of the societies in the world
community, or having papers by our authors reaching a
wider audience. Approximately half of the questionnaire
respondents agreed that these were some of the benefits,
in addition to the advantage of good will between
neighbours.

Other benefits suggested by members include improving
research strengths between countries, learning of the work
of others (knowledge transfer) and expanding the range of
topics covered by Exploration Geophysics.

In summary, the comments of the questionnaire
respondents were overwhelmingly positive, with the
majority wanting to see future joint publications,
preferably on an annual basis. 

Executive Brief
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By Lisa Vella
and Koya Suto

Results of the Questionnaire

Question Choices ASEG SEGJ KSEG Total

A Do you like the 1 Good idea 34 83 36 153
idea of joint issue? 2 Not good 0 3 0 3

3 Don't care 2 9 0 11

B Do you think our 1 Yes 31 86 35 152
society benefits 2 No 1 3 1 5
from the joint issue? 3 Don't care 2 7 0 9

C What do you think the 1 We can improve 20 49 9 78
benefit of this joint- its status in the
issue to our society? world community

2 Papers by our authors 11 59 14 84
will reach more readers

3 Good will to the 10 64 19 93
neighbours

4 Advertisements  spread 3 8 1 12
wider abroad

5 Other 5 3 0 8

D Do you think our 1 Yes 32 74 35 141
members benefit 2 No 2 3 1 6
from the joint issue? 3 Don't care 2 12 0 21

E Do you want to see 1 Yes 34 78 36 148
joint-issues again? How often?

(a) more often than annual 11 5 11 27
(b) once a year 16 62 16 94
(c) once every 2 years 6 19 9 32
(d) less often 1 1 0 2
2 No 0 4 0 4
3 Don't care 1 8 0 9

Number of Responses 36 96 36 168

• Improves research strengths between countries
• Establishes Exploration Geophysics as the main journal 

in the Asia-Pacific region, with the inherent feedback 
response to ASEG

• We learn of the work of others. “Urban” geophysics is 
the growing importance

• We see good papers from other societies
• Knowledge transfer
• Non-resource applications

“Other” in Question C ASEG
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The Road to Discovery, or how to
encourage mineral exploration
without new money
The Road to Discovery, which was launched by Ian
Macfarlane the Minister for Industry, Tourism and
Resources on 2 July 2004, is the Government's response to
the Mineral Exploration Action Agenda (MEAA) and the
House of Representatives (Prosser) Inquiry. Both these
studies were asked to develop strategies to encourage
resource exploration. Clearly, without an effective and
efficient exploration industry, there will be fewer resources
discovered and Australia's economy will suffer accordingly.

The MEAA and the Prosser Inquiry produced a total of 40
excellent recommendations on ways to make resource
exploration more innovation and effective. These
recommendations cover four main areas: Access to Land,
Financial Incentives, Geoscience Information, and Human
and Intellectual Capital. 

Unfortunately, in the 2004 Budget the only new money
was the ~$5 million/year to provide a 150% tax deduction
for offshore petroleum exploration in frontier areas. No
additional money was provided for any onshore
exploration, either for minerals or petroleum. I understand
that the Commonwealth was reluctant to provide any new
money for onshore actions, in spite of the national
importance of the wealth generated by the resource
industries, because of the States' responsibilities for land
and mining in the Constitution. .

Consequently The Road to Discovery is a somewhat
toothless tiger. For example, the first action in the Finance
strategy is: "The Australian Government to consider
taxation options that support and facilitate industry efforts
to raise capital for minerals and petroleum exploration".

One would have hoped that this could have been done in
the context of the 2004 Budget, because several options
had been outlined in the initial reports, which were tabled
in mid-2003, rather than drag the issue out for at least
another year. So it really is almost back to square one.

Because of the absence of any new money, the Land Access
strategy looks likely to be the most effective. Meetings and
workshops can usually be carried out under existing
departmental core budgets and the payoffs for improving
the present system could very large indeed.

The aim here is to resolve impediments to land access by
developing protocols covering mineral tenure, native title,
heritage, environment and conservation estate. In
particular to:

• Amend the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) 
Act 1976;

• Provide increased awareness of the expedited procedure 
provisions under the 1993 Native Title Act; 

• Facilitate the development of regional agreements; and
• Improve community engagement to promote 

community acceptance of the mining industry.

Details of the Pre-competitive Geoscience strategy, which
will be of interest to most members, are listed below.

Goal: To encourage exploration investment and cost-
effective recovery through improved pre-competitive
geoscience information available under nation-wide
protocols, standards and systems

ACTIONS WHO

(a) Governments to consider 
a major pre-competitive
geoscience survey program 
to achieve national coverage 
of basic geoscience datasets
to modern standards

• Obtain in-principle Ministerial Council 
agreement to undertake on Mineral and 
a four year collaborative Petroleum Resources 
program of geophysical (MCMPR)
data acquisition

• Consult with State/NT GA and States/NT 
Geological Survey agencies Geological Surveys
on current geoscientific 
gaps and priority needs
to identify target areas
for data collection

• Develop a four year program GA and States/NT 
of geoscience data acquisition, Geosurveys, with 
on a cooperative basis overall program 
between the governments endorsed by MCMPR

• Subject to funding negotiate GA and State 
purchase of geophysical agencies
datasets; call tenders for 
geoscience survey program
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ACTIONS WHO

• Annual review of 2003/04 GA and Chief 
program and endorsement Government 
of next year's program. Geologists 

Committee in 
consultation with 
industry

(b) Governments in consultation
with industry, to develop and
implement nation-wide 
protocols, standards and
systems that provide internet
-based access to, and effective 
storage and archiving of
geoscience datasets and
industry-generated 
exploration data

• Development of on-line GA and commercial 
delivery of GA and agreed software company
State/NT Geophysical data

• Endorse and adopt standards GA in partnership 
for company exploration with State/NT 
data submitted to Mines Geosurveys through
Departments Chief Government

• Develop and endorse a 2 year Geologists  
plan to upgrade and expand Committee, in
the GA Portal to include new consultation with
on-line datasets industry 

• Implement web-based Chief Government
services for on-line access Geologists

• Develop and endorse plan Committee in 
for implementation of an consultation with
Australian earth science CSIRO, universities
grid. and industry

However, as far as the Commonwealth is concerned no new
money has been provided to Geoscience Australia to
increase the Commonwealth commitment in this work.

In the fourth area, Human and Intellectual Capital, the
goal is to maintain, cooperatively, an appropriate skills base
and adequate public and private research and development

to ensure that innovation continues to drive minerals
exploration in Australia. However, all the actions are to be
carried out under the current Backing Australia's Ability
and Backing Australia's Future programs. Perhaps the best
action in this area is a commitment by the Government to
consider reclassifying earth sciences into a higher cluster in
the context of Government contributions for university
courses. This would be a very good outcome if it can be
achieved.

The Minister has appointed a very strong implementation
team. It comprises an industry-led group, led by John Dow,
Newmont Managing Director, and assisted by:

• Mitch Hooke – Chief Executive of the Minerals Council 
of Australia;

• Tim Shanahan – CEO of the Chamber of Minerals and 
Energy of WA Inc;

• Ian Gould – President of the AusIMM;
• John Hartwell – Head of Resources Division, Dept. of 

Industry – Tourism and Resources;
• Neil Williams – CEO Geoscience Australia;
• Jim Limerick – Director General, WA Dept. of Industry

and Resources; and
• Malcolm Cremer – Deputy Director General, Qld. Dept. of 

Natural Resources & Mines.

Surprisingly, at the time of writing, the Shadow Minister
for Mining, Energy and Forestry, Joel Fitzgibbon, has not
issued any comments on the report or the actions planned.
The report can be accessed from the following website:
http://www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/R
oad_to_Discovery20040702155050.pdf?CFID=1391649&CF
TOKEN=87789984.

Prime Minister launches Energy
White Paper

In contrast to the minimal response to the Minerals
Exploration Action Agenda, the Energy White Paper
(Securing Australia's Energy Future), launched by the Prime
Minister in June raised hackles in State Governments and
the Opposition Parties in the Parliament. There is not space
to fully discuss the report here. It can be accessed from the
following website: http://www.dpmc.gov.au/energy_future/.

Energy is clearly a very important issue. Australia relies
heavily on cheap energy and we spend ~$50 billion/year on
energy. In the White Paper it is expected that demand will
grow by 50 percent by 2020. What that will do to our

Suite 1/127 Melville Parade
Como WA 6152
Ph: +61 8 9474 6255
Fax: +61 8 9474 6266
Email: mark@bgs.net.au





followed by a Careers Expo at Burswood in August. The
display has been popular with students and contains a
number of "toys", thanks to Domenic Howman, including
various magnets, ore samples, geophone plus oscilloscope
and posters. Environmental geophysics posters were
provided by Greg Street.

Winter has been a time for technical workshops. SEG
Spring Distinguished lecturer, Bill Abriel was present at a
July  workshop entitled Risk Assessment in prospect
Evaluation from a Geophysical Perspective. We are now
looking forward to the SEG/EAGE Distinguished Instructor
Short Course: Petroleum Systems of Deep Water Settings, 
by Dr. Paul Weimer, to be held in Perth on 17th August
2004.

The Branch held a very successful winter social night at the
Trots in July and are making it a regular annual event.
Technical meetings are now held monthly at the Irish Club
in Subiaco. The Society acknowledges Intrepid and
Downunder Geosolutions for sponsoring recent meetings.
Andrew Duncan is presenting his findings on DHEM in
August and an Environmental theme is planned for
September.

South Australia – Graham Heinson

The SA Branch of the ASEG hosted a technical meeting on
16th June entitled Hot Rock Geothermal Exploration in
Australia: all it's cracked up to be? by Richard Hillis of the
University of Adelaide. Over 45 people attended the talk at
the Duke of York Hotel, at which Richard presented some of
the exciting new developments in hot rock geothermal
resources in South Australia.

By the time of publication of this edition of Preview, the
ASEG SA Branch will have been involved with two
lunchtime talks. On 21st July, we host the SEG 2004 Spring
Distinguished Lecture by William L. Abriel on Earth Model
Complexity and Risk Description in Resource Exploration
and Development. The meeting will be held at a new venue
for the SA Branch, the recently renovated Medina Grand
Treasury Adelaide. The following week, on 29th July, PESA
and ASEG co-host the ESSO Distinguished Lecturer
Presentation on Recent Advances in Deepwater Sequence
Stratigraphy and Reservoir Prediction by Stephen Flint of
the University of Liverpool, at the Mercure Grosvenor Hotel.
Finally, the SA ASEG Committee, sponsors and friends
tasted over fifty wines on Friday 16th July to choose the
best white and red for the annual ASEG Wine Offer. The
event was held at the Jerusalem Sheshkabab House, an
Adelaide institution for fine Lebanese food along Hindley
Street. We thank the owners of the Jerusalem Sheshkabab
restaurant for their kind hospitality and Selina Donnelley of
Santos and Emma Nelson of the Australian School of
Petroleum for organising the event.

Victoria – Jim Cull and Ashley Grant

Members of the Victorian Branch have commenced
planning for the 2006 National Conference. There have
been extensive discussions with GSA and PESA concerning
the options and formats available for collaboration. In view
of competition for sponsors and shortages of suitable 

Continued on page 12
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New South Wales – by Naomi Osman

At our May meeting, Derecke Palmer (UNSW) gave an
update on 3D shallow, seismic refraction methods with the
talk drawing on results from recent test surveys over
faulted terrain in the central west of NSW. Derecke left us
pondering why resources similar to that invested in
detailed 3D reflection surveys have not been applied to
refraction work. Accordingly what our earnest speaker
suggested was that 3D seismic refraction required
significant and innovative development to re-establish it as
a preferred method in the tool kit of today's geoscientists. 
In June, Phil Schmidt and Keith Leslie, (CSIRO Industrial
Physics) presented new developments in magnetic tensor
gradiometry. The "GETMAG" project has significant
potential as an innovative magnetic exploration technique.
CSIRO are aiming to have an airborne prototype ready for
testing by the years end.

Abstracts for these and other prior presentations are
available on our Branch's website. The NSW Branch
generally holds meetings on the third Wednesday of each
month at the Rugby Club – Rugby Place, near Pitt and
Alfred Streets, Sydney, starting at around 5:30 pm.

In other news, the Branch is providing financial support to
a number of student members to attend the ASEG-PESA
conference, in August. It is hoped that attendance at the
conference will assist these students in their study, research
interests and future career development. Finally, the ASEG
NSW Branch is planning to run a hands-on display with a
geophysical theme at GeoFest 2004. GeoFest is an event
run during Earth Science Week (Oct. 17–22) focusing on
the earth, atmosphere and oceans of the planet and
provides school students with the opportunity to interact
with Geoscientists and their work.

Western Australia – Anita Heath

The ASEG WA has set up a careers information booth in
conjunction with Curtin University Geophysics Department.
The aim is to promote geophysics to high school students.
The booth was at All Saints College careers night in July

Anita Heath enthusing over 
a career in geophysics at the
WA Branch Geophysics
Roadshow during the Careers
Night at All Saints College. 
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James Creswell Dooley AM, 
1919 - 2004

James Creswell Dooley AM died of cancer on 26 May 2004.
The citation for his Order of Australia says "For services to
the science of geophysics and to the Bureau of Mineral
Resources, Geology and Geophysics." This was a truly
prestigious award. Many people thought it well deserved,
although Jim was fairly modest about it. He seemed more
proud when his wife and soul mate Nanette was also
awarded the Order of Australia several years later.

Why was such a self effacing person given such a
significant award, and why for services to a science and to
the organisation he served most of his working life? The
answer is that for Jim, geophysics and the BMR were
synonymous. BMR brought geophysics to Australia, and Jim
played a big role in making it happen. 

Jim was one of seven children born in Melbourne on 30
January 1919 to Norval and Olive Dooley. We have a vision
of Jim growing up in a large, caring and supportive family.
Jim won a scholarship to Wesley College, and then went on
to study Physics at The Melbourne University, where he
lived at Queen's College. After graduating, and armed with
a Masters Degree, Jim headed for Mt Stromlo. Australia was
at war, and he worked on the war effort developing optics
systems. Physicists were exempt from military service, but
somehow Jim managed to join up and go to New Guinea
where he served in the Anti-aircraft Division. When the
army discovered he was a physicist he was packed up and
sent back to Australia. 

By 1944, the government was starting to look beyond the
end of hostilities to post war reconstruction. Australia's
mining industry was in a mess. Australia had just fought a
war without any notion of its inventory of strategic
minerals. The Mineral Resources Survey was established,
and Jim joined it. One of his earliest tasks was to look for
uranium. Soon after, he was looking for asbestos in South
Australia, and then working on delineating the limits of
coal at Collie in Western Australia. In 1946, the Bureau of
Mineral Resources Geology and Geophysics (BMR) was
formed. It subsumed the Mineral Resources Survey, and Jim
became a founding member of the BMR. 

Jim met Nanette during the wedding preparations for her
friend Molly's wedding to Jim's brother David. Jim and

Nanette were married in 1949, and were inseparable for
fifty-five years. After they were married, they moved into
and renovated an old hotel for gold miners on a bend in the
Yarra River in Warrandyte. They were probably the original
hobby farmers, with fruit trees, a goat and a growing
family. Jim and Nanette spoke lovingly of this time in their
lives. Nanette immersed herself in the local community.
There was music in the house, cubs and brownies to attend,
and the local church. They learned the value of a close knit,
loving community. They were transferred to Canberra in
1965, where they resumed their work with their local
community, with Jim active in Legacy. Both he and Nanette
were accomplished pianists. Jim played organ at their local
church, and Nanette played piano at the local pre-schools.

Jim's career was remarkably multidisciplinary considering
the depth to which he studied each topic. In 1951 he led
the first seismic reflection survey for oil and gas in
Australia in the Roma area of Queensland. It was such a
technical success that another was conducted soon
afterwards in the Carnarvon Basin. The further success of
that survey led to the acceptance of seismic reflection as a
cost effective tool in the petroleum industry in Australia. In
those days Jim and his peers weren't just being
geophysicists. They were helping to invent the science of
modern geophysics as they went along. Half the time they
had to build the instruments before they began their field
work.

Between 1954 and 1957 Jim led several successful gravity
surveys, on the islands of the Barrier Reef, and using a
gravity meter in a pressure vessel lowered to the bottom of
Port Philip Bay. The success of these surveys, and of a
gravity survey of the South West Pacific using a submarine,
generated confidence in the BMR to begin routine studies
of the continental margins of offshore Australia. These first
tentative steps ultimately established Geoscience Australia,
the organisation that grew from the BMR, as the lead
scientific agency in mapping the boundaries of Australia's
marine jurisdiction to support Australia's claim under the
UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

In 1956 Jim selected the site for the Port Moresby
Geophysical Observatory, which was designed as a
seismological, magnetic and ionospheric observatory. In the
1960s he moved on to seismic refraction imaging of the
crust. He was part of a program using explosions at sea and 

Continued on page 12

Jim Dooley, 
Armistice Day, 1970
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Continued from page 11

recorded on seismographs deployed on land to find out the
structure of the crust in Australia. Acronyms like BUMP, for
Bass Straight Upper Mantle Project, CRUMP (Carpentaria
Region Upper Mantle Project) and FRUMP (Fremantle
Upper Mantle Project) started to appear in the literature.
Jim liked acronyms. His 94 publications are testimony to
research into radiometrics, gravity, magnetics and
geomagnetism, seismic refraction and seismic reflection. He
worked on asbestos, uranium, coal, oil and gas. He worked
at the scale of coal beds, sedimentary basins, the Earth's
crust and the mantle. For Jim, geophysics was geophysics,
and so long as one was comfortable with the basic
disciplines of physics, mathematics, and a bit of geology,
there was nothing a good geophysicist couldn't do if he put
his mind to it. He instilled this belief in those who worked
with him.

Jim retired from the BMR in 1983. Afterwards he lectured
for a year at the University of Queensland, and then at the
University of Papua New Guinea. He was an Honorary
Member of the Australian Society of Exploration
Geophysicists. Apart from his contribution to the science of
geophysics, Jim had served the society in various capacities,
including as Associate Editor and then Guest Editor of
Exploration Geophysics. He joined the ASEG in 1971 and
was awarded Honorary Membership in 1983. He was
founding editor of the newsletter of the Specialist Group
on Solid Earth Geophysics in the Geological Society of
Australia. He was also a member of the Australian Institute
of Physics, the Society of Exploration Geophysics, and the
American Geophysical Union. He was still reading his
journals two weeks before he died.

Jim's work helped lay the foundations for mapping out
Australia's boundaries and natural resources. For example,
Australia is the first continent to be covered by seamless
geophysical datasets. It took 50 years to do the first pass.
Jim always gave credit to those who did the work and
finished the job. But younger generations can't finish a job
that takes 50 years unless someone else starts it. By
showing that the job could be done, people like Jim Dooley,
with his scientific brilliance, gave the early visionaries the
confidence to begin the job.

Jim Dooley's scientific journals looking for
homes

Ted Lilley (ted.lilley@anu.edu.au) is helping the Dooley
family find good homes for Jim's journals on a gratis
basis. Jim held comprehensive sets of many geoscience
journals. About a third of the holdings are listed below
and Ted has the complete list.

While in the first instance it is hoped that the long
runs will not be broken up, interest in individual copies
etc. is also welcome. Expressions of interest can be
lodged without delay, and at any rate before mid-
September 2004.

Jim Dooley; Part Holdings, July 2004

1.  Geophysics, vol.18, 1953 – 2004
2. ASEG Bulletin, vol.1, 1970 – 1983 became

Exploration Geophysics, vol.15, 1984 – 2004
3. Preview, 1988 – 2004
4. Leading Edge (SEG Newsletter), vol.1, 1982 – 2004
5.  Reviews of Geophysics and Space Physics 

– became Reviews of Geophysics, vol.1, 
1963 – 2004

6. EOS magazine extensive holdings, ~1957 – 2004
7. Journal of the Geological Society of Australia, 

vol. 17, 1970 – 1983, Australian Journal of Earth 
Sciences, vol. 31, 1984 – 2004

8. Geophysics Down Under, SGSEG Newsletter (GSA)
vol. 1, 1985 – 2004

Continued from page 10

venues close to the period of the Commonwealth games
the Federal Executive have now approved a joint
conference with the GSA. Members of PESA have agreed to
assist with organisation but in view of the potential for
overlap with subsequent symposia in WA will not
participate in a JV for Melbourne. A joint COC has been
formed with Suzanne Haydon as ASEG Conference Co-
Chair.

As part of the general discussion on conference planning
several broader issues were raised in relation to potential
mergers or collaboration between professional societies.
GSA is currently considering similar issues.

In view of the workloads associated with conference
planning there have been few opportunities to arrange
local technical meetings. One exception was the
presentation of the 3D-WEG Geological Modelling
Workshop applied to the geology of Broken Hill. This event
was arranged by Phil McInerney with assistance from
Patrick Ledru and Antonio Guillen (BRGM); the results
indicate the potential for additional numerical tools
assisting with future capacities for visualisation, modelling
and conceptual exploration.

Branch newsletters are distributed by email. If you are not
receiving newsletters then please visit our website
http://www.aseg.org/ to check that your details are
current.

Jim outlived Nanette by only two months. They are
survived by their five children and eight grandchildren.
They were two wonderfully genuine and caring people
who gave so much of themselves and in doing so enriched
the lives of many.

Barry Drummond



I (Reg Nelson) personally feel a great debt to Bernie. He
helped shape my career as a geophysicist and I recall the
companionship he provided on the many field trips we did
together. SA also has a great debt to him. He realised very
early the value of good quality regional geophysical maps
and applied full resources to complete the first statewide
aeromagnetic, gravity and seismic shotpoint compilations. 
Bernie also pushed the use of new techniques with vigour.
He supported the introduction of high resolution seismic
instruments and methods (I was very heavily involved in
this) and championed its use in hard rock investigations. I
believe this stemmed from an abortive attempt to use
conventional petroleum seismic equipment and methods to
try to outline the Olympic Dam orebody after its discovery
in the mid-1970s (SSL crew and Vibroseis).

He was made an Honorary Member of the Australian
Society of Exploration Geophysicists in 1981 and retired
from the Department in 1982. He will be remembered as an
advocate for combining geophysical methods with
geological studies to more effectively explore the state and
define its mineral and petroleum wealth.

A great Australian and a great South Australian. A
champion of the ASEG and geophysics. And a good bloke
who liked wine, music and literature.

Nick Dunstan, Reg Nelson and Dave Cockshell
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Bernie Eric Milton, 1920-2004

Bernie Milton, former Supervising Geophysicist with the
South Australian Department of Mines and Energy, died on
4 May 2004 aged 84 years.

During World War II, Bernie served with the 2nd Australian
Imperial Force in the Middle East, New Guinea, Borneo, and
with the British Commonwealth Occupation Force in
Japan. After leaving the Army in August 1947, he enrolled
at the University of Adelaide where he obtained a BSc and
an MSc, under a special entry as a Returned Service
Personnel to study geophysics. He joined the South
Australian Geological Survey in January 1956 as Assistant
Geophysicist, and worked with Geophysicist Ken Seedsman
under Senior Geophysicist John Webb for four years,
carrying out ground gravity and magnetic surveys. He then
moved into seismic work, and under the guidance of Heli
Wopfner was instrumental in the discovery of natural gas
in the Cooper Basin. Seismic field trips under Bernie were
renowned for methodical organisation and immaculate
military precision.

In 1974, Bernie was appointed Supervising Geophysicist in
charge of an expanded branch comprising 34 staff who
were responsible for producing the first state Bouguer
gravity, total magnetic intensity and depth to magnetic
basement maps.

He put all his renowned military training and disciplinary
tactics to marshal and inspire an initially apathetic group
of geophysicists to become members of the SA Branch of
the ASEG. He also understood that to attract people to
meetings on a regular basis required a venue that could
provide drinks (more army experiences?).

Dave Cockshell remembers the first planned meeting at the
AMF (organised by Bernie & Ted Moorcroft). "When we all
turned up for the first meeting and found the place all locked
up. We duly adjourned to the nearby Feathers Hotel, which
perhaps was more appropriate for a mob of geophysicists."

The SA Branch probably rivalled NSW in terms of its
support and vigour, with Bernie as President, and certainly
its strength was a factor in SA becoming the first choice
when it was decided to rotate the Committee and
Secretariat out of Sydney and through the other States in
the early 1980s.

Bernie Milton happy in the
field.

Bernie Milton in 1976
examining the set of
anomalies (magnetic and
gravity) that helped define
the location of Olympic Dam.
Those same maps also helped
define the basis of Tim
O'Driscoll's G3 and other
lineaments. Watching intently
are Reg Nelson (at left), now
Managing Director Beach
Petroleum, and Colin Branch.
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Geoscience Australia

High-Resolution seismic imaging of the Cadell
Fault Scarp for earthquake hazard assessment

The historical record of seismicity in Australia is too short
(<150 years) to confidently define seismic source zones and
recurrence rates for large, potentially damaging
earthquakes. This results in uncertainty in assessments of

earthquake hazard and the
risk posed to communities
and infrastructure. The most
promising way to extend the
record of earthquake activity
is to look for evidence of
large pre-historic earth
quakes in the landscape. This
evidence includes Quater-
nary fault scarps, tilt blocks
and disruptions to drainage
patterns. A recent
Geoscience Australia compi-
lation for evidence of
Quaternary tectonics identi-
fied over one hundred
examples of recently active
structures in Australia,
testifying that a greater
hazard may exist from large
earthquakes than is evident
from the recorded history

alone. Most of these structures have not been studied in
detail, and in particular, have not been dated, so the
recurrence rate for damaging events is unknown. 

One example of recent tectonic activity lies between Echuca
and Deniliquin, near the Victoria-New South Wales border.
Geologically recent uplift has resulted in the formation of
the Cadell Fault Scarp which dammed the Murray River and
diverted its course, first northwards, and later south along its
present channel. The scarp extends along a north-south

strike for at least 50 km and
reaches a maximum height of
about 13 m. It displaces the
sands and clays of the Murray
Basin sediments which
overlie Palaeozoic bedrock at
a depth of 100 to 250 m.

To map and date the faulting
associated with this uplift it
is necessary to excavate one
or more trenches across the
fault. However, erosion of
the uplifted scarp may have
displaced the topographic
expression away from the
fault, so it is an advantage if
sub-surface imaging can be
used to define the present-
day location of the fault
prior to trenching. To
address this problem,
Geoscience Australia has
acquired multi-channel
high-resolution seismic

reflection and refraction data along traverses across the
fault scarp. The source used was the Australian National
Seismic Imaging Resource (ANSIR) IVI T1500 Mini Vibrator
operating in P-wave mode. The data were recorded on a
24-channel Stratavisor seismic acquisition system. Each
source vibration comprised four 10-second sweeps with a
frequency of 10-240 Hz which were correlated and then
stacked. The listening time was 2 s and the recording
sample interval was 1 ms. The receivers comprised groups
of four 10 Hz geophones deployed at 10 m intervals. The
sources were located at every receiver location and
additional sources were located at offsets of up to a
kilometre to record refraction data. 

A short spread was recorded across the scarp with a station
interval of 5 m using a hammer source. This was done to
provide higher spatial resolution and to compare the results
with the vibrator source. In addition to the seismic data,
ground penetrating radar data (GPR) and resistivity data
were acquired at selected locations along the seismic
traverses by Monash University GeoScope. As the resolution
of the seismic data precludes imaging at very shallow
depths, these methods were selected to sample the sub-
surface down to approximately 3 metres depth. The GPR was
acquired using a PulseEkko 100 system at 0.2 and 0.5 m
station spacing. The resistivity was acquired using a
Geometrics OhmMapper TR2 system at 1 m station intervals.

The seismic data are currently being processed and
interpreted and will be combined with the GPR and
resistivity results to define suitable locations for trenching
the Cadell Fault. Samples from the trench walls will be
dated by Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) dating
techniques to determine the latest movement along the
fault and the recurrence rate of earlier events. The results
will constrain earthquake hazard assessments for the
region and for south east Australia in general.

Contact Clive Collins (clive.collins@ga.gov.au) for further
information.

Earthquakes Online

Searching for Australian earthquakes is no longer a shaky
experience. Geoscience Australia's Quakes earthquake
database is now online through the Geoscience Australia
web site, providing easy access to key information about
Australia's earthquakes and seismicity.

The database contains Australian earthquakes from 1841
to the present, with magnitudes ranging from 0 to 7.2 (the
estimated magnitude of Australia's largest earthquake, at
Meeberrie, WA). The database also contains overseas
earthquakes greater than magnitude six. The earliest
overseas earthquake listed in the database occurred in
Jordan in 2150 BC. The database is populated progressively
as real-time seismograph data are analysed and the
locations of earthquake are determined.

The database may be searched through either a map or
text-based interface. The information returned can be
tailored to the user's specific needs and can be
downloaded to the user's computer. The earthquakes can
be plotted on a map with a number of optional
backgrounds, and details of earthquakes can be queried
either individually or as groups within specified areas. The

Geophysics in the Surveys
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Fig. 1. The Cadell Fault, DEM
courtesy of Geological Survey
of NSW

Fig. 2. The seismic sources a)
The ANSIR MiniVibe climbing
the Cadell Fault Scarp, b) the
vibrator plate on the ground,
c) using a hammer source on
the scarp.





Space Weather    ★★★★½
http://www.spaceweather.com/

Space weather, including:
interplanetary magnetic
field, solar activity,
geomagnetic storms, and
near earth asteroids. An
interesting phenomenon
that I had not known about
until exploring this site was
noctilucent clouds. There is
a funda mental difference
between noctilucent clouds
and any other type of

clouds. Most clouds exist within about 10 km of the Earth's
surface; however, noctilucent clouds exist at a height of 
82 km. They are thus not part of the normal weather
system but appear to be more connected with astronomical
phenomena. For more on noctilucent clouds check out
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2003/19feb_nlc.htm.

SEVEM: Survey of ELF and    ★★★

VLF Experiments in the
Magnetosphere
http://www.magnet.oma.be/sevem/index.html

This site displays a documented catalogue of missions/
satellites that surveyed the electromagnetic VLF and ELF
environment in the terrestrial magnetosphere since 1959.
The orbital parameters are given for each satellite, as well
as contact people, bibliographical references concerning
the experiments and preliminary results. The location where
data are stored is also given.

VERSIM: VLF-ELF Remote    ★★★

Sensing of Ionospheres and Magnetospheres 
http://www.physics.otago.ac.nz/versim/index.html

VLF/ELF Remote Sensing of the Ionosphere and
Magnetosphere (VERSIM) is an international group of
scientists interested in studying the behaviour of the
magnetosphere and ionosphere by means of ELF and VLF
radio waves, both naturally and artificially generated. At
present the main subjects of interest include plasma
structures and boundaries, wave-particle and wave-wave
interactions, wave-induced particle precipitation, wave
propagation in magnetosphere and ionosphere, sprites and
the effects of lightning on the ionosphere. 

Web Waves
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Noise is something every geophysicist has to constantly
manage. Noise can be a nuisance, though it is also
interesting and enlightening. This addition of Web Waves
explores the beauty of noise in the electromagnetic
spectrum, and shows some of the more exciting aspects.
Every geophysicist will be familiar with the geomagnetic
spectrum of noise.

Getting to know your to know your noise

Margarita Norvill

margarita@geophy.
curtin.edu.au

Fig. 1. Geomagnetic Spectrum.

The micropulsations are reactions between plasma from
the sun and the earth's magnetic field, these
micropulsations are related to magnetic storms and
Aurora. The greatest source of geomagnetic noise over 1
Hz is atmospheric lighting discharges, know as "spherics".
The earth's ionosphere acts as a spherical waveguide for
electromagnetic guided waves, these waves resonate at a
number of frequencies, known as the "Schumann
Resonances". "Sprites" and "Elves" are triggered by the
positive cloud-to-ground lightning flashes that occur in
the stratiform regions of mesoscale convective systems.
Sprites are big luminous glows hovering high above large
thunderstorms. Spherics cause dielectric breakdown in the
upper atmosphere, which lead to these brief luminous
sprites. It's the same principal as a neon sign, where a very
low density gas is excited with high voltage. Elves are
described as the emission of light when a nitrogen
molecule has been excited by a collision with an energized
electron in the night time lower ionosphere. Cultural noise
sources in the geomagnetic spectrum include noise from
the mains power grid (50 Hz and harmonics of, in
Australia), personal (or portable) electronic devices, Navy
VLF communication, older data files my contain navigation
signals such as "Omega" which have been phased out with
the onset of global positioning systems. 

GENERAL SITES

Radio Waves below 22 kHz    ★★★★★

http://www.vlf.it

This site is a jewel of knowledge. With great posts,
including simple earth-ionosphere waveguide calculations,
magnetic field variations aiming to trace earthquake
precursors, the signal component received with an earth
dipole and why some signals present on aerial receivers
can't be received with earth probes and noise suppression
techniques for a personal computer.

Fig. 2 Space weather from the
active Sun.

Fig. 3. Sprites and Elves.
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Oulu Space Physics Textbook    ★★★★½
http://www.oulu.fi/~spaceweb/textbook/

The text aims to cover the main knowledge from the fields
of heliospheric, magnetospheric, and ionospheric physics.
The basic design rule has been to take advantage of the
internal cross-linking the html medium allows. This makes
it easier to appreciate the rich phenomenology of the near-
Earth space, and to see how different phenomena can be
related. 

Space Environment Center    ★★★★★

http://www.sel.noaa.gov/index.html

The Space Environment Center (SEC) provides real-time
monitoring and forecasting of solar and geophysical
events, conducts research in solar-terrestrial physics, and
develops techniques for forecasting solar and geophysical
disturbances. SEC's Space Weather Operations Center is
jointly operated by National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the US Air Force, and is the US
national and world warning center for disturbances that
can affect people and equipment working in the space
environment. 

Check out the NOAA POESS Auroral Activity data.
Instruments on board the NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational
Environmental Satellite continually monitor the power flux
carried by the protons and electrons that produce aurora in
the atmosphere. The Space Environment Center has
developed a technique that uses the power flux
observations obtained during a single pass of the satellite
over a polar region (which takes about 25 minutes) to
estimate the total power deposited in an entire polar
region by these auroral particles. The power input estimate
is converted to an auroral activity index that ranges from 1
to 10. Current animation of recent polar pass plots can be
viewed for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

LISTENING TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
SPECTRUM

All geophysical data is prone to noise. Some data sources
can be difficult to identify. Listening to your data either
during acquisition or playing recorded files back can be an
easy way to distinguish noise sources.

Altair's Natural Radio Projects    ★★★★★

http://www.altair.org/index.html

You can get distracted for hours on this site. A must is the
natural radio page where you can tune in to the music of
the spheres – listen to the roar of Jupiter, the spin of a
pulsar or the energy emitted by an electrogenic fish! The
introduction to electro magnetic page has a great wave

propagation simulation,  amp
litude frequency and
attenuation may be altered
and the resultant wave
observed. There is guidance on
how to build your own
antenna, as well as Tesla coils,
a cloud charge monitor and an
electromagnetic can crusher (I
really want one of these for
Christmas!).

McGreevy's Ground Based ELF-VLF recordings★★★

http://www-pw.physics.uiowa.edu/mcgreevy/

This site has a plethora of sound files.

Audio and sound files    ★★★½
http://www.astrosurf.com/lombry/audiofiles-
astronautic.htm

All audio recordings related to astronautic events, transmissions
from satellite and other spacecrafts, as well as reports from
astronauts and cosmonauts on orbit. There are numerous
scientific recordings like the sound of meteor showers, auroral
emissions, geomagnetic storms, solar flares, Jupiter hisses and
bursts, pulsars, natural phenomena, and more. 

Advanced VLF Signals    ★★★½
http://image.gsfc.nasa.gov/poetry/inspire/
advanced.html

This site is a must for its sound files, listen to spherics,
tweeks, whistlers, choruses, power line harmonics and
navigation signals (such as Omega). Next time you are out
recording data why not take a headset and plug it into your
acquisition system and have a listen to the noise sources in
your field area. The site offers a casual scientific explanation
EM phenomenon of the sound files you are listening too.

MICROPULSATIONS

Listening for Cosmic Rays    ★★★★

http://www.bartol.udel.edu/~neutronm/
listen/main.html

The Inuvik Research Centre is home to a cosmic
ray (neutron) monitor. Data collected by the
cosmic ray monitor provides information about
the strength of solar and galactic cosmic rays, and
disturbances in the solar-terrestrial environment.
The site gives explanation of cosmic rays, tracks
solar activity and magnetic storms.

Aurora and cosmic rays are both affected by solar
activity. Charged particles (electrons) from the
solar wind are directed by the magnetic field
towards the northern and southern polar regions of the
ionosphere. Interactions between the charged particles and
the atmospheric ions of nitrogen and oxygen produce a
colourful light. The shifting patterns in the sky are due to
changes in the magnetic and electric fields along the paths
of the particles streaming toward Earth. The auroras occur
in an oval band around both the south and north magnetic
poles. This oval band spreads into lower latitudes during
high solar activity and huge flows of incoming particles. 

SPHERIC AND SCHUMANN RESONANCES

Monitoring global lightning with    ★★★½
Schumann resonances
http://web.mit.edu/civenv/html/people/alumni_
newsletters/winter_02/art2.htm

This is a link to an article in Civil and Environmental
Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
article explores the relationship between lighting strikes
and Schumann resonances as well as global storm activity,
an interesting read.

Continued on page 18
Fig. 4. Electromagnetic can
crusher.

Fig. 5. Neutrons and Cosmic
Rays. Solar activity peaks
every 11 years when sunspot
number reaches a maximum.
Fewer cosmic rays reach Earth
at these times, because the
Sun emits plasma and
magnetic fields which expel
some cosmic rays from the
solar system. The cosmic ray
data were recorded by the
Inuvik neutron monitor.
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When the pioneer German geophysicist and hydrographer
Georg Balthasar von Neumayer (1826-1909) left the
Colony of Victoria for the last time in 1864 he took all of
his scientific records with him for later publication. Luckily
for us he published.  

Neumayer holds a significant place in the history of science
in Australia – he firstly established and maintained the
Flagstaff Hill Observatory in Melbourne and over a number
of years performed a regional magnetic survey of Victoria,
part of which included two short inspections and surveys of
the Cranbourne meteorites in 1861 and 1862. 

His first visit to the largest of the meteorites was on 12th
February 1861.  

"…The earth around the meteorite had been removed to the
depth of two feet; the lower part, however, was not visible,
the hole being partly filled up with water. A magnetic
needle suspended by a silk thread and approached towards

it, showed at once that the upper accessible part was of
northern magnetic polarity, the South end of the needle
being attracted. Moving the needle about 1 foot 10 in.
below the upper surface of the mass its magnetism
changed from North to South, from which I concluded that
its total height would be about 4 ft. But the distance from
the top at which this change in polarity took place, was by
no means constant for all parts of the sides of the mass
varying from 2 ft. 4 in. to 1 ft. 4 in., from which I concluded
that the shape of its lower part was that of a wedge; basing
thereupon, I calculated the total weight of the mass to be
4.3 tons. ** I had four specimens taken off from the nucleus
and one from the crust. Their specific gravities I found to
be respectively 7.60, 7.51, 7.51, 7.12 and 3.66. Drawings
were made and measurements taken…"

A following footnote reads: "Subsequent actual weighing
determined its weight to be 8200 lbs. (4.1 tons)."

A year later, on the 20th and 21st February 1862,
Neumayer joined R. L. J. Ellery, the government geologist of
Victoria and his assistant Richard Daintree, following an
invitation to witness the removal of this meteorite.
Neumayer took more magnetic, orientation and physical
measurements of the now exposed meteorite in situ and
Daintree took photos (see Figure 1).

The above narrative is part of Neumayers  "Results of the
Magnetic Survey of the Colony of Victoria Executed during
the Years 1858-1864" published in Mannheim, Germany
1869 and Neumayer's description, tables, sketches and
maps could very well be the earliest published
interpretation in exploration geophysics.

The meteorite, by the way, went to the British Museum
despite considerable pleading and protests from locals.

Star Rating

Content/information
available on web pages 2
Navigation friendly 1
Aesthetically Pleasing 1
Currency 1

TOTAL 5

140 Years ago – Neumayer and a meteorite

Doug Morrison

sth.lands@optusnet.
com.au

Fig. 1. Richard Daintree's
photograph of the meteorite.
His caption reads:
"Cranbourne meteorite with
the screw-jack with which it
was moved from its position
for the first time since its
arrival on this planet, 21
February 1862." Note
Neumayer's chalk
annotations S and E (N and
W hidden) and the chalk line
probably tracing the
'magnetic equator'.
Photograph provided courtesy
of the La Trobe Collection,
State Library of Victoria.

Continued from page 17

The GP-1 Lightning Locator    ★★★★

http://bub2.met.psu.edu/default.htm

The GP-1 Lightning Locator is a free-standing lightning
receiving system that allows the approximate location of
lightning activity within 400 km of the receiver site. It
employs an antenna array to intercept broadband
electromagnetic radiation from distant cloud-to-ground,
or return, strokes to provide signals for hardware
processing in the Interface. A personal computer analyzes
these hardware signals and plots the results on the
monitor screen map.

Sprite chasing from the back porch    ½
http://www.fma-research.com/Papers&
presentations/spr-view-1.html

This site reviews the story of how sprites were discovered
and how you might be able to spot some on your own. To

view sprites, you need to find a location with a good view
of the horizon far away from the city lights. It is best to
choose a dark night with no moonlight. Let your eyes
adapt to the dark for at least ten minutes. Look in the
direction of the big storms. If you can see the illuminated
tops of the distant storms, shield your eyes (a piece of
cardboard can help) from the lightning flashing within the
clouds. Concentrate your gaze at an altitude about four to
five times the height of the cloud top, then be patient. In
the more active storms, sprites can occur every one or two
minutes, but every five to ten minutes is more common.
Sprites only last from one one-hundredth to one-tenth of
a second. Blink and you can miss one. Due to a quirk in
human night vision, you are often more likely to perceive
them out of the corner of your eye. What will you see? To
many it looks like the aurora borealis turning on and off in
an instant. The true sprite color is salmon red, but at such
low light levels the eye can play tricks on you and you
might perceive them as green, orange or white. If you are
looking in the right place and think you saw something,
you probably did. 

Fig. 6. Lightening locator.
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Mineral exploration steady while
petroleum plummets

Minerals

Figures released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics
showed that while the actual expenditure decreased in the
March 2004 quarter by $32.2M the trend estimate
increased by 3.1% to $193.9M. After being flat between
March and September quarters 2003, the estimate has risen

in the last two quarters and is now 5.6% higher than the
March quarter 2003. Figure 1, which shows the data from
March 1996 through to March 2004, clearly indicates the
gradual recovery over the last year.

Expenditure on production leases remained relatively
unchanged, whereas expenditure on all other areas
decreased by $31.9M (20.8%). The March quarter is
invariably affected by the wet season in northern Australia
and 2004 was no exception. Western Australia had the
largest decrease of $25.5M (20.9%), which was spread
across all mineral groups. In spite of this decrease, it still
accounted for 57.7% of the total expenditure

Exploration for gold continued to dominate the scene and
accounted for 54.5% of the total of $167.3M in the March
quarter. The next largest was the Nickel/Cobalt grouping,

which came in $15.5M at 9.3%. Coal exploration nearly
halved having decreased from $24.1M to $13.7M.

The total metres drilled decreased by 16.7% to 1104 km in
the March quarter 2004 (Down 0.6% in seasonally adjusted
terms). Metres drilled on production leases increased
slightly to 423 km while metres drilled on all other areas
decreased by 25.6% to 681 km.

Petroleum

A number of petroleum exploration licences came to a
close in 2003, resulting in a lower than usual March
quarter. Expectations for the six months to June 2004 (as
recorded in the December 2003 survey) were relatively
high, suggesting the March quarter downturn may only be
temporary. 

Expenditure on petroleum exploration for the March
quarter 2004 fell by $119.3M (41.4%) to $168.8M; in real
terms (CPI adjusted) this is the lowest level since the March
quarter 1995. Petroleum expenditure is now $97.7M
(36.7%) lower than in the March quarter 2003. 

Expenditure on exploration on both production leases and
all other areas fell this quarter, with production leases
falling by $14.4M (40.2%), and all other areas falling by
$104.9M (41.6%). Offshore exploration had a strong
decrease of $91.8M (44.2%), with non-drilling activity
accounting for the majority of the fall. Onshore exploration
expenditure also decreased this quarter, by $27.4M
(34.0%).

Figure 2 shows quarterly petroleum exploration
expenditure from March 1986 through March 2004 for
onshore and offshore areas.

At first sight it appears very strange that at a time of rising
oil prices and with global pressures on supply, that this
huge decrease took place at all. Let's hope that the
downward trend is reversed quickly.

Petratherm listed as a hot rock
energy explorer1

Petratherm is the latest company in the geothermal energy
field to be listed on the ASX. In July it completed a
successful Initial Public Offering that raised $4 million to
get started, and has a market capitalization of over $7
million. Petratherm was established on 24 October 2003
with the aim of obtaining tenements suitable for the
production of economically viable hot rock energy. 

To date, three Tenements have been obtained which are
characterised by:

• Potential occurrence of rocks with naturally occurring 
radiogenic minerals;

• Proximity to major infrastructure; 
• Depth to top of target rock in the three kilometre range; 
• Potential heat exchange reservoir characteristics; and 
• Location not affected by problems of restricted access.

Continued on page 21

1 Information taken 
from: http://www.
petratherm.com.au/
index.htm

Fig. 1. (Top) Trend and
seasonally adjusted quarterly
mineral exploration
expenditure from March 1996
to March 2004 (provided by
the Australian Bureau of
Statistics).

Fig. 2. (Above) Quarterly
petroleum exploration
expenditure from March 1986
through March 2004 for
onshore and offshore areas.
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Continued from page 20

The three Hot Rock energy projects are spread over 
1,500 km2 of northern South Australia; at Ferguson Hill
north of Olympic Dam, and Callabonna and Paralana near
Mount Painter.

The tenements are thought to contain hot rocks at depths
of 3-3.5 km - and at temperatures 8 to 25 times the heat
of most granites - making it one of the most thermally
active hot rock zones in the world.

"The immediate program involves a series of shallow depth
wells to around 600-750 m. The technology, developed in

volcano monitoring as well as discussions on marine
seismology and tsunamis.

Theme IV, "Earthquake Geology and Mechanics" describes
our understanding of the complex earthquake source,
including a discussion of rock failure, stress fields, induced
strain and active fault zones. The use of paleoseismology,
geodetic measurements, geochemistry and electromagnetic
fields are all discussed in the context of how they assist our
understanding of the cause, recurrence and effect of
earthquakes. "Seismicity of the Earth", Theme V describes
seismicity in a global context, highlighting areas of
relatively higher seismicity and identifying some of the
words deadliest earthquakes. Magnitude and intensity
scales are introduced, the statistical features of seismicity
described and the USGS moment tensor catalogue
discussed. 

The final chapter in Part A, "Earth's Structure" introduces
seismic tomography and describes the Earth's interior,
velocity structure, anisotropy, and oceanic crust. A CD is
provided which contains appendices for many of the
manuscripts as well reports, papers and/or software that
individual authors have included to supplement their
articles.

The International Handbook of Earthquake & Engineering
Seismology, Part A is an impressive collection of
manuscripts that have been cleverly grouped to create an
outstanding publication. Whilst there exists variation in the
quality of individual manuscripts the book as a whole is an
essential reference for researchers, consultants, and
students of seismology and earthquake engineering. The
editors are to be commended for their efforts.

Copies can be purchased directly from Elsevier Australia
Customer Service on Tel. 1800 263 951, fax (02) 9517 2249
or email service@elsevier.com.au.

The International Handbook of Earthquake & Engineering
Seismology, Part A, is the first in a two volume series. A
project of the International Association of Seismology and
Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI), the handbooks cover
a diverse range of topics related to seismology and
earthquake engineering. The editors have brought together
contributions from over twelve hundred people and fifty
different countries to create this truly international body
of literature, the release of which coincides with the one
hundred year anniversary of IASPEI (originally the
International Association of Seismology). Part A utilises six
themes and fifty six individual manuscripts to educate the
reader on both present and historical theories relating to
seismology, earthquake mechanics and the Earth's interior. 

Theme I is entitled "History and Prefatory Essays" and
covers a range of topics including the history of seismology,
earthquake engineering and the formation of international
bodies to assist with research and communication. The
discussion extends as far back as 330BCE when Aristotle
attributed earthquakes to winds. Important contributions
from the Jesuit community are introduced with particular
attention given to the establishment and maintenance of
seismic observatories from 1868 onwards. Prefatory
discussions on continental drift, earthquake mechanisms
and tectonics help to set the scene for the remainder of the
volume. 

"Theoretical Seismology", Theme II, covers a range of theory
including seismology, ray theory, normal modes of the
planet, inversion of surface waves, attenuation and the
physics of earthquakes. The "Observational Seismology"
chapter, Theme III, provides an introduction to
instrumentation, digital recording and interpreting
seismograms. The chapter describes the major sources of
noise in observational seismology and concludes with a
number of fascinating articles that cover the use of
observational seismology for earthquake, nuclear test and

The International Handbook of Earthquake &
Engineering Seismology, Part A 

(International Geophysics)

Editors: 
William H. K. Lee,
Hiroo Kanamori, 
Paul C. Jennings, 
Carl Kisslinger

Academic Press 
(an imprint of
Elsevier Science),
2002, 933 pages,
hardback, A$260.00

ISBN: 0124406521

Reviewed by:

David Robinson
david.robinson@ga.
gov.au

partnership with the University of Adelaide, allows
economic evaluation of Hot Rock deposits without the
need for deeper, more expensive drilling, and with a focus
on exploring areas closer to commercial markets.

Successful assessment of hot rock depth limits will be
followed by a series of test wells, evaluation of thermal
reservoirs, the completion of injection and production
holes, the establishment of a heat exchange system and a
final additional drilling program on a grid spacing to
establish a commercial power plant.
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SESSION 2 I STREAM1
SEISMICTECHNICALFORUMI:

MAKINGTHEMOSTOFATTRIBUTES

KEYNOTE

USEFUL3-D SEISMICATTRIBUTES

MIKE BAHORICH,APACHE CORPORATION

3D SEISMICSTRATlGRAPHYAND SEISMICATTRIBUTES
ANALYSIS:A POWERFULAPPROACHTOMAXIMISETHE
CHARACTERISATIONOFPALAEOZOICDEPOSIT/ONALSYSTEMS

(AUSTRALIANNORTHWESTSHELF)

LAURENTLANGHI

laurent.langhi@igp.unil.ch

This paper presentsan example of geological exploration significantly
increasedby the integration of a largespectrum of seismicattributes.

A workflow combining a classicseismicstratigraphic approachintegrated
with analysisof seismicattribute mapsenablesa significant increasein
the readability of the seismicdata and the recognition of subtle structural
and stratigraphic features. Therefore,despite the lack of stratigraphic
control from well data, a coherent model can be proposedfor the upper
Palaeozoicdepositional systemof the proximal part of the DampierSub-
basin (AustralianNorthwest Shelf).

Thisenablesthe definition of 6 repetitive "stackedunits" interpreted as 6
phasesof glacial advance/retreat.A thorough analysisof the last "stacked
units" allows to refining the interpretation. It presents: a basal unit
interpreted as basalmoraineeroding and draping the underlying deposits
and characterisedby a highly reflective seismic facies; and a series of
paraglacial sequenceswhich are interpreted as the product of the
deglaciation with proximal ice-marginal fans, submarine (glacio-
influenced?)channels,intermediate to distal fans and a terminal marine
sequence.

THEADVANTAGEOF3D VISUALIZATIONFOR2D SEISMIC
INTERPRETATION

R WE/NOEL,B SMITH,C CARTY
rweindel@seismicmicro.com

When geoscientiststhink of visualization software and applications, the
imageof 3d seismicvolumesusuallycomesto mind. EasternStar Gasand
Seismic Micro-Technology (SMT) have used SMT's visualization and
interpretation software to assistin the processof interpreting faults and
horizons on 2d seismic data. The interpretation workflow used on this
project is alsosummarized.

A rigoroustechnical investigation hasbeenapplied to this seismicproject
usingSMT'ssoftware, which contains all of the functionality describedin
this paper.Thedata usedfor this study is the WhalanCreekSeismicSurvey
acquired in Petroleum Exploration LicenceNo. 6 (PEL6), located in the
Surat / BowenBasinin NewSouth Wales.

Seismic lines that tied 3 wells within the survey area were initially
interpreted and synthetics were generated to understand and correlate
the relationship betweenthe well and seismicdata.A total of 10 wells in
PEL6 and additional wells within the Surat / Bowen Basinwere used in
the interpretation. Aeromagnetic and gravity data were also used to
developa better understandingof the regionalsetting.

Theinterpretation of the Whalan CreekSeismicSurveyfollows a workflow
that initially examinesthe seismiclinesin a three-dimensionalperspective
to determine the mistie analysisneeded.Well synthetics were generated
and the geological interpretation from the wells was integrated with the
interpretation of the seismic lines. Various seismic attributes, seismic
models, and geological attributes were investigated along each of the
seismiclines to examinethe relationships between the geophysicaland
geological interpretations and to validate the final interpretations.

SElSMICALLYCONSTRAINEDHIGH RESOLUTIONGEOLOGIC
MODELLING

B BANKHEAO

brad_bankhead@veritasdgc.com

Geological reservoir modelling encompasses the 3-dimensional
quantitative determination of reservoir limits, structure, volume,
heterogeneity,and reservoirproperties through the detailed integration
and continued iteration of petrophysics,geology,geophysicsand reservoir
engineering.This iterative and integrated approach combinesgeological
information with seismicconstraintson rock property determination.The
resulting reservoir simulation model yields better forecasts of field
performance than a wells only geological model, by capturing the
inherent heterogeneitiesseenin the majority of hydrocarbon reservoirs.
Theadvantagethat the seismicmodelling method hasover conventional
non-seismicmethodsis the ability to maintain the high vertical resolution
provided by the well control, while increasingthe spatial resolution.This
is accomplishedby utilizing seismic inversion data, combined with the
geological model, and the existing reservoirproperties determined from
well control.

Anexamplereservoircharacterization project from the deetl 'er Gulfof
Mexico utilizes seismicallyconstrainedreservoirmodelling tech,.,lquesfor
preserving reservoir heterogeneity and recognizing geological trends
associatedwith porosity. The high-resolution model was developedby
integrating stochasticseismicinversiondata with well logs to providean
accurate representationof the reservoir.Insertion of the high-resolution
model into a reservoirsimulator resultedin a very closeproduction history
match on the first iteration. Only minor adjustmentsare requiredto refine
the history match.Asa result of the method providing resultsthat closely
matched the production history on the first iteration makes the
seismicallyconstrainedmodel not only a tool to locate infill wellsandplan
new field developmentsbut alsofor facilities planning whereexistingwell
control is limited.

SESSION3 I STREAM1
AVOAND RESERVOIRCHARACTERISATION

RESERVOIRPROPERTYESTIMATIONIN THECARBONATE
RESERVOIRWITHAVO INVERSION- A CASESTUDY

S BESHEU,S HENOI, J VALI

sa id.a miri beshel i@geophy.curtin.edu.au

One of the fundamental aims of the geophysicsis to develop attributes
which are understandable and acceptable to seismic interpreters,
geologistsand reservoirengineers.Elastic impedanceinversion from far
offset seismicreflection data can be consideredas one of such desired
attributes. It can usedto deriveelastic rock properties,which canbe used
for quick determination of lithology and fluid content. The role of the
rock property inversion, as a tool for characterisation of carbonate
reservoirs,has not been established.A carbonate reservoir in the South-
West of Iran is selected to examine the feasibility of rock property
inversion for reservoir property estimation and lithological
characterization.
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MODEL-BASEDPREDICTIONOFLITHOLOGY,POREFLUIDAND
POROSITY

K SPIKES,J DVORKIN

KTSPIKES@PANGEA.STANFORD.EDU

We present a deterministic methodology for mapping the lithology, pore
fluid, and porosity from seismic data. The input is the P- and S-wave data
volumes that may come, e.g., from acoustic and elastic impedance
inversion or cross-well measurements. The output is the pore fluid type
(hydrocarbon versus water), total porosity, and clay content. The key
element of this methodology is a site-specific rock physics model that
provides the needed transforms from the elastic rock properties to the
reservoir properties. The model is established by comparing model-based
predictions, such as impedance versus porosity, to the relations present in
well log data. Once selected, the model is used to identify the presence of
hydrocarbons from a combination of the P-wave impedance and Poisson's
ratio. Then the P-wave impedance is used to map porosity and clay
content assuming that a deterministic relation exists between the latter
two properties. All deterministic equations are calibrated at a well. These
equations subsequently are applied to upscaled well log data to confirm
their validity at the seismic scale.

A PVT CHAMBER FOR OBSERVING THE TIME-LAPSE SEISMIC

RESPONSETO PRESSURE

B EVANS
evans@geophy.curtin.edu.au

As oil fields produceliquids (oilor gas/condensate),they undergo pressure
change, with the pressure reducing as a function of production rates.
Equally, the high production of water from a reservoir can cause major
reductionin pressuresof gasfields resultinginan increaseinthe gascapsize
and a potential loss of gas through spillage to the surrounding formations.

The injection of water or C02 into reservoirs or underground storage areas
causes an increase in local pressurewhich in turn, has the potential to
cause local increases in permeability in the reservoir or at the storage site.
Time-lapse three dimensional (3-0) seismic methods are used to monitor
the fluid movementduring both fluid extraction in producing fields and
injection of water or C02 for EORor storage purposes.

Little is understood about the seismic effects caused by variations in
either pore pressureor rock matrix stress as a result of these operations.
During2003, a pressure/volume/temperature(PVT)chamber was built at
Curtin Universityto simulate such effects, and to establish the seismic
reflectionresponseunder these variations.

Thispaperdiscussesthe developmentof this facilityand the applications
of this unique PVTchamber.

TIME-LAPSEANALOGMODELLINGOFTURBIDITECHANNEL
SANDS

D SHERLOCK,L SCOBY-SMITH, E MONTAGUE

do n.sherlock@csiro.au

This paper describes a research program at the Australian Resources
Research Centre to establish and use an analog model of a turbidite
channel reservoir to investigate issues with reservoir simulations and
time-lapseseismicmonitoringof these complex fields. Theproject goal is
to gain a better understanding of issues relating to uncertainty in
reservoirsimulationsof channelized fields and their seismicexpression.
The results demonstrate the potential of using carefully scaled analog
models to reproduce realistic reservoir phenomena in a controlled
laboratory environment for integrated reservoir engineering and time-
lapse seismic research.

QUANTITATIVEPREDICTIONMETHODOLOGYFORDIFFERENTIAL
STRESSESAND DISCRIMINATIONBETWEENPRESSUREAND
FLUIDSATURATIONBASEDON SEISMICATTRIBUTESDERIVED
FROMEXPERIMENTALLYRECORDEDWAVEFORMS

R Oz, A SIGGINS, K DODOS, D DEWHURST,M UROSEVIC

radim.ciz@csiro.au

A quantitative methodology for remote prediction of differential stresses
is proposed, based on rock physics responses to various overpressure
mechanisms. The method utilises relationships between various seismic
attributes and differential pressures which were established through a
series of laboratory tests. A number of ultrasonic experiments simulating
normal compaction, disequilibrium compaction, fluid expansion and
tectonic mechanisms of overpressure were performed on reservoir
sandstone and shale core samples. The velocity changes and the effects of
different stress paths on transmitted ultrasonic pulses were investigated
through changes of instantaneous waveform attributes. In all
measurements the dependence between seismic velocities and differential
stresses coincide well with Eberhart-Phillips empirical relationship. A
positive relationship between differential pressure and several
instantaneous seismic attributes has been established for the first time in

these experiments. Results proved that well-known empirical relationships
between differential pressure and seismic velocity are also applicable for
a number of seismic attributes.

Similarly, based on the combined X-ray CT images and ultrasonic
measurements conducted on core samples, the sensitivity of
instantaneous seismic attributes to various degree of fluid saturation has
been analysed. It was found that several seismic attributes exhibit, in
form, similar relationships to the known theoretical models established
between seismic velocities and fluid saturation. These results indicate that

seismic attributes can be used as alternative approach for discrimination
between changes caused by increased pore pressure and fluid saturation.

This enables the prediction of differential stresses by using seismic
attribute changes. The proposed methodology has been tested on a 3D
seismic dataset from the Northwest Shelf of Australia and shows good
agreement with both the distribution of normally pressured and
overpressured wells as well as the magnitude of the overpressures present.

SESSION2 I STREAM2
EM PROCESSING

AEM TARGETDETECTIONIN GEOLOGICALNOISE

ANDYGREENANDDONHUNTER

andy.green@ozemail.com.au

Target selection and ranking is a critical aspect of mineral exploration that
is complicated when the host geology either masks or mimics the
responses from targets of interest. The approach described here uses
statistical signal processing techniques, specifically matched filtering, to
help recognise targets in the presence of such confusing effects.

The essence of this approach is to assume that the data are composed of
noise, generated by the background geology, and signals generated by
targets of exploration interest. It is this recognition of the geology as a
noise source, which allows traditional signal processing strategies to be
applied to the problem. The critical step, absolutely necessary to success,
involves pre-whitening the data so that those characteristics of the target
that are as different as possible from this "geological noise" are
emphasised.
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PETROLEUMCASEHISTORIES

SALTTECTONICSIN THEOFFICERBASIN:IMPUCATlONSFOR
TRAPFORMATIONAND PETROLEUMEXPLORATION

ANfLlA S,MEONOVAANDROBERTIASKY

anelia.simeonova@doir.wa.gov.au

TheNeoproterozoicOfficer Basinin WesternAustralia isan inland frontier
areathat coversabout 300 000 km2in WesternAustraliaand 225 000 km2
in South Australia.Thepresent-daystructural-stratigraphic framework is
dominated by salt deformation and associatedfeatures. In the central
western Officer Basin,approximately 6500km of 2D seismic data were
recently reinterpreted and integrated with potential field regional
datasets. This has led to improved understanding of the halokinetic
evolution and the petroleum potential of the region,summarizedherein.

Compressional processes,associated with tectonism in the adjacent
PatersonOrogen,are probably the key mechanisminitiating multi-phase
mobilization of a thick halite-dominated sequence, the Browne
Formation,low in the succession.Significant salt redistribution resultedin
thicknessvariations of the Browne Formation and the overlying section,
and a variety of halokinetic structures.

Prospectivestructurescausedby salt tectonics include drape folds with a
potential for multiple pay, thrust-related anticlinal features, combined
traps at diapirs' flanks and enhancedporosity traps. Most of these traps
were in place before the main phasesof hydrocarbon generation and
could form attractive petroleum exploration targets.

IMPROVINGTHERESOLUTIONOFDEEP-CRUSTALSEISMIC
DATATOSTUDYSHAUOW GASHYDRATESON THE

HIKURANGIMARGIN,NEWZEALAND

HAtIHu, INGOA. PECHER*,STUARTA. HENRYSANDGUYMASLEN
h.zhu@gns.cri.nz

Methanegashydrate,an ice-like form of water and methane,isabundant
on continental margins worldwide and may constitute a future energy
source. The Hikurangi margin offshore of New Zealand is predicted to
contain vast quantities of gas hydrate. Much of our knowledge on
Hikurangi margin gashydratesstemsfrom crustal seismicdata which are
of limited use for gas hydrate reconnaissancebecauseof relatively low
resolution.We here present results from reprocessingof a crustaI seismic
line with a focus on maximising resolution.We benchmarkedour results
to a higher-resolution survey that was recently acquired along this line.
While the reprocessedcrustal data are not ideal for gas hydrate
investigations,we areable to identify most major featuresrelevant to gas
hydrate occurrence,in particular bottom simulating reflections, free gas
close to the seafloor, and normal faults that intersect the seafloor. Our
results demonstrate that reprocessing of crustal seismic data for
maximum resolution may lead to significant improvementsfor studying
gashydrates.

MONDAYAUGUST16

COOPERBASIN WORKSTATlONDATAPROVlSION-PITFAUS
AND PROGRESS

PETERHOUGH,DAVECOCKSHELL,WtTOLDSEWERYN,KElTHWOOLLARDAND
ANNffiE PETERS

houg h.peter@saugov.sa.gov.au

Santos has provided Primary Industries and Resources South Australia
(PIRSA) with a copy of its workstation files of seismic and well data
covering the Cooper and Eromanga Basins of South Australia, The seismic
dataset includes workstation-Ioaded data for over 5000 seismic lines
while the well dataset covers 1300 wells in the former PEL.s5Et6 licence

areas. These data are now available to other explorers to facilitate
successful exploration in the area.

The 2D seismic stacked section data were provided in GeoFrame archive
format while a separate GeoFrame project file exists for well data. The
seismic dataset provided by Santos contains a comprehensive set of
seismic lines from 1975-2000 with several versions of many lines. Bulk
shifts/timing issues have been resolved between data vintages and
coordinates are included with the trace data.

Whilst the data are reasonably easy to load into other GeoFrame
workstations, substantial effort has been undertaken to enable loading
into other interpretative platforms. This paper describes a number of
issues raised in the transcription and the outcomes of the process.

The result of these processes is the ability of PIRSAto now provide to all
parties interested in the Cooper and Eromanga Basins, a consistent and
comprehensive set of 2D seismic data and well data that is readily
loadable to a range of workstation platforms.

AUSTRAUAN NORTHWESTMARGIN,METEORITEIMPACTAND
SEISMIC VELOCITIES:IS THEREA CONNECTION?

Aw'EY GONCHAROV,JOHNKENNARDANDLUANNBECKER

Alexey.Goncharov@ga.gov.au

The Bedout High in the Roebuck (formerly offshore Canning) Basin at the
NW Australian Margin (NWAM) has recently been re-interpreted as a
massive impact structure that appears to be associated with the global
Permian/Triassic extinction event. This impact may have significantly
modified the crusta I structure in the region. Depth conversion of
reflection seismic data indicates that depth to basement at the top of the
Bedout High is ~ 3.9 km, and that the High stands more than 4 km above
the surrounding sedimentary basins. The basement and crust in the
Roebuck Basin have a number of features that distinguish it from other
basinsat the NWAM.RapidcrustaI thinning outboardof the BedoutHigh
and the presence of a thick layer of magmatic underplating in the lower
crust are among these features. The meteorite impact may have been one
of the possible causes to have triggered upper mantle melting and
generation of a voluminous layer of underplated material. On a finer scale,
OBS-derived seismic velocity variation along the basement is speculatively
interpreted to be consistent with impact-related effects. However,
existing seismic and potential field data do not allow accurate estimates
of the extent of the crust affected by the meteorite impact, and effects
that it may have had on the subsequent rifting, thermal, sedimentation
and hydrocarbon maturation regimes in the area. Further multidisciplinary
research is necessary to answer these questions.
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of the orebody model was then calculated, filtered to match the
characteristics of the AGGdata and added to the observed survey data.

The 'corrected' data show distinct gravity and gravity gradient highs over
the northern and southern parts of the orebody which hosted the bulk of
the reserves. Although the anomalous response is close to the noise levels
of the survey data, we can conclude that the AGG survey would have
detected an anomalous response from the Broken Hill orebody had the
survey been flown prior to mining. However, there are other geological
features in the survey area that produce similar anomalies, notably a
number of amphibolite units.

CASEHISTORIESOFHIGH-ACCURACYLANDGRAVITY
GRADIENTMEASUREMENTS

DANIELJ. DIFRANCESCO

dan.difrancesco@lmco.com

The concept of using gravity gradient measurements for gaining
knowledge of the subterranean zone is not new. Instruments have been
built and field measurements have been conducted over the past 100
years. Improvements in both sensor performance and survey procedures
have resulted in the present capability of making high accuracy (sub-
Eotvos) measurements in real-world areas of interest. A summary of
recent field activity using Lockheed Martin gradiometer systems will be
presented in this paper. Recent improvements have resulted in a land-
based gravity gradiometer system capable for use in a broad range of land
applications, including void and tunnel detection, void characterization,
and time-lapsereservoirmonitoring.

TOOOLDFORMODERNEXPLORATION?OLDTORSION
BALANCEOBSERVATIONSREVISITED

H.-J. GOTZEAND G. GOLTZ

ha jo@geophysik.uni-kiel.de

Although gravity gradiometry was among the first geophysical methods
used successfully in applied geophysics (Eotvos torsion balance), the
technology fell from favour after the 1930s. Here we present a new
analysis of torsion balance measurements that were made at that time to
detect salt domes in the Northwest German Basin.

The study was aimed at assessing methods for interpretation of torsion
balance observations. The approach is to synthesize classical procedures
with computer based numerical methods, taking horizontal gradients Wxz
and Wyz as input parameters. First we give an overview of torsion balance
operational details and then discuss the interpretation of torsion balance
data.

A total of 39 maps at 1:25,000 scale covering the Northwest German
Basin have been digitised. These maps provide some 40,000 torsion
balancemeasurements,but no fieldbooksor fieldformsare available.The
gradients were digitised from old paper maps, then reprocessed and
recalculated.3D modellingof Wxz,Wyzand other components of the
Eotvostensor providesdetailed insight into the geometry of salt domes
and providesadditional constraints for modellingthe Bouguer gravity
field.

3D forward modellingis conducted using the IGMASprogram package.
This package allows the calculation of potential, gravity and its
components, and the Eotvos tensor components. Results show that
knowledgeof the secondderivativesof the potential couldfundamentally
change the role of gravity field measurements in underground
investigations, not only for resource exploration, but also for
investigationsof large fault systemslikethe DeadSeaTransform.

3D FULLTENSORGRADIOMETRY:A HIGH RESOLUTION
GRAVITYMEASURINGINSTRUMENTRESOLVINGAMBIGUOUS
GEOLOGICALINTERPRETATIONS.

COLMA. MURPHYANDGARYR. MUMAW

cmurphy@bellgeo.com

The high resolution, high precision gravity gradient measuring technology,
Bell Geospace's 3D FTG (Full Tensor Gradiometry), is presented as an
exploration tool to enhance and solve ambiguous geological
interpretations from conventional methods. Its high frequency character
produces a Total Gravity Field that identifies subtle density contrasts
within section allowing it to be used in detailed hydrocarbon and mineral
exploration projects, both offshore and onshore.

This paper presents two case histories describing the results from an
airborne and a marine survey. Both studies demonstrate the technology's
ability not only in determining target shape but also in mapping target
prospects across large sedimentary basins. The first example presented in
this paper images a salt dome onshore Louisiana, USA,and infers about its
emplacement through direct mapping of controlling structure. The second
identifies and maps a series of low density sedimentary deposits on the
flanks of the Judd Basin offshore NW Europe.

The implications for exploration initiatives are significant as FTGdata
reduces risk in geological interpretation, thus facilitating a rapid decision
making process.

SESSION3 I STREAM3
EM SYSTEMS

THEGEOTECHVTEMTIME-DOMAINHELICOPTEREM SYSTEM

KENWITHERLY,RICHARDIRVINEANDEDWARDMORRISON

ken@condorconsuslt.com

The Geotech Ltd. VTEM heli-time domain EM system entered into
commercial service in late 2002 after a developed program that started in
early 2001. Since then, the system has performed surveys in Canada, the
USA,Brazil and southern Africa for a range of mineral deposit styles ina
variety of geological settings.

The VTEMsystem bears similarity to many of the past and currently
operating heli-time domain system designs but has focused more than
other developments on operational simplicity and flexibility in how the
system is configured. A very high dipole (coupled with very low system
noise levels) is deemed a major differentiating factor of the system
compared with others in current operation.

In terms of applications,VTEM is seen as an effective bridge between
existing airborne electromagnetics technologies; combining the high
spatial resolutionassociatedwith helicoptersystemsbut with a depthof
investigation similar to what fixed wing time-domain systems were
traditionallyrequiredto achieve.
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GEOPHYSICALSURVEYINGOVERVMSDEPOSITSIN OMAN

PETERSWIRIDIUKANDBOBCLOSE

aimexplor@bigpond.com

Airborneand ground geophysicalinformation wasacquiredto help locate
prospective ground and to directly detect Cyprus-type Volcanogenic
MassiveSulphidesin the Northern OmanOphiolite terrane.

Airborne magnetic low zones were identified as areas of interest for
ground geophysical surveying since footwall alteration, including
magnetite destruction, isassociatedwith the generationof thesecopper-
rich VMSdeposits.

TheHatta and Shinasgossansand surrounding prospectivevolcanic rocks
weresurveyedwith TimeDomainGradientArray InducedPolarisation,100
m single moving loop SiroTEMand ground magnetic data.

The2 Mt Shinasdeposit hidden beneath 20 m of resistivegravel cover,
exhibits a weak Ch5TEManomaly related to copper-rich pyritic massive
sulphide and an associated discrete IP anomaly coincident with the
underlying stringer mineralisation. These are down-faulted from the
outcropping auriferous debrisflow brecciagossan.

At a lower stratigraphic position in the nearby Hatta area,SiroTEMand
GradientArray IP anomalieshave outlined four smaller massivesulphide
brecciadeposits that host economic copper grades.Thesedeposits are
associatedwith a major hydrothermal upflow zone in the footwall basalts
that is characterisedby magnetite depletion and weakchargeability.

A combinedapproachof airborne geophysics,Landsat,geochemistryand
geological mapping identified prospective areas for the utilisation of
ground geophysics,which provided valuable guidance to site discovery
drillholes.

HOISTEMDATAPROCESSINGFORDISCOVERYOFHIGH GRADE
MANGANESEOREUNDERREGOLlTHCOVER

ANOUSHAHASHEMIANDJAYSONMEYERS

Anousha.Hashemi@geophy.curtin.edu.au

A time domain airborneelectromagnetic(AEM)surveywasflown with the
HoistEMsystemover the WoodieWoodie manganesemine corridor in the
east Pilbara of Western Australia. Conductivity depth image (COl)
processingand decay analysis helped to discriminate shallow, regolith
related responsesfrom conductive ore. EM conductivity mapping using
COlscorrelatedwith about half of the known manganeseore zones,and
recentdrilling of severalnew EMtargets in areasof regolith and bedrock
cover discoveredover 6 large tonnage manganeseore bodies to date.
EMFlow has made it practical to processdata gathered by HoistEM to
separatethe ore body responsefrom conductive paleochannelsand other
conductivefeatures related to bedrock geology or the regolith, for data
editingto removenoise,and for experimentationwith EMFlowparameters
to producemore reliable results.The COl resultswere further refined by
calibration to borehole conductivity results. The survey testes and
processingresults demonstrate that HEM is a cost-effective method for
explorationof podiform, high grademanganeseore bodies,asalongasthe
host rocksare comparatively resistiveand flight line spacingof 80 m or
lessis used.

SESSION2 I STREAM4
ENVIRONMENTALANDNEARSURFACE1

KEYNOTE

AIRBORNEGEOPHYSICSIN ENVIRONMENTALMANAGEMENT-
A EUROPEANPERSPECTIVE

MICHAELLEE,BRITISHGEOLOGICALSURVEY

UXOLOCATIONUSINGTOTALFIELDMAGNETICSIN SEASIA s
a
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TIMOTHYPIPPETTANDSTEPHENLEE
tpippett@bactec.com.au

UnexplodedOrdnance(UXO)isa major problemin a largenumberof areas
throughout the world and SEAsia is no exception.As most of the older
ordnance is of ferrous composition, total field magnetics is an eminently
suitable tool for its location.
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During the past few years work has been carried out on two major
infrastructure development projects in SEAsia,one being in Hong Kong
and the other in Taiwan.The projects have involved the use of tightly
spacedtotal field magnetic traversesto locate buried UXO.The located
items werethen removedto allow for safe operationson the sites.

Both siteswere intended for public accessand thus required a high level
of confidence that no UXOremainedburied on site.

Both clients have adopted the results of the survey as an approved
methodology for the location and removalof buried UXO.
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CAVITYINVESTIGATIONSFORTHEAUSTRALIANMARINE
COMPLEXIN WESTERNAUSTRALIA

GREG TURNER,ERIC WEDEPOHLAND JUSTlN ANNING

gtu mer@geoforce.com.au

The Western Australian and Federal Governments have funded the

developmentof substantial new coastal infrastructure at JervoiseBay,23
km south of Perth.Thesite, which is to be known asTheAustralianMarine
Complex,hasbeendevelopedto facilitate and enhancethe opportunities
created by the clustering of the marine, defence and resource based
industries in the area. It is envisaged the site will be used for the
construction of oil rigs and other large mobile or semi-mobilestructures.

Thesite is located on the Tamalalimestonewhich is known to host karst

features in other areas.Consideringthe large loads that will be moved
acrossthe site, it was crucial that any cavities which exist beneath the
areawere identified. Thedetection of cavities with dimensionsassmallas

a few metresbeneath60 ha of land presenteda significant challenge.The
use of drilling or excavation over this area was clearly impractical and
consequentlya geophysicalsolution was sought.

The choice of a geophysical solution was further complicated by the
presenceof both areasreclaimedfrom the seaby the dumping of fill and
native onshore areas. Consequentlyit was necessaryto detect cavities
that may be dry, fresh water filled or saline water filled. Two primary
geophysicaltechniqueswerechosen.Thesewereground penetrating radar
(GPR) over the fresh water saturated areas and time domain
electromagnetic(TDEM)data over the salinewater saturatedareas.A new
towed time domainsystem("TinyTEM")wasusedto collect the TDEMdata.
To ensure rapid data acquisition with precisepositioning, all GPRand
TDEMdata were collected using real time kinematic GPSfor navigation
and positioning. This presentation will show some the results of these
surveystogether with the results of follow-up resistivity surveyswhich
were usedto narrow down the number of targets which requiredfurther
investigation by drilling.
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quad-bike gamma-ray spectrometric survey near Boorowa, NSW.
Paddockssurveyed early-morning show much higher apparent uranium
concentrationsthan those surveyedlater in the day.Wedemonstratethe
radon diurnal effect by recording the apparent U concentration at a fixed
site over severalweeks.Typically,there is a build-up of radon near the
earth's surface overnight. Radon concentration reaches a maximumat
about 7 am before slowly dispersing over a period of 2-3 hours. The
diurnal data alsoshowthe effect of rainfall on apparentUconcentrations.
Rain precipitates radioactive daughter products of atmospheric radon
onto the ground resulting in a significant increase in apparent U
concentration.Theseshort-liveddaughter productsdecay to insignificant
concentrations within about 3 hours. Ground surveys should not be
conducted within 3 hours of rain, or under early-morning, still-air
conditions.

GRAVITYAND MAGNETICTENSORDATA:POSSIBLEUSEIN
REGOLlTHEXPLORATION

PH/UP HEATHAND STEWARTGREENHALGH

ph ilip. heath@adelaide.edu.au

The regolith obscures much of Australia's bedrock geology, posing
problems in mineral exploration under cover. Gravity and magnetic tensor
data may provide significant improvements over conventional geophysical
exploration, by producing maps showing subtle variations in the field data
which relate to the subsurface geology, but hidden to standard total or
vertical field measurements. This paper examines forward potential field
responses of three dimensional regolith models containing targets like
palaeochannels and land mines. A finite element approach is used,
summing the field responses from many small elementary cubes, to build
up complex structures to yield the full field response at a specified height
above the ground. The gravity tensor data ranges over values from -0.12
to 0.2 E6tv6s, and the magnetics range from -1.2 to 0.6 mT/m (when
measured at the surface). When a flight height of 80 m is used, the
responses diminish significantly, and only regional features are detectable.
These values are compared to the ranges of measurable values from
existing systems, and it is shown that the magnetic case is most suited to
regolith studies. The resolution required for the gravity tensor appears to
be less than is possible with current systems.

THEHYDRAULICAND ELECTRICALFRACTALDIMENSIONOF
REGOLlTH

TAN/ADHu,GRAHAMHEfNSONANDJOHNJOSEPH
tania.dhu@adelaide.edu.au

Electricaland electromagnetic(EM)geophysicaldata,from a line or grid
are usually converted into two- or three-dimensional resistivity models of
the Earth. In regions of relatively uniform geology, variability of
measurements is assumed to be random and Gaussian, such that the Earth
models are found from a maximum likelihood approach. In this paper, we
show that such variability is not Gaussian, and has a scale-length
dependence, expressed as a fractal dimension. We argue that the fractal
dimension of electrical and EM data is causally determined from Earth
heterogeneity, which provides a link with hydraulic conductivity in porous
and fractured media that also has a fractal dimension.

This paper presents initial analyses of data from two sites within South
Australia. NanoTEM time domain electromagnetic (TEM) data were
collected at Tunkillia in the Gawler Craton with a target of identifying
palaeochannels for gold exploration. Analysis of survey data revealed a
good correlation between regions of low resistivity and high fractal
dimension. On the other hand, a river-borne NanoTEMsurvey of the River
Murray sediments showed much lower correlation. We conclude that
analysis of the variability of EM data may provide useful additional
constraints on sub-surface properties.

SESSION4 I STREAM4
ENVIRONMENTALAND NEARSURFACE3

NEWAIRBORNECOMPLIANCEMONITORINGTECHNIQUESFOR
SEISMICOPERATIONSTITLEFIELD- HIGHLIGHTTHISTEXTAND
REPLACEWITHYOURTITLE

DRAGANIv/c, ROB[ANGLEYANDDAVECOCKSHELL

ivic.dragan@saugov.sa.gov.au

PetroleumGroup of Primary Industriesand Resourcesof South Australia
(PIRSA)has a regulatory responsibilityto ensure seismicoperations are
carried out with minimal impact to the environment. As part of this role,
continual improvements are made to techniques that are employed in
monitoring compliance of seismic field operations with environmental
requirements.

An innovativeairborne video monitoringsystem has been developedto
improve the effectivenessof assessingseismic field outcomes on the
environment.Thissystem increasesthe efficiency and effectivenessof
monitoringextensiveseismiclinesin oftenenvironmentally sensitiveor
logistically challenging areas.

Thissystem complements traditional ground-based methods of inspecting
seismic operations. The aim of the system is to ensure that correct
procedures are employed during seismic line preparation and that
appropriate restorative work is carried out, to facilitate natural recovery
of seismiclines.

Theprimary characteristicsof the surveillancesystemare that it enablesa
stableand continuous video recordingof largeamounts of seismiclinesin
a short time, observations are environmentally non-invasive and
observationscan be made over terrain that mayotherwise be difficult to
accessbyground basedsystems.

Theairborne system has been developed using low cost, compact, readily
available and proven technologiesand equipment. It has proven to be
economicand versatilefor a varietyof airborne monitoringoperations.

USING GEOPHYSICS TOLOCATEBURIALSAND OTHER

CULTURALFEATURES,ISLEOFTHEDEAD,PORTARTHUR,
TASMANIA

F/ONALINKS,M/CHAELROACHANDGREGJACKMAN

felinks@utas.edu.au

Multi-technique geophysical investigations have been conducted on the
convict-period cemetery on the Isle of the Dead, Port Arthur, Tasmania.
With the exception of historic photographs and some limited historical
research, very little is known about the layout of burials or physical
characteristics of the subsurface. Approximately 1100 burials took place
on the island and less than 10% of these were formally marked. Apparent
conductivity and magnetic surveys were conducted across the accessible
portion of the island to locate subsurface artefact that may be associated
with individual burials. The results show gradual variations in soil
conditions over the site, some surface cultural features such as pathways,
and numerous near-surface unidentified ferrous objects. Although some
of these features showed apparent linear patterning, this did not correlate
with individual areas of disturbance visible in the ground penetrating
radar (GPR)profiles. 500 MHzand 250 MHzGPRsurveys provided detailed
subsurface information and were used to define the lateral extent of

individual anomalous responses and areas containing complex multiple
reflectors. The former were classified into various types, according to
amplitude, shape and continuity of the reflectors. They were interpreted
as possible or probable graves and located on a cultural sensitivity planas
zones of high archaeological potential. Of the techniques used so far, GPR
appears to be the most effective method for detecting disturbances
associatedwith graveson the Isleof the Dead.
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DEFININGTHESUBnETRAP-A BASSBASINCASEHISTORY

MIKELONERGAN,ALEXPAULtANDRANDALLTAYLOR
mike.lonergan@upstream.originenergy.com.au

The Trefoil prospect is a low relief structural closure in the BassBasin
defined by a vintage 2D seismic grid. For such features, geological
uncertainty can be reducedwhen a number of geophysicaltools applied
to a seismic data set all independently support a single model of the
subsurface.This is particularly relevant for 2D data where the benefit of
continuous structural and amplitude coverageof 3D data is not available.
Geophysicaltechniquesusedto mature this prospectfor drilling included
pre-stack depth migration (PSDM), horizon-based stacking velocity
analysis (HSVA),amplitude versus offset (AVO)analysis/modelling,and
frequencyattenuation mapping.

The application of these methods improved the understanding of the
structure compared with previous work basedon the samevintage 2D
seismicdataset.Theseanalysesconsistentlysupport the geological model
that Trefoil isa low relief, four-way dip closedanticline, containing several
gascolumnsthat may be filled to spill.

It is shown that AVOanomaliesat prospective levels closely match the
final depth closure, as does a frequency attenuation anomaly. The
convergenceof this information from different methodshasreducedthe
perceivedrisk to the point where-the prospectis viewed as economically
viable and is plannedfor drilling in 30 2004.

FLUIDPROPERTYDISCRIMINATIONFROMTHEINVERSIONOF
AVOATTRIBUTES

B RUSSELL,0 HAMPSON AND L LINES

SESSION2 I STREAM1
SEISMICACQUISITION(MARINE)
A STRATEGYFOROPTIMALMARINE4DACQUISITION

M WIDMAIER,5 HEGNER,F SMIT,E TUDENS

martin.widmaier@pgs.com

Repeatingsource-receiverazimuths can be an important aspect of 4D
acquisition.Seismicrepeatability will decreasewith an increaseof source-
receiver azimuth differences between base and monitor surveys.This
paper discussesa marine acquisition strategy with respectto the optimal
preservationof source-receiverazimuths in the presenceof feathering.
We show that repeating shot positions is favourable for azimuth
preservationin 4D acquisition in combination with overlapconfigurations
(additional outer streamers).With a densestreamer separation,source-
receiverazimuthscan be repeatedvery accuratelyby using this strategy.

In a basesurvey,overlap configurations allow the vesselto follow the
survey'spre-plot sail lines with significantly reducedcrosslinedeviations.
A well-conditioned basesurveysimplifies and optimizes the repetition of
vessel/sourcepositions in a future monitor survey.

THE REVOLUTION IN SEISMIC RESOLUTION: HIGH DENSITY 3D

SPATIAL SAMPUNG DEVELOPMENTSAND RESULTS

A LONG

andrew.long@pgs.com

Recent marine case studies have demonstrated that a significant
componentof the seismic"noise"contaminating 3D imagesactually arises
during processing,as an unfortunate and inescapableartefact from poor
3Dspatial sampling.When the cross-lineacquisitiondimension issampled
at an equally small interval as the inline dimension, a much larger
frequency bandwidth than typical of standard 3D acquisition can
preservedthroughout all stagesof processing,free of aliasing,and free of

TUESDAY AUGUST17

artefacts. Hence,it is observedthat once the random noisecomponent is
suppressedbelow a certain threshold, other factors than mere fold are
clearly contributing to the quality of a seismicimage. It is quite poorly
establishedhow morecomplicatedacquisition parameters,such as multi-
streamerspreaddimensionsand shooting templates, influence the "S/N
ratio" of seismicdata - particularly after the application of multi-channel
pre-stack processingalgorithms, notably pre-stack migration.

Historically,efforts at towing the sourceand streamerat shallowerdepths
rather fruitlessly deliveredhigher dominant signal frequencies,at the cost
of degradedlower frequencyamplitudes,increasedsurveynoise,and with
minimal perceivableimprovementsin target resolution.Evenif meanscan
be found to reduce the inherent noise incurred, resolution remains
frustratingly restricted,and the emphasisupon higher frequenciesduring
acquisition was largely wasted.Thesolution is to sampledenselyin both
the shot and receiverdomains,particularly in the cross-linedirection.

Several case study examples demonstrate significant improvements in
resolution and signal-to-noise content are routinely achieved by high-
density seismicacquisition. Dependingupon local geological conditions,
high frequency amplitudes can be increasedby up to 15 dB, frequency
bandwidth can be doubled, 3D steep dip imaging can be significantly
improved, and overall signal-to-noise ratio is improved, further
contributing to better resolution. Hence,a powerful demonstration is
made that tight 3D spatial sampling must be the foundation for all high
resolution seismicacquisition.

SENSORPOSITIONINGAND DATAORIENTATIONMETHODS
FORFIXEDGEOPHONEOCEANBOTTOMCABLESIN SHAUOW
WATERSURVEYS

o LAMB,C MASSACAND
david.lamb@mgc.no

The positioning accuracy of receiver modules is very important when
using oceanbottom systemsto collect seismicdata if one wishesto gain
full advantage from the technique. Furthermore, in order to gain fully
from the advantages of using lightweight fixed geophone cables,as
opposedto gimbaled geophonesystems,correct data orientation is also
vital.

Both of theseelementshavebeenvery successfullydemonstratedin deep
water surveys carried out over the last couple of years using a
combination of Ultra Short BaseLine acoustic systemsand first-break
picks. But, until very recently the challengesof obtaining both accurate
positioning and the properdata orientation in shallow water hadnot been
addressed and robust techniques implemented to overcome these
challengesin the field.

Thispaperpresentsthe resultsfor both receiverpositioning and geophone
data orientation from a 3D 4-component OBC survey using fixed
geophonecablesacquired in water depthsranging from approximately15
to 35m.

Highly accuratepositioning of the receiversis demonstratedto havebeen
obtained by combining "as-laid" positioning information with first-break
analysis.Resultsare also presentedfrom first-break hodogram analyses
which were usedto determine the crossline geophonedata orientations
onboardthe recordingvesselfor OCpurposes,coupling monitoring andto
rotate the data of selectedlines for initial evaluationsof the converted-

wavequality.

Near-vertical-incident source lines provided the necessaryseismictraces
to be usedfor both receiverpositioning and hodogramanalyses.
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AUTOMATIC3D FAULTEXTRACTIONAND FAULTSURFACE
SEPARATION

I COHEN,A VASS/LlOU,N COULT

GeoEnergy,Inc.Houston,Texas,USA,77042

Fault mapping is a very important part of the seismicinterpretation. The
processto manually mapfaults isvery time consumingand it issubject to
errors.Wepresentan efficient method for local fault extraction, and fault
surface separation.The method is basedon a straightforward difference
based 3D edge detection algorithm and does not use any cross-
correlation, semblance or eigen-structure methods like the seismic
continuity and seismiccoherencemethods.The robustnessof the method
is demonstratedin resultsfrom its application for small fault extraction in
complexand seismicallynoisyenvironments.

INTERPRETATIONADVANCES IN NOISY DATA AREAS

A LONG

andrew.long@pgs.com

Interpretation challengesin noisy data regions are well known. In such
locations, slow improvements in drilling successhave historically been
basedupon incremental improvementsin seismicprocessingtechnology,
and gradual improvementsin interpreter experienceand competence.

Using several 3D data examples,I demonstrate a variety of meansby
which interpretation confidence and successin difficult areashas been
significantly improved by viewing the entire acquisition-processing-
interpretation processas one entity. The use of immersivevisualization
technology throughout the exploration processhas been proven to be
invaluable,providing powerful QCof all acquisitionand processingstages,
and enabling the interpreter to overcome historical difficulties
establishingwhat data componentsarenoise,andwhich arevalid primary
events. This approach therefore allows an objective review of the key
acquisition and processingissuesaffecting data quality, and provides a
platform for 3D survey planning, 4D reservoirmonitoring, processingQC,
interpretation, and reservoirexploitation.

SESSION4 I STREAM1
ANISOTROPIC:THE EFFECTSOF FRACTURESON SEISMIC

RESPONSE

KEYNOTE

THEWINDSOFCHANGE:ANISTROPICROCKS,THEIR
PREFERREDDIRECTIONOFFLUIDFLOWAND THEIR
ASSOCIATEDSEISMICSIGNATURES

HEW/SELYNN,LYNNINCORPORATED

THEIN SITUSTRESSFIELDOFTHEWESTTUNAAREA,
GIPPSLANDBASIN:IMPLICATIONSFORNATURALFRACTURE-
ENHANCEDPERMEABILITYAND WELLBORESTABILITY

E NELSON,R H/LUS,5 M/WREN,J MEYER

eneIson@asp.adelaide.edu.au

The in situ stressfield and natural fracture occurrencein the WestTuna

areaof the GippslandBasinwereevaluatedin order to assessthe potential
for natural fracture-enhanced permeability in the deep intra-latrobe
group and GoldenBeachSubgroupreservoirs,and to investigate wellbore
stability issuesin the area.

Borehole breakout and drilling-induced tensile fractures (DlTFs)
interpreted on six image logs from the West Tuna area constrain the
maximumhorizontalstressorientationto ~138'N. leak-off test data
suggest the upper bound to the minimum horizontal stress is ~20
MPa/km.Thevertical stresswas derived from density and sonic log data
and ranges from 20 MPa/km at 1km to 22 MPa/km at 3km depth. The
maximum horizontal stress magnitude was constrainedto ~40 MPa/km
using occurrenceof DITFs.The in situ stressregime in the WestTunaarea
is therefore interpreted to lie on the boundary of strike-slip and reverse
(OHmax>Ov'" 0hmin)'

Natural fracturesand wellbore failure (breakoutand DITFs)were observed
to form preferentially in the cemented sandstoneunits. Finite element
methodswereutilised to investigatethe far-field and near-wellborestress
distribution between horizontal, interbedded sands and shales.
Preliminarymodelling indicatesthat a higher Poisson'sratio for the shale
drives it towards a more isotropic far-field stressstate.Thisdecreasesthe
propensity for wellbore failure in the shale layers.

Fracture susceptibility analysis of interpreted fracture sets in the
sandstoneunits suggeststhat electrically conductive fractures are also
optimally oriented to be hydraulically conductive in the far-field.
Fracturesin the shalesare slightly lesslikely to be open and hydraulically
conductive in the far-field due to the transition to a more isotropic in situ
stressregime.

FLUIDEFFECTONSHEARWAVESPLlITINGIN A POROUS
FRACTUREDRESERVOIR

R GALV/N,B GUREV/CH

boris.gurevich@geophy.curtin.edu.au

The presenceof fractures in a reservoir is a main cause of azimuthal
anisotropy of its elastic properties. A shear wave propagating in an
azimuthally anisotropic medium splits into two components with
different polarizations if the sourcepolarization is not aligned with the
principal symmetryaxis. If the direction of shearwave propagation isnot
parallel to the planeof fracturing, shear-wavesplitting will dependupon
the normal fracture compliance, which in turn depends upon the
properties of the filling fluid. If the systemof poresand fractures in a
fluid-saturated rock is interconnected,then fluid flow betweenporesand
fractures must be taken into account. How shear-wavesplitting varies
with fluid properties depends upon the assumptions that are made
regardingthe pressurerelationship existing between poresand fractures.
In this paper we use the anisotropic Gassmannequations, and existing
formulations for the excesscomplianceexperienceddue to fracturing, to
estimate the splitting of vertically propagatingshearwavesas a function
of the fluid modulus.This is done for a porous medium with a singleset
of dipping fractures and with two conjugate fracture sets dipping with
opposite dips to the vertical. The estimation is achieved using two
alternative approaches.Thefirst approachassumesthat the fracturesand
pore spaceare in full pressureequilibrium with respectto fluid flow.That
is,the frequencyof the elasticdisturbanceis low enough to allow enough
time for fluid flow between the fractures and the pore space. In the
secondapproacheachof the fracture setsare in full pressureequilibrium
with the surroundingporespace,but not with the other fracture set.That
is,the frequency is low enough to allow fluid flow betweena fractureset
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A 3D seismic data set from Xstrata's Sandy Creek mine is used to
demonstrate our method. The results show that the depth conversion
algorithm can accommodate different seismic processing.The depth-
converted seismic data agrees with the geological model based on
boreholedata and from undergroundsurveys.Giventhe confidencein the
depth conversion,it is possibleto look morecloselyinto the data in order
to makemore detailed interpretations.

CAN 10 METHODSGENERATEUSEFULSTARTINGMODELSFOR
TOMOGRAPHICINVERSIONOFNEARSURFACEREFRACTION
DATA?

D PALMER

d.palmer@unsw.edu.au

Tomographicinversionis seeinggreater usein deriving velocity modelsof
the near surface from seismic refraction data. However, case studies
demonstrate that often, the models generated with tomography are
significantly different from those generated with long standing widely
accepted standard methods, such as the generalized reciprocal method
(GRM).(Seethe Mt Bulga casehistory at http://www.bees.unsw.edu.au/
staff/academic/palmer/starting_models.pdf).A major component of the
tomographic methods is the generation of a starting model using a one
dimensional (1D) algorithm, such as the tau-p algorithm. Thereare two
major problemswith this approach.

The first is that it is questionable whether the near surface can be
realistically approximated with aID model. In this region, there can be
large changes in both depth to, and seismicvelocity within the target
refractor. As a result, the traveltime graphs can show changes in slope
which arecausedby a 2Dsubsurface.However,1D inversionalgorithmsdo
not recognize that these lateral variations are the result of a 2D
subsurface and instead, generate a multiplicity of layers which are
commensuratewith aID interpretation.

In addition, tomographic inversionemployscontinuous velocity gradients,
rather than distinct changesat interfaces.As a result, they are unable to
accommodate velocity reversals,which are not unusual in the near
surface. Furthermore,depths can be considerablylarger than with GRM
approaches.

Thispaperdemonstratesthe generationof aID model of the nearsurface
from the inversion of surface waves. This model is computed
independently of the first arrival refraction data, and is able to
accommodatesurface waves.

Thecomparisonof tomography, GRM,RCSamplitudes,and surface wave
inversion isvery revealing!

SESSION2 I STREAM2
COALANDCOALBEDMETHANE2

UTILISATIONOFFRACTUREPA7TERNSFOROPTlMISINGCBM
PRODUCTIONIN THESOUTHERNSYDNEYBASIN,AUSTRALIA

I WANG, J CHOUDHURY,W BARKERAND 5 McNALLY

ian. wa ng@sydneygas.com

This paper overviews Sydney Gas Ltd's ("SGL's")coal seam methane
("CSM")resourcedevelopmentprogram in the SydneyBasinin NewSouth
Wales,Australia.SGL'sacreageprovidesan extensivecontiguous coverage
of the SydneyBasin,and is ideal as it straddlesthe main gastransmission
line from Wollongong to Sydneyto Newcastle.

An extensivestudy of the coal cleat systemformed during coalification
and the fractures that subsequentlydevelopedat both meso-and micro-
scales,has recently beenconducted in somefully coredboreholeslocated
within SGL'sPetroleumExploration LicenceNo 2 ("PEL2") in the Sydney

Basin.Although the study is still ongoing, some interesting resultshave
emergedfor discussion.

Detailed fracture analysis has enabled SGLto construct the historical
strain configuration for defining the indicative paleo and presentstress
orientations.Theresultsarecomparablewith numeroussub-surfacestress
measurementsperformed in the Basin.These fracture data sets have
enabled SGLto better design its production completion technique and
thereby optimise the reservoir stimulation program for enhancedCSM
production.

Production resultshavebeenfurther enhancedthrough the identification
of a "High Production Fairway"within the study area.Fairwaydelineation
was basedon a range of reservoircharacteristicswhich, in combination
with initial production data, revealeda strong correlation between high
production wells, gas content and gas composition distribution in the
area.

GEOPHYSICALSTUDIESIN THEBOWENBASIN:A
COLLABORATIVEAPPROACH

J DRAPER,A AOKI, N OKAMOTO,H KARASHIMA,H AOYAMA,M TANOUE,

T AIZAWA,K YAMAZAKIANDM COVINGTON
john.draper@nrm.qld.gov.au

Joint research on geophysical exploration for coal between the New
Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organisation (NEDO)in
Japan and the Queensland Department of Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy covers three main components: (1) verification and evaluation of
a previously developed coal exploration and assessment system, (2) a Coal
Potentiality System, and (3) the regional geophysical and geological
framework.

A test site at Coppabella Mine was used to create a geological model using
the Kinematic Modelling System. Input into the model included drilling,
geophysical logging, vertical seismic profiling, 2D and 3D seismic and
gravity. The model is being assessed against the results of mining. Airborne
magnetic and radiometric data are being progressively collected over the
Bowen Basin. Data collected and interpreted to date have enhanced our
understanding of the basin, in particular, the tectonic and structural
history.The Coal Potentiality EvaluationSystem comprises three main
parts: a series of data bases, a GIS and the coal potentiality system which
is an expert system. The GISand Coal Potentiality System interact through
a mediator. The data bases provide geological, environmental, mining and
economic data. The Coal Potentiality System was used to help define a
project area in the northern Bowen Basin for further testing of the
geophysical methods. Three fully cored boreholes support 10 km of 2D
seismic.

Collaborationat an international and a local scale has been highly
effective.It has providedongoingdevelopmentof geophysicalexploration
techniques,has providedan impetusfor the re-evaluationof the geology
of the Bowen Basinand has providedan avenue for the exchangeof
geophysicaltechnologyand ideas.
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For obvious economic reasons, rare are the opportunities to look at new
technologies on the same field dataset where the work has been

performed both before and after the evolution. However, the opportunity
to examine such evolution has been made possible for depth imaging
model building techniques with this Timor Sea case study.

IMPLEMENTATIONOFVOLUMEINTERPRETATIONIN
REVEALINGUPSIDEPOTENTIALINA MATUREFlEW,THE
SANGATTAOILFIEW:A CASESTUDY

B MURTI,B TOHA,S NUGROHO

susanto@pertamina.co.id

The Sangatta Field is a shallow, medium sized oilfield, located in prolific
Kutai Basin and was discovered in 1939. Field production began in 1972.

Primary production derives from a Mid-Miocene fluviodeltaic reservoir.

Three deep exploratory wells drilled on a crestal position in the mid-70's
failed to encounter reservoir quality rock and paleontologically exhibited
a deeper marine environment. Following conventional structural

interpretation based on 3D shooting in 1993, a comprehensive 3D volume
interpretation was conducted recently. This new method which combined
conventional 3D interpretation with power of visualization, enabled
interpretation of simultaneous multiple seismic attributes as single
objects that improve the degree of confidence. This method eventually has
revealed subtle seismic signatures that can be interpreted as a

volumetrically significant geological body that possess reservoir quality
and becomes an attractive exploration target. Further to this study, four
deep exploratory wells are scheduled to be drilled during this year's

drilling campaign.

SESSION4 I STREAM2
SEISMIC PROCESSINGI

HYBRIDVELOCITYMODELPRESTACKIMAGING

B MULLER,M LAMONT

muller3@slb.com

Deep-water marine seismic data often suffer from non-hyperbolic
moveout distortions generated by highly variable seafloor topography.

The non-hyperbolic moveout is a result of lateral velocity variations across

the rugose/dipping water bottom. Time migration assumes no lateral
velocity variations and hence is unable to deal with these variations. The

result of using a time migration algorithm is both a substandard image
and perhaps more importantly, significant lateral movement of events. To
overcome this limitation a hybrid depth migration coupled with a time

velocity model building procedure is proposed.

With this procedure the non-hyperbolic moveout distortions caused by
highly variable seafloors are accounted for. The only cost is in the added
expense of running a Pre-Stack Depth algorithm rather than a Pre-Stack

Time algorithm. The model building effort is comparable.

3D SEISMICTRACEINTERPOLATIONUSINGNONCAUSAL
SPATIALFILTERS

B HUNG,C NOTFORS

barry_hung@veritasdgc.com

Seismic datasets are often spatially undersampled in 3D exploration. Trace
interpolation, a well-known solution to this sampling deficiency, is often

used to generate unrecorded traces from a spatially undersampled dataset.
One interpolation method used routinely for this task is the so-called f-x
domain prediction filter interpolation method. This method operates on

2D seismic data to interpolate spatially aliased events. For 3D data, it is
possible to extend the method to the f-x-y domain.
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F-x-y prediction filters operate in the frequency space domain where for
each frequency plane a two-dimensional prediction filter is computed. The

2-D filter can be computed by either 1) solving for a quadrant filter and
then placing its conjugate flipped version opposite itself, this is called a
pseudo-noncausal filter; or 2) solving for all the prediction coefficients in
a single operation, this is called a non-causal filter.

While pseudo-noncausal filters are commonly used in trace interpolation
methods, their non-causal counterparts can offer some significant

advantages, namely, they are more centre-loaded, less sensitive to the size
of window used in their derivation and better in handling amplitude
variation.

In this paper we show how the technique of 2-D trace interpolation can
be extended to 3-D trace interpolation. In addition, we demonstrate the

benefits of using non-causal prediction filters over their pseudo non-
causal counterparts through their applications on synthetic and field data.

AN EFFICIENTEXPLICIT3D PRESTACKDEPTHMIGRATION

A LONG,J REN,C GERRARD,J McCLEAN,M ORLOVICH

andrew.long@pgs.com

An explicit, constrained operator is used for wavefield extrapolation in 3D
wave equation depth migration. The migration cost and image quality

benefit from its reduced number of independent coefficients, negligible
numerical anisotropy, and flexibility that allows for different propagation
angles and step sizes in the inline and crossline directions. In order to
further reduce the computational workload we dynamically select

operator lengths and extrapolation step sizes based on the wavenumber
of the wave components being migrated. The phase-shifted linear
interpolation that we propose for interpolating the extrapolated
wavefield is suitable for the explicit migration, and significantly improves
the accuracy of the result when compared with the linear interpolation

typically used in implicit migrations.

PRACTICALEVALUATIONOFPAND S-WAVESEPARATIONVIA
ELASTICWAVEFlEWDECOMPOSITION

N HENDRICK,E BRAND
natasha@velseis.com.au

Compressional (P) and shear (S) waves respond differently to the earth's
geology. Hence an integrated interpretation of multi-component seismic

data should provide more information about the sub-surface than is
available from P-wave data alone. Conventional multi-component seismic
analysis uses scalar component selection to provide P- and S-wave
images. This approach has proven successful in many situations. However,
where P energy contaminates the horizontal components, and S energy

contaminates the vertical component, there is potential to achieve purer
P- and S-wave records by more fully exploiting the true vector nature of
multi-component seismic data.

One elegant vector-processing technique, here referred to as elastic

wavefield decomposition (EWD), takes advantage of the P- and S-wave
separation properties of the divergence and curl operators. Practical
implementation of EWD requires information about the seismic wavefield

at depth. This is achievedvia downward continuation of the elasticdata
in the time domain via a finite-difference approach.

Synthetic and real on-shore multi-component seismic data are used to
evaluate the practical viability of EWD for real-data applications. The
robustness of the wavefield separation is dependent on the accuracy and
smoothness of the velocity model used during the downward
continuation stage of the algorithm. Velocity errors of up to 10% can be
tolerated, after which significant artifacts appear in the separated record~

A smooth velocity model will avoid contamination by spuriousreflection
events.PISseparationis still effective where a constant velocity modelis
used for data suffering from statics associatedwith lateral
inhomogeneitiesin the nearsurface.Moderate noisecontamination does
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Palaeoproterozoicto Archaean middle crust. Of particular interest is the
crustal structure imaged in basementin the vicinity of the Olympic Dam
Cu-U-Au deposit.

TheGawlerCraton seismicdata show that the Olympic Dam deposit lies
between two regions of different crustaI structural character. The
southern half of the north-south traverse is dominated by a series of
northward dipping reflectors, some of which correlate spatially with
interpreted faults. The northern half of the traverse contains little
evidenceof this style of faulting. Theseismicdata showthe presenceof a
major unconformity that extendsacrossthis part of the GawlerCraton.A
coversequencewith maximum thicknessin excessof 5 km liesabovethis
unconformity.

THETANAMI3D GEOLOGICALMODEL- INTEGRATING
GEOLOGYAND POTENTIALFIELDDATA

L VANDENBERGANDA MElXNER

leon.vandenberg@nt.gov.au

This study presentsa 3D model of the regional geology of the Tanami
region, Northern Territory. TheTanami region consistsof large areasof
shallow cover material obscuring multiply deformed Archaean and
Palaeoproterozoicmetasedimentsand granites.

Themodelconsistsof a skeletonof 19serialgeologicalcross-sectionsthat
have been tested by potential field modelling. Thesectionswere located
to crossgeophysicalanomaliesat right anglesto simulate a 2D modelling
environment, while crossing regions of outcropping basement geology.
The process of potential field modelling necessitated continuous
reappraisalof the existing geologicaldata and possibleinterpretations.

Modelled sections and basement interpretation maps were captured,
spatiallyarrangedand usedto interpolate regionalstructuresand features
in 3D space.Modelledsections,interpolated surfaces,basementmapsand
other data sets were then combined in a simulated 3D spaceto produce
the final web accessiblemodel.

The final interpretive model providesunique simulated 3D views of the
maingeologicalstructuresand elementsof this poorly exposeddomain. In
doing so, the model providesa framework to better constrain the gross
crustal architecture of the region.

SESSION2 I STREAM3
MINERALEXPLORATION- BROWNFIELDS

BOREHOLELOGGINGAND AUTOMATEDINTERPRETATIONOF
DRILLHOLELITHOLOGYFROMTHEMUROWAKIMBERLlTE,
ZIMBABWE

DONALDHINKS,PETERFULLAGARANDSTEVEMc/NTOSH
donaId.hinks@riotinto.com

The first of the diamondiferous Murowa kimberlites was discovered in

December1997 through the follow-up of anomalous indicator stream
sampleresults.FromMarch 1997 until the year 2000 a programof drilling
and shaft sinking was carried out to evaluate the resource. Borehole
logging formed an integral part of the evaluation processusedto define
lithologies,measuredensitiesand calculatesamplevolumes.

The five hypabyssalbodies at Murowa are a complex mix of various
kimberlite lithologies which makeaccurategeological logging, especially
of reverse circulation holes, difficult. Dual neutron, gamma-gamma
densityand magnetic susceptibility logs were usedto estimate kimberlite
and host lithology proportions in the reversecirculation holesasa routine
part of the geological logging process.

Analysisof the physicalpropertiesof the various lithologies indicated that
any brecciationand mixing of the hypabyssalmacrocrystickimberlite with
country rock inclusions is reflected by a reduction in magnetic
susceptibility.The lower apparent resistivitiesof the kimberlite lithologies
within the resistive granite host explain why the pipes respond as
conductorsto surfacegeophysics.

logTrans,a programdevelopedby the Centrefor Mining Technologyand
Equipment, Brisbane,was used to perform automated interpretation of
the geophysicalborehole logs.Thesoftware calculatesthe median values
and rangesfor each physical property for each lithology in a suite of
training holes, and then applies these statistics to interpret data from
other holes.Datafrom the diamonddrill holeswere usedfor training, and
interpretation was carried out on the reversecirculation holes. logTrans
wasalsousedto estimatekimberlite content basedon a linear relationship
at Murowa between percentage of kimberlite and apparent neutron
porosity.

THEUSEOFBOREHOLERADARFORTHEDELINEATIONOF
THINTABULAROREBODlESAHEADOFMINING

P PISANIANDD VOGT

pdupisani@csir.co.za

A significant portion of South Africa's current gold resourcescome from
the Ventersdorp Contact Reef (VCR).The VCR is a tabular orebody,
generally lessthan 1.2m thick. Slopes,terracesand faults impact on VCR
geometry. Gold is generally concentrated in palaeochannels,
corresponding to terrace elevations. Conversely,slopes are generally
associatedwith lower gold grades.To be able to site support pillars,such
that they correspondwith lower gold grade slope areas,hassignificant
financial benefit. The geophysicalchallenge is, thus, to model the reef
geometry prior to mining in order to facilitate optimal ore extraction.

Borehole radar has proven to be applicable for mapping topography on
the VCR.In this papera casestudy is presentedwhere radargramsand3D
visualization from three boreholes show continuity of geometrical
features on the VCR target horizon. The improved confidence in the
geological model has an immediate impact on resourceestimation and
mine planning with immediate financial benefits.

BOREHOLERADARAPPLICATIONTOKIMBERLlTEDELINEATION
AT FINSCHDIAMONDMINE

A WOLMARANS,J CWETE,P JORDAANANDI MASON

anton.wolmarans@debeersgroup.com

FinschMine is a world classdiamond mine in the Northern Capeprovince
of South Africa, producing roughly 2.4 million caratsannually.Themineis
currently busy with a project aimed at determining the feasibility of
exploiting the resourcebelow the current extraction level located 630m
below surface (Block5).

In order to assistwith delineating complexkimberlite pipe morphologyat
depth, the mine embarkedon a project to evaluate boreholegeophysical
techniques that could be applied to detect and map the contact of the
kimberlite pipe.

To this effect, GeoMoleborehole radars(BHR)were deployed down two
boreholesat 650 m level to perform single hole profiling aswell ascross-
hole scanningsurveys. Theobjective of the BHRsurveywasto determine
whether coherent reflection from the kimberlite-country rock interface
could be obtained, and to establish the limits on the operational
parameterssuchas range and resolution.

After data processing,using GeoMole's SeisWin software, a coherent
reflection from the kimberlite pipe contact was clearly observedfrom
distancesup to 60 m through the dolomite country rock. Thekimberlite
interface appearsto be quite sharp,cemented,smooth and curved. The
BHRresultsindicated that the kimberlite pipe surface did not resemblea
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A MULTlLEVELGENERALIZATIONOFEULERDECONVOLUTlON
AND ITSCOMPARISONWITHTHECONTINUOUSWAVELET
TRANSFORM

M FEDI, G FLORIO' AND T QUARTA

florio@unina.it

Recent implementations of Euler deconvolution allow simultaneous
solutions for the sourceposition and the structural index.Thisopensthe
way to a comparisonbetweenthis technique and the ContinuousWavelet
Transform (CWT)method that allows the estimation of essentially the
same parameters.Direct comparison of Euler deconvolution and CWT
methodsis possibleonly by applying the first method to a potential field
upward continued to many altitudes. While the two methods give very
similar resultswhen the gravity or magnetic field of a one-point sourceis
concerned, they behave different for those sources characterized by
fractional structural index, as many real geologic structures are (for
examplea limited throw fault).

In this paper, the variation of the Euler estimated parametersat many
altitudes above a magnetized prism is described.Such a variation gives
additional information on source geometric parameters and position,
which may be recoveredfrom plots of estimated depth and structural
index vs. altitude: a) the extended or one-point nature of the source
resultsclearly; b) it is possibleto understandto which part of the source
the depth estimate is related to; c) it is possibleto get indications about
the source thickness and lateral dimensions. On the other hand, for
sourcesof finite extent, the CWTanalysismay be madeonly for sets of
levels and not at any level, differently from the above outlined Euler
deconvolutionapproach.Neverthelessthe resultsfrom thesetwo methods
aresubstantially consistentat high or low altitudes.

SESSION4 I STREAM3
PROCESSINGMAGNETICDATA

MINIMISINGNOISEPROBLEMSWHENDOWNWARD
CONTINUINGPOTENTIALFIELDDATA
G COOPERAND 0 COWAN

cooperg@geosciences.wits.ac.za

Due to the nature of the Fourier transform geophysicaldata must be
preparedbeforethe transform iscalculated.Thispreparationusuallytakes
the form of the removal of any trend from the data combined with the
padding of the data to 2N points at the data edges.However,no data
preparation procedure is perfect, and the result is that problems(in the
form of edge effects) appear in the filtered data. When high-passfilters
(suchasderivativesor downward continuation) are usedthen theseedge
effects becomeparticularly apparent.

Thispapersuggeststhree methodsfor the stable downward continuation
of geophysicaldata (two of which may be combined).Thefirst method is
applied to an integrated horizontal or vertical derivative of the data
rather than to the data itself. Since the derivatives can be calculated in
the spacedomain whereFFTedgeeffects are not present,this reducesthe
enhancementof the data at frequencies near the Nyquist, resulting in
smaller edge effect problems. The second method measuresthe FFT-
induced noise by comparing data that has been downward continued
usingboth the spaceand frequency domain methods.Thedata are then
compensatedaccordingly,and the compensateddata may be downward
continuedto arbitrary distancesthat are not possibleusingspacedomain
operators.The final method treats downward continuation as an inverse
problem,which allows the control of both FFT-inducednoise and other
noisethat is intrinsic to the dataset.

A NEWSETOFMAGNETICFIELDDERIVATIVESFORMAPPING
MINERALPROSPECTS

J FAIRHEAD,C GREEN, B VERDUZCOAND C MACKENZIE

jdf@getech.com

A powerful new set of magnetic derivativesis reported,basedon the Tilt
derivative and its Total Horizontal derivative. They can be used to map
geological structures, magnetic fabric, lineaments and depths more
effectively than other commonly usedderivatives.Themethodsdescribed
are similar to the local phaseand local wavenumberbut are formulated
differently to makethem easierto usein profile- and grid-basedmethods.

Thiscontribution revealsnew insights into why the Tilt derivative is better
suited to mapping structure, due to its ability to (a) act as an effective
AGC (Automatic Gain Control) filter, (b) out-perform the vertical
derivative in mapping the spatial extent of bodies;and (c) map edgesof
bodies when applied to Reducedto the Pole (RTP)or Equator (RTE)
magnetic fields by using the anomalyzero crossings.

The Total Horizontal derivative of the Tilt derivative is independentof
inclination of the geomagneticfield and generatesmaximumvaluesover
the edges of bodies. Its negative reciprocal provides depth estimates
which can be used to estimate depth to sourcesover large areas,thus
allowing a rapid estimation of whether or not mineralisedstructuresare
recoverable.

Thesederivative methods have been applied to re-evaluating the Erindi
gold prospect in Namibia using the recently acquired national high-
resolution aeromagnetic data. All map images used in this paper have
beengeneratedusingGETgrid™.

CONTACTMAPPINGFROMGRIDDEDMAGNETICDATA- A
COMPARISONOFTECHNIQUES

M PILKINGTONANDP KEATlNG

mpilking@nrcan.gc.ca

Delineating the edgesof magnetisedbodies is a fundamental application
of magnetic data to geological mapping in areas of limited exposure.
Especiallyin Precambrianshield-like regions, locating lateral changesin
magnetisation of the outcropping crystalline rocks provides spatial
information that is crucial in extending mapped geology into sparsely
exposedor completely coveredareas.Although not all magnetic contacts
correspondto lithological contacts, the former provide key information
on structural regimes, deformation styles and trends, and magnetic
texture.

Many techniques for contact mapping have been developed, some
originally basedon profile (20) data and others designedspecifically for
grid-based (3D) data sets. Here, we evaluate five methods applied to
gridded data. The first three are based on finding maxima of the
horizontal gradient magnitude of the total field (TF-hgm),tilt (TI-hgm)
and pseudogravity (PSG-hgm).The fourth and fifth methods rely on
locating maximaof the analytic signal (AS)and the 3D local wavenumber
(LW).

Method TF-hgm produces theoretically correct contact locations only
when the data are reducedto the pole, and eventhen may producefalse
or secondarysolutions mimicking contact trends. Method TI-hgm is less
sensitive to field direction but also suffers from secondary maxima.
Method PSG-hgmis perhaps the most established approach of those
mentioned,and in the caseof vertical contacts producesreliablemaxima.
However, knowledge of remanent magnetisation direction is required.
MethodsASand LWtheoretically produce maximadirectly over contacts
and are insensitiveto magnetisation direction but are more sensitiveto
noise than the former, which limits their application to higher quality
datasets.
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HYDROGEOLOGICALMAPPINGUSINGTHESElSMOELECTRIC
METHOD

M ROSIDANDA KEPIC

rosidm@geophy.curtin.edu.au

Seismoelectricmethods are baseduponphysicalpropertiesof the earth
that produce electrical signals from seismic waves.The electrokinetic
sounding (EKS) is one such method that has great potential for
hydrogeological studies as it arises from the movement of pore fluids
under seismicexcitation. In theory, the method should be able to directly
map changesin hydraulic permeability,rock porosity,or fluid-chemistry. A
number of researchershave recently tried to exploit the phenomenonin
groundwater problems where the conventional methods worked poorly.
However,publications of successfulcasehistories to support the theory
are rare. This may be blamed upon the very weak amplitudes of the
electrical signalsgeneratedfrom the seismicwave which are milivolts to
nanovolts in magnitude, and the presenceof cultural noise which is
usuallymuch greater in magnitude.

Wedemonstrateelectrokinetic responsesfrom formations more than 50 m
deep in two test areas in Western Australia. One is over a saline
paleochannel and the other over a freshwater aquifer. The data were
generated from a sledgehammer source and recorded by a seismic
acquisition system.Seismicrefraction and reflection data provide seismic
velocity information for depth conversionand support the seismoelectric
data. The signals were then compared to borehole logs to find what
physicalcontrasts were detected. Significant hydrogeologicalboundaries
were detected up to 50 m deep in saline groundwater conditions, and at
least 80 m deep in freshwater aquifers. In addition, we examine some
pitfalls in the method and our approachto overcomingthese problems.

GROUNDWATERRECHARGEMAPPINGUSINGAIRBORNE
RADIOMETRICDATA

G STREETAND A HARRISON

gstreet@iinet.net.au

In areas of dryland salinity identification of potential rechargeareas is
important in guiding remedial land use changes.In this study areasof
high, moderate and low potential recharge were mapped using
geophysicaldata in a study of the extent, causesand remediationof land
salinity in the Bengworden area in eastern Victoria. Radiometric and
digital elevation data from airborne geophysicalsurveyswere usedfor to
separatethe data into classesusing unsupervisedclassification. Further
information was derived from topographic maps, magnetic data, and
geomorphologicalstudiesto assignsoil types.Relativepotential recharge
for eachsoil type wasestimatedand the resultant rechargemapcompared
with bore hydrographs.

SESSION2 I STREAM4
GEOTECHNICAL1

KEYNOTE

CONTRIBUTIONOFGEOPHYSICSTOMAJORENGINEERING
PROJECTS

B WHITHEYANDCoffey Geoscience

TOMO-STATICSAPPROACHTOREFLECTIONPROSPECTINGOF
URBANACTIVEFAULTS

Y IHUOXIN,L BAOJIN,I XIANKANG

THEEFFECTOFDIFFERENTATTENUATIONMODELSON
EARTHQUAKEHAZARDIN THENEWCASTLEAND LAKE

MACQUARIEREGION,AUSTRALIA

o ROBINSON,T DHUANDJ SCHNEIDER

david.robinson@ga.gov.au

Modelling earthquake hazard and risk involves the incorporation of
source, attenuation, site response,building damage and financial loss
models.Eachof these input modelshas its own uncertainties. Moreover,
in most casesthere is more than one possiblechoicefor eachof the input
models.Forexample,many regionsof the world haveseveralattenuation
modelsthat can be usedin studiesof earthquakehazardand risk.

This paper demonstratesthe need to incorporate multiple attenuation
models when modelling earthquake hazard and risk by illustrating the
effect of using three different attenuation models.Resultsindicate that
varying the attenuation model can almost double the earthquake hazard
and triple the earthquake risk estimates in the Newcastle and lake
Macquarie region.

UTILIZATIONOFSEISMICSURFACEWAVES(GROUNDROLL)
FORNEAR-SURFACEINVESTIGATION

C PARKANDJ IVANOV

park@kgs.ku.edu

Seismic surface waves, commonly known as ground roll in seismic
exploration, have been treated as one of most troublesome source-
generated noise to be attenuated by any means of acquisition and
processing.Becauseof the dispersionproperty, however,ground roll can
be utilized to solve various kinds of near-surface problems.One of the
mostcommonandvaluableapplication is to infer shear-wavevelocity (Vs)
variation of the near-surface(usuallyshallowerthan 30 m) materialsthat
is one of the most critical parametersfor most of geotechnical projects.
Other applicationsmay include detection of near-surfaceanomaliessuch
asvoids,generationof static correction table to be usedfor the reflection
processing,generation of Poisson'sratio map from a joint analysiswith
body wave(refraction), etc. Thebasicsof data acquisition and processing
adopted in the multichannel analysisof surface waves(MASW)method
are briefly explainedand someof the typical casestudiesare presented.

SESSION3 I STREAM4
GEOTECHNICAL2

PASSIVESEISMICMETHODSUSINGTHEMICROTREMORWAVE
flEW

M ASTEN
masten@mail.earth.monash.edu.au

Themicrotremorwave-field consistspredominantly of fundamental-mode
surface wavesthat can provide seismicsounding information. The most
commonsourcesof microtremorseismicenergyare roadtraffic, industrial
machinery, and meteorological sources such as wave action. Velocity
studies with the microtremor wave-field enable passive seismic
investigationswhich are interpreted to yield a shear-wavevelocity-depth
profile; the technique isan analogof the better-known electricallypassive
magneto-telluric exploration technique.
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establishedat 1722mssand an OWCat 1735mss.Thefootwalllagifu sub-
thrust target at Bilip was encountered at 2527 mssand was water wet.
Geophysicalmodelling indicates remaining updip attic potential. These
results highlight the increasingvalue of seismicdefinition in accurately
imaging the subsurfaceand defining additional exploration opportunities
within the PapuanThrust Belt.

INTEGRATEDUSEOFSEISMIC,GROUNDANDAIRBORNE
GRAVITY/GRAVITYGRADIOMETER,AND GROUNDGEOLOGICAL
MAPPINGMETHODSIN THEEASTERNPAPUANBASIN,PNG

A NELSON,0 HOLLAND,0 YOGI',R HEIOORNAND0 LEECH
andrew.nelson@interoil.com

InterOil hascomplementedthe useof seismicdata in its PNGpetroleum
exploration licences with both ground and airborne gravity{gravity-
gradient and aeromagneticdata. Potential field methods may be usedto
significantly reduceexploration costs in jungle-covered areasdue to the
relatively high effort and helicopter support required to deploy seismic
equipment.

Airborne gravity gradient and aeromagneticdata are usedto interpolate
and extrapolate reprocessedseismic data in InterOil's PPL 236. They
confirm and extend fault correlationson widely spacedseismiclines.

Seismicdata acquired in PPLs237 and 238 show that faults do not, as
suspectedby some,sole out at shallow depth (eg 1 to 2 km). Instead,
steeply dipping faults continue to several kilometres Surface geological
mapping,together with LandsatTManddigital terrain modeldata,greatly
assistin planning, acquisition and interpretation of seismicdata. Ground
gravity data acquiredalong seismiclinesshowsgood characterwhich can
be correlatedwith the seismicdata interpretation.

Relatively low effort (shallow holes, small charges),optimally located
seismicdata acquisition is shownto be effective in substantially resolving
ambiguousstructure and extending interpretation from surface dip and
lithology data. Potential field data, once calibrated with seismicdata, is
demonstratedasa method capableof substantially extending the seismic
interpretation.

CASESTUDY:NW MORAN 1 - EXTENSIONOFMORANFIELD,
PAPUANFOLDBELT,PAPUANEW GUINEA

K BALEAND5 BRADEY

kila.bale@oilsearch.com

Themain hydrocarbonriskwhen exploring in the PapuanFoldbelt PPL219
licenseis the definition of the trap. Accurately determining whether the
reservoiris involved in the hanging wall over thrust and optimally placing
exploratory and appraisal wells in the subsurface has been the main
challenge.

ThePPL219NW Moran 1 well was drilled in late 2003 to test the north-
westernextent of the 130 MM barrel Moran Field.Thecritical risk in this

prospectwas reservoirinvolvement and the definition of the main frontal
thrust. This paper highlights the approach in which the PPL219joint
venture reducedstructural risk, primarily, by way of acquiring and using
2D seismicdata. A fully integrated interpretative workflow was adopted
usingsurfacegeology,Strontium Age Dating and offset well data and 2D
seismic.

The NW Moran 1 exploratory well successfullyencountered oil columns
within both Toroand Digimusandsin the hanging wall of the Moran over
thrust. A VSPacquired in the NW Moran 1 S13well bore confirmed the
location of the frontal thrust to the south and the possibility of forelimb
potential in this part of the field.
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TIME-DEPTHPROCESSINGOFGLOBALOFFSETDATA:A NEW
PERSPECTIVEFORSEISMICIMAGINGIN THRUSTBELT
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A NODALAPPROACHTOWIDEAPERTURESEISMIC- USING
MOREINFORMATIONFROMTHESEISMICWAVEFIELD

J. H. LEVEN,J. MAKRIS AND D. ILLlNSKI

jleven@bigpond.net.au

Acquisition and interpretation of wide apertureseismicdata usinga nodal
approachis providing a cost effective technique for both land and marine
operations.

In the marine environment, developmentsin ocean bottom seismometer
(OBS)technology are providing new and innovative waysof exploring for
petroleum and maximizing reserves.There are distinct advantagesof
recordingthe seismicwavefield at the seafloor usingan OBS,rather than
near the seasurface usingstreamertechnology.Theseinclude:

1. OBScan acquire both the compressional(P)and shear (S)wave fields;

2. Theseafloor is quieter ambient environment in which to record the
seismicsignals;

3. Thereis no tow noise,and lower sourcegeneratednoise;and

4. Seismicacquisition is lessaffected by weather conditions.

Modern OBSare autonomous digital recorders,capable of continuously
recording hydrophoneand three component geophonechannelsat 2 ms
sampling for periodsof up to a month. Standard"reflection style" seismic
recordsof common receivergathers can be obtained directly from these
continuous recordsby accurately recordingthe airgun array sourcetime.
The OBSunits can usedto either record the long offset (wide aperture)
seismic wave field in conjunction with a conventional near-vertical
reflection survey (piggy-back operation acquiring common receiver
gathers),or in a stand-alone mode to recordthe wide aperture data.

Marine wide apertureseismicacquisition providedby OBStechnologycan
image the sub-surface in regions where the near-vertical reflection
method hasvery poor resolution - e.g.hard seafloor conditions, and sub-
salt or sub-basalttargets. Wideaperture OBSacquisition of 3-component
data give subsurfacecompressionaland shearwavespeeds,which in turn
provide useful information on the lithology and fluid content of
subsurfacetargets.3Cdata canalsobe processedto producePSconverted
wave sections. Converted PS wave sections provide an advantage in
resolutionand penetration over conventional P-waverefection sectionsin
situations suchas imaging through gassaturated targets.

On the production side, OBS acquisition provides Vp/Vs information,
which is critical for determining lithology and reservoir structure. This
ability of OBStechnology to provideboth PandSwavespeedinformation,
to operate in closeproximity to wellswithout streamers,and acquirewide
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